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Preface

During the last hundred years there have come to light numerous silver

vessels belonging for the most part to ancient church treasures or barbarian

hoards and stamped with Byzantine "hallmarks." Some were chance dis-

coveries along the shores of the Mediterranean, in Russia, in the Balkans, and

in Western Europe; others were found in archaeological excavations, while a

lew had been preserved above ground. Many of these vessels are decorated with

reliefs which are closely dependent, iconographically and stylistically, upon

classical traditions—so closely dependent, in fact, that the vessels were at first

thought to be Hellenistic, while the stamps, which are purely Byzantine in

character, were assumed to have been applied at a later period. Subsequent

investigations, however, have proved this view to be untenable.

At the turn of the century the first serious study of the stamps, and their

interpretation, was undertaken by O. M. Dalton in England and Iacov I.

Smirnov in Russia. 1 In 1928 M. Rosenberg of Germany published a revised

edition of his catalogue of goldsmiths' marks of medieval and later periods in

which he included the stamps on about sixty Byzantine silver objects, 2 and in

1929 the Russian scholar Leonid Matsulevich elaborated upon the work of

Smirnov and produced a study (in German) which not only contributed to the

interpretation of the stamps but also provided the first stylistic grouping of the

relevant objects in the Hermitage Museum. 3 Both Smirnov and, later, Matsu-

levich cited a number of instances where the stamps had been damaged when
the relief was worked, or where they bore other indications of having been

applied before, rather than after, the vessel was finished. It thus became clear

that the stamps provide a terminus post quern for the relief, and may indicate,

moreover, a provenance or workshop for the object. They furnish, therefore,

documentary evidence upon which may be based the stylistic and iconographic

study of silver, with or without control marks.

The work of Smirnov and Dalton was confined to the interpretation of a

limited group of stamps; that of Matsulevich, though larger in scope, dealt

almost exclusively with objects in the Hermitage. Since Rosenberg published

his catalogue, more than forty additional silver vessels with Byzantine control

marks have been discovered. 4 These additional examples throw new light on

1 For these authors, see infra, References Cited in Abbreviation.
2 See ibid.

3 Matsulevich, Byz.Ant.

1 Xos. 4, 5, 6, 10, 18, 23, .'4, 25, 26, 27, 29, 32, 37, 38, 39, 4°. 4Ii 4-. 43. 44. 45, 4&, 48 , 49, 50,

53, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 90, 95, 98, 99, 101, 102, 103. The list is not exact, as Rosen-

berg published some objects without publishing their stamps, and photographs of these have now-

been procured. Other objects are included in the present catalogue on the strength of the fact that

they are known to bear stamps though no photographs or descriptions are available. No. 103 is not

stamped but engraved (p. 22).
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PREFA4 I.

the interpretation ol the stamps, and before pi can be made in solving

stylistii .Hid iconographic problems pertaining to Byzantine silver, all the

available information regarding the stamps must be marshalled -\ -tematicallv.

It is to tlii- task that the present study is devoted. Concerned solely with the

stamps, it i- intended to provide a basis for future research in broader field-.

The hook i^ divided into three part-. Part I presents a classification and

.in lysis of the stamps and explains the method ol dating. Part II explore- the

type ol organization that applied them, and takes up the question <>l pn

nance. Part III is a catalogue in which all the stamped objects now known
are included; wherever possible the stamps themselves are illustrated and

described, and in the descriptions emphasis has been placed on those points

that throw light on the date of the stamps and help to place them in a chrono-

logical sequence. For each object the principal bibliographical references are

given. In the text the vessels are referred to by the number under which they

appear in the catalogue.

August ig6o Erica Cruikshank Dodd
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Fart I

CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE STAMPS

THE stamps to which this study is devoted are found on more than one

hundred silver objects of the early Byzantine period. Before examining

the stamps themselves, some remarks on the method of working the silver are

in order, though this is a subject which will not be treated in detail. 5

While knowledge of the methods and tools used for this work is incomplete,

it is clear from the marks left on the silver that a rotating device like the lathe

was employed. A small hole, generally termed the centering point, appears

exactly in the center of many pieces. Frequently there is evidence that the back

was hammered with tools of different shapes, and H. Maryon has shown6 how
the relief on some objects was chased on a thick sheet of silver entirely from the

front. L. A. Matsulevich observed that certain objects having deep relief, like

the mythological plates in the Hermitage, are nevertheless smooth on the

reverse, with no indication of how the relief was achieved, and he suggested

that in such instances the object was made of two separate thin sheets of silver

joined together after the front one had been worked by the artist. Examination

of other silver objects supports this view and one of the Cyprus plates in New
York (no. 61) may be cited as an example. In this plate, the reverse of the

relief shows clearly on the back of the plate within the circle of the footring, but

outside the footring the surface is quite smooth. The plate is bordered by a rolled

rim, achieved by carrying the edge of the bottom sheet of silver over the top

sheet. This method sometimes permitted another design to be incised on the

back of the plate outside the footring (e.g. no. 9). Many objects, however, are

obviously made of only one sheet of silver, for example, the Riha paten (no. 20)

on which the relief was beaten from the back so that the design of the entire

obverse surface can be seen on the reverse. Chalices, candlesticks, and vessels

of complicated form were fashioned of a single, thin sheet of silver.

As was pointed out in the Preface, examination of the vessels in the Hermitage

by Smirnov and Matsulevich yielded the fact that the stamps were applied j,

before the decoration was completed, and this conclusion is supported by the

5 A good bibliography for ancient silver metallurgy will be found in R. J. Forbes, Metallurgy in

Antiquity (Leiden, 1950). The following are among the pertinent references: J. Percy, Metallurgy

:

The Art of Extracting Metals from Their Ores. Silver and Gold (London, 1880); H. Bliimner, Tech-

nologie und Terminologie der Gewerbe und Kiinste bei G) iechen und Romern,TW (Leipzig, 1887) ; Walters,

pp. x-xiii; F. von Bissing, "Zur Geschichte des Silbers und des Electrons," A eta Orientalia, IV (1925),

pp. 138-141; H. Carpenter and J. M. Robertson, Metals (London, 1939); A History of Technology

(ed. Charles Singer and others, Oxford, 1954-1956), vols. I, II.

6 H. Maryon, "The Mildenhall Treasure, Some Technical Problems," Man. A Monthly Record of

Anthropological Science, XLVTII (1948), pp. 25-27, 38-41; idem, "Metal Working in the Ancient

World," A]A, LIII (1949), pp. 120-124; als° The Mildenhall Treasure (British Museum Handbook,
London, 1955), PP- I5~I9-



BYZANTINE SILVER STAMPS

investigation ol additional silver objects in the present study. The stamps on

the Riha flabellum (no. 2i), foi instance, must have been applied before the

feather decoration oi the back surface was trai ed, for the decoration cuts into

the corner oi the cross stamp and the working of it lias erased part of the cross.

On no. 35 rings incised on the base have clearly cut ofi parts of the stamps. In

the case of the chalices the Tyler Chalice (no. 8) is a good example—the
stamping instrument seems to have been applied after the silver had been cut

but before the base was finally fashioned, since it would have been virtually

impossible for the stamping to have been placed so deep in the base, after it

had been finished, without danger of both disfiguring the stamp and denting

the base. On many objects, the area around the centering point is worn and

parts of the stamps are erased (no. 38) or the centering point itself has broken

a stamp (no. 44). Moreover, on the plates with an incised niello design

no. 42) the wreath in the center may break through the stamps on the rev-

Among forty-seven stamped vessels which the writer was able to examine
personally, thirty-seven give every indication that the stamps were applied

before the vessel was finished; 7 three seem to have been stamped after the

decoration was complete;8 and in seven instances9 there is no clear indication

one way or the other. If the vessels studied by Matsulevich are added to these,

the total number is increased by at least twenty-seven. 10 Matsulevich considered

most of his examples to have been stamped before the object was completed,

although he does not specify in each case how this conclusion was reached.

In many other instances either the reproduction is sufficiently clear to indicate

when the stamps were applied, or an adequate description of the stamps is

available. 11 The preponderance of objects stamped before being decorated is

such as to warrant the conclusion that it was customary to stamp the vessel

before it was completed, and the stamps may thus be considered as a terminus

post quern for the finished vessel. In those few examples where this rule was not

observed, special circumstances prevailed.

At this point it should be added that the vessel was roughly shaped before it

was stamped. The significance of this fact will be considered below in connection

with the purpose of the stamps and the administrative system of controls.

For the time being it is enough to note that the stamps were applied in such a

way as to fit the shape of the base of a particular vessel (e.g. the oblong ba-

no. 75) and not necessarily bunched in groups as was the custom for circular

plates (e.g. nos. 6 or 57); in the case of chalices, they were applied before the

base had been finally fashioned, though certainly after the sheet of silver had

been cut, for they are disposed around the inside lip of the bas

N .8, to, 13, i}. 19, 20, 2i, 24, 25,

. 91, •
1 2

.

"

• '°3-

* Nos. -. 1.

10 Nos. 1. 6, 7, 9, 1 s. 16, -m. 26, 30, 31, 36, 51, 55, 56, 57,
- 100.

11 S1 rated: nos. 12, 17, i£ .4-:, 43, ^>.

pplied after t! 9 decorated: no. 101. Examples where the repro-

ducl fficiently clear to indicate when the stamps "ere applied: 3. 5, 11. - -:

-
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Stamps wrif tlms applied to silver vessels at some point during the process of

manufacture, after the ultimate use of the refined silver had been determined

and the vessel shaped but before the decoration was finally completed.

We turn now to the stamps themselves and consider their development from

their first appearance to the time when they fell into disuse.

A. SILVER BULLION, GOLD BARS, AND GRAFFITI. THE SQUARE STAMP

The practice, still in use today, of stamping vessels made of precious metal

with an official sign indicating their fineness, and thereby setting them apart

from objects made of moreordinarv materials, represents a comparatively late

development in the history of the use of gold and silver. Indeed, the stamps or

marks to be described here are the earliest essays in this practice. In very

ancient times there was apparently no control over the quality of metal used by
the gold- or silversmith, nor any mark to identify the maker. In the classical

Greek era the names of craftsmen were scratched on red- or black-figured

vases, and as early as the fifth century B.C. individual artists' names mav
have been inscribed on silver and gold vessels as well. 12 The custom of thus

inscribing an object with the name of the artist may have had both practical

and social or psychological significance; it may have reflected the status

achieved by the craftsman in Greek society, but in the case of precious metals

it must also have served to guarantee the quality of the metal. Early in the

classical period, moreover, indications of weight are found scratched on the

bottoms of such vessels. 13 This practice served as a more positive evidence of

quality, and graffiti of this type continue to be found on vessels long after the

classical period. The custom is undoubtedly connected with that of using gold

and silver vessels (either whole or broken into fragments for bullion) as currency

for such purposes as the payment of debt or tribute. 14 From the second century

B.C. actual stamps inscribed with the maker and workshop were used on

terracotta and bronze objects. 15 No doubt this development occurred in the

cheaper media because the objects were manufactured in great quantity in

large workshops, and it would have been too laborious to sign them individually ;

but no stamps have been found on gold or silver objects of a date earlier than

the fourth and fifth centuries a.d., and the earliest of these stamps are on gold

and silver ingots, rather than on shaped vessels.

12 G.M.A. Richter, in AJA, XLV (1941), p. 388; cf. Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des anti-

suites grecques et romaines, I (Paris, 1887), p. 805, note 263.
13 Signs of weight are found so frequently on silver objects that it is hardly necessary to refer to

specific examples. A discussion of the significance of this practice is found in Grunhagen, pp. 65-67.
14 Ibid., pp. 65-66; Pacatus, Panegyricus Theodosio Augusto dictus (Panegyrici latini, Teubner ed.

[1874], p. 294), XII: 26; Cod. Theod., VII: xxiv: 1 ; XII: vi: 13; XIII :ii: 1.

15
J. D^chelette, Les vases ceramiques ornes de la Gaitle Romaine, I, II (Paris, 1904) :

1". Oswald and
T. Davies Pryce, An Introduction to the Study of Terra Sigillata, Treated from a Chronological Stand-

point (London, 1920), with full bibliography and appendix of potters' names, pp. 273 27b; for more
recent bibliography, see M.-T. Lenger, "Timbres amphoriques trouves a Argos," BCH, LXXIX (1955),

pp. 484-508; for bronze objects, Th. Schreiber, Die alexandrinische Toreutik (Leipzig, 1894), p. 395;
H. Willers, Die romischen Bronzeeimer von Hemmoor (Hannover-Leipzig, 1901), passim; A. Radndti,

Die romischen Bronzegefdsse von Pannonien (Budapest, 1038), pi. xvn.
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In contrast to the marks previously considered, the stamps on bullion are

not "iih inscribed with an individual name and perhaps the place ol origin or

the workshop, but also beai an indication of their official character. The busts

oi three emperors occur in a stamp on a silver ingot found near Hanover.

They have been identified as Valentinian III (who came to the throne in a.d.

425), Galla Placidia, and Theodosius II (d. a.d. 450) and thus date the stamp
between ,|J5 and 450.

18 The same ingot also bears a -tamp containing a seated

Tyche holding a scepter and a sphere, and an inscription identifying the figure

as the city oi Rome. On ^old bars from Transylvania are stamps containing

the busts of Theodosius the Great (a.d. 379-395), Honorius, and Arcadius. 17

Among the stamps on these bars is one with the seated figure of a Tyche

identified by inscription as the city of Sirmium. Silver ingots found in England

and Ireland bear the inscription EX OFFI(CINA), or a variant thereof,

followed by a proper name. 18 These inscriptions, busts, and city goddesses

suggest that the stamps were not applied by a private individual but by some

bureau of control established to regulate traffic in the precious metals, and

that they represent, therefore, a form of government authority. The individual

names inscribed in the stamps on these bars are not likely to be the names of

craftsmen, but rather of officials whose duty it was to guarantee the quality

and weight of the metal. It is known that metal in bulk was evaluated by
weight for purposes of tax payment, 19 and the stamps on the bars thus

represent an official guarantee of unadulterated metal. It was probably

inevitable that as the power of the central government became stronger, its

control in financial matters should extend to all forms of traffic in the precious

metals.

The stamps on vessels from the fourth and fifth centuries represent the next

step in this development. Only live such stamps are known, one on each of an

equal number of vessels (nos. 81-85). They are all of a similar type, squan

slightly rectangular, and contain a seated Tyche20 similar to those on the gold

and silver bars. This Tyche again lends the stamp an official character, for it is

unlikely that the silversmith would have been allowed to depict the local

divinity on a stamp bearing his personal signature and serving his own private

purposes. Moreover, the stamp on no. (Si is inscribed in Greek with the words

16 Willers, op. cit. pp. 232-233, pi. xi: ta; Sir Arthur Evans, N< h - on the Coinage and silver

Currency in Roman Britain from Valentinian I to Constantine III," Numismatic Chronicle, 4th 5

XV(i<)i5).pp .js>
1 -. —p. p. 496; M. Rosenberg, Der G Idt km U \feri I Frankfort a. M.,

1922), p. XXX, fig 7. Griinhagen, p. 66. Sir Arthur Evans assigns the imperial busts to Theodosius
l and his two sons, \i< . < 1 1 o~- and Honorius, and dates the bars accordingly at the end of the fourth

century. More recent opinion favors a fifth-century date
17 Willers, op. cit., p. jjw.pl. kui: it. Rosenberg, op. cit., p. XXIX, fig. 6; Sir Arthur Evans, op. cit.,

|i. )«io. These busts have also been associated with Valentinian I (Emperor of the West from a. d. 364
to 375). his brother Valens I mperoroi the Easl in 304-378), and hi-* son Ciratian (named Co- Mm:
in 367) (F. Keiiner, "Romische Goldbarren mil Stempeln," An
ausOestet . XI I [1888], pp. 1 24; see also, ibid., pp.

a Sir \rthur Evans, op. cit., pp 508 si" Walters, pp. 31, no 1 18, 52, no. [96 / uma
Studit , XXXV (1945), p. 91.

See note 14, and Anun. Marc., XX:iv:i8 fust., X:lxxii: 5; X:lxxviii; see also Lelivre du
Prifet, [1:8 (ed. Jules Nicole, Geneva, (893), p. -).

20 Only do. 85 is too damaged to show the figure distinctly.
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ABAAATOC COPAriC€N. The Tyche on this stamp closely resembles the figure

on a COU3 struck by Valentinian II (a.D. 383-392) and may be dated in the

late fourth century.'21 The inscription leaves no doubt in the mind of the

reader that the concern was not with the person who made the vessel but with

the one who stamped it; in other words, with the quality of the metal as

guaranteed by the stamp of Abalatos, and not with the artistic merits of the

vase. The inscription is in Greek, moreover, which suggests an Eastern rather

than a Western origin for the vase, and, as /aim pointed out, the name Abalatos

is in itself Eastern. The stamp on no. 82 is also inscribed in Greek and is in

most respects like that on no. 81. The Tyche in the stamp on no. 83 is different

onlv in that she is represented in profile; she holds an unidentifiable object and

a scepter and her left foot rests on a prow. A similar goddess in profile with

globus crucifer and a scepter is found on coins from Constantinople in the

reign of Theodosius II (a.d. 408-450). 22 As the bowl was found with coins of

Theodosius II and Valentinian III (d. 455), it may reasonably be dated in the

first half of the fifth century, a little later than the stamps on nos. 81 and 82.

Laffranchi has shown that the representation of Constantinopolis on coins from

this period can be distinguished from that of Roma by the fact that she has

her left foot resting on a prow. 23 Since this feature appears in the representation

on the stamp and since, moreover, the stamp is inscribed with the letters CONS,

there can be no doubt that it was applied in the capital. The stamp on no. 84

may be related to the one on no. 8^ and dated accordingly; the stamp on

no. 85, although in very bad condition, seems to resemble that on no. 81.

Of these five surviving stamps, three bear marks of Eastern origin and may
be reasonably closely dated; the remaining two are scarcely legible. So far

no stamps at all have been found on gold vessels, but this is probably due to

the fact that few such vessels have survived; some may well have been stamped

in this period. 23* Nor were all silver vessels stamped. Numerous objects have

come down to us from the fourth and fifth centuries without any such marks.

These five are the only extant examples of such an early date documented in

this way; at the same time their stamps survive as the first indication of a

form of official control of the traffic in precious metals other than for coinage

purposes. This was a kind of public assurance that became a permanent

fixture only in the later middle ages.

B. IMPERIAL STAMPS

To the reign of Anastasius I (a.d. 491-518) belong the first stamps in the

series called "Imperial." This term is used because the reigning emperor's

21 R. Zahn, "Spatantike Silbergefasse," Amtl.Ber., XXXVIII, no. 10 (1917), cols. 263-304, see

esp. cols. 271-277 and 292-296.
22 Ratto, pi. iv, nos. 153-155, 169-179, and passim.
23 L. Laffranchi, "Un nuovo medaglione aureo di Teodosio I e la ftgura di Constantinopolis,"

Stitdi di namismatica, I (1940), pp. 69-82; idem, "Appunti di critica numismatica. I. La data finale

della personificazione di Costantinopoli ed i medaglioni aurei del tempo Teodosiano," Numismatica,

VII (1941). PP- 33-39-
2311 Cf. J. Heurgon, Le tresor de Tenes (Paris, 1958), pp. 22, 28 (stamp on gold fibula).
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portrait and 01 his name, written either in lull or in monogram form, appear on

one or more oi the stamps on each oi the vessels i oncerned. The series extends

from the reign oi Anastasius to that oi Constans II a d 64] 668). Like the

bust- on stamps oi gold and silver bars, these devices lend the stamps an

official character thai in itseli sug • rnmental authority.

The stamps oi the reign of Anastasius 1 occur on five silver vessels (nos. 1-5)

and an- oi five different shapes: round, hexagonal, triangular, square, and

oblong with an arched top. This last shape, which also occurs throughout the

rest "i the Imperial series, will be designated hereafter simply by the adjective

"long." Fourstamps are found on each vessel under Anastasius and anions these

at least one of the standard shapes is repeated twice. Vessels nos. 1, 2, and 3

each have two round stamps, one hexagon, and one triangle. The round'stamp>

on no. 1 appear to be identical, containing a bust of the Emperor circumscribed

in Latin I)N ANASTASIVS PP AVG, a form used commonly on his coii

The hexagon and the triangle contain monograms of the "box type." This kind

of monogram is formed by grouping subsidiary letters around one central letter

form, and it is so termed to distinguish it from the "cross type" that was

developed later in the sixth century. Rosenberg has attempted to read the worn

monogram in the triangle, while the one in the hexagon is barely distinguishable

;

in anv case, it is clear that neither can be read as the name of Anastasius. Both

monograms are circumscribed by different and unrelated individual names in

Greek characters. The stamps on the plate of Paternus, no. 2, are similar in

form to those on no. I, except for two significant changes: although both round

stamps contain the bust of the Emperor and one of them is inscribed with his

name in Latin, the second is inscribed with an individual name in Greek

characters, MHNNA. much like the hexagon and the triangle of no. 1 ; moreover,

in the hexagon is a monogram which can be read to give the name of the

Emperor in a form used on his coinage: 25 VL. This box-type monogram
served for Justinian {infra, p. 13), for the letters maybe so arranged as to read

either name, but in this case, as in nos. 4 and 5, the association with the

inscribed name of the Emperor in the accompanying stamp assures the identi-

fication. On the same plate, no. 2, the triangle contains a box-type monogram
different both from that of the Emperor and from the one in the triangle of

no. 1 ; it may be read to give the name lu3ANNOV. The hexagon and the

triangle are inscribed with the names of individuals in Greek characters,

bearing no relation to the names in the stamps of no. 1. The stamps on no. 3
are like those on nos. 1 and 2 in type, except that both the round ones are

inscribed with individual Greek names; the name of the Emperor is not to be

found, and the box type monogram I00ANNOV. corresponding to the mono-
gram in the triangle of no. 2, occurs along with the busts in the round stamps,

as well as in the triangle. These stamps are assigned to Anastasius I on the basis

oi their relationship to the stamps on nos. 1 and 2. On object no. 4, a new shape

Wroth, !. p. hi.

Wroth, I. p. 7. do. 59, pi II: 2; cf. E. Kitzinger, "The Sutton Hoo Ship-Burial. V: The Silver.

"

Antiquity , XXV 1940), p.
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is introduced, the long stamp. It is repeated t wire, along with two identical hexa-

gons, and contains the bust of the Emperor and his name previously found in

the round stamp; it contains also a monogram different from those previously

observed, and not yet deciphered. In the hexagon is the monogram of the

Emperor, similar to the one in the hexagon of no. 2, and the name GCOMA.

Finally, no. 5 shows two long stamps, one hexagon and a square, the latter

being the only instance of a square among the stamps of Anastasius. The long

stamp resembles those on no. 4, containing the bust and name of the Emperor

in Latin, and again a different box-type monogram. Although in form the

hexagon is similar to the hexagons already described, in this instance it

contains a monogram which is not that of Anastasius. His monogram is

found instead in the square stamp, where it is circumscribed by a name in

Greek.

The portrait of the Emperor thus occurs in one or another of the stamps on

each vessel. In all but one of the stamps the bust is shown full face and wearing

a diadem with a trefoil ornament. This portrait is similar to that used later for

Justinian I (Table I: Type I, see infra), and will be referred to again. In the

round stamp on no. 2, which is inscribed with the Emperor's name, the bust is

wearing a plumed helmet rather than a diadem with a trefoil ornament. This

portrait type corresponds to contemporary coin portraits of the Emperor
Anastasius, a fact which suggests that this stamp may be earlier than the

stamps with the "Justinianic" portrait. The stamps on at least three objects

show, in addition to the monogram of the Emperor, another and different

monogram which will be termed the "secondary monogram." Circumscribing

the portraits and the monograms are proper names, and there is a tendency

to replace the name of the Emperor, which is in Latin, with that of an individual

in Greek. These names and monograms are inscribed in the same way on stamps

throughout the Imperial series; that is, the forms remain the same, although the

persons to whom they refer constantly change, and a discussion of their

meaning is reserved for the end of this section so as to include the entire series.

Apart from the recurring patterns described, no very consistent development

can be traced among the stamps on these first five objects. There are four on

each object, but they occur in different combinations. Coming as they do

after the isolated square stamps of the fourth and fifth centuries, they imply

the establishment of a new system of control of silver under the direct

authority of the Emperor Anastasius; but their lack of uniformity suggests

that this system had not yet assumed a fixed character.

The stamps of Anastasius were the forerunners of a new system of control

marks introduced in the reign of Justinian I (a.d. 527-565), a system which

was established so securely that it survived, with very few changes, for one

hundred and fifty years. During this period, five different standard shapes were

generally -applied to each silver vessel; four of these, the round, the long, the

square, and the hexagon are similar to their counterparts under Anastasius; in v
addition, a new shape, a stamp in the form of a cross was introduced. All are

inscribed in Greek characters. Occasionally one shape may be repeated on the
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same vessel and another omitted, but the total Dumber remains the same. In

some instances, only tour stamps arc visible,*6 and it is possible that where this

is the cave the fifth stamp was worn away or d* i while the decoration of

the vessel was being finished.*7 This may also have happened to three objects—

nos. 71, 74, 79—where only one stamp can be seen. On the other hand, some of

these objects belong to a period when the Imperial system of stamping was

breaking down.-" and the irregularity may be a further sign of the disorganiza-

tion of controls. On five objects, nos. 44, 54, 55, 04, 65, more than five stamps

are visible. In each case one or more of the extra stamps are very much worn
.md it can be shown that no. 54, at least, and probably no. 55, were stamped on

two different occasions, 23 which suggests a similar explanation for nos. 44, 04.

65. The overwhelming majority of the objects concerned, however, have five

stamps each. Altogether there are seventy-five objects with Imperial stamps

(nos. 6-80) , exclusive of the stamps from the reign of Anastasius. Two of these

are inadequately published (nos. 79, 80). The following description concerns

the stamps on the remaining seventy-three objects.30 Two sets of stamps are

found on nos. 17, 54, and 55, which increases the number of stamp groups to

seventy-six :!1 Each of the five shapes of stamps wih be considered as it developed

throughout the entire series.

The round stamp contains the bust of the ruling emperor circumscribed by
the name or title of an individual in' Greek characters. 3

'

2 These "portraits" are

similar to the busts on the stamps of Anastasius. Their resemblance to con-

temporary coin types, first observed by Matsulevich, was used by him in

Byzantinische Antike to date the principal objects with which he deals. Matsu-

levich described five main types of busts; today we can distinguish eight

different types, each of which can be compared with a representative coin

type. They cover the reigns from Anastasius I to Constans II, and are

described and illustrated in Table I.

The busts of Type 1 are similar to the busts on coins struck by Justinian I

(a.d. 527-565) in 538 39 and after. This bust is also frequently found on the

coins of Justin II (a.d. 565-578).
32a

It is true that the coin type is of a military

character, showing the emperor full face and wearing helmet and armor,

s* Xos. 17, i8( ?), 34( ?), 61, 69, 75. For documentary references to the five -tamps, see p.261. The
suggestion has been made that four stamps may have been used on silver of inferior quality. That
this is not the case 1- proved by Rutherford J. Gettens and Claude L. Waring, "The Composition of

Some Ancient Persian and Other War Eastern Silver Oh talis, II (1057), p. 89, nos.

17 24, where it is shown that silver with four stamps is of as good a quality as silver with five.

27 See nos. 20, 21, 22, 49.
18 See infra, pp. 12, 31, 33.
*• See the entri- i. 54 and 55 m the Catalogue.
30 Rosenberg published about forty-five of the seventy-three objects. The additional numbers are

given in note 4.
,l Although the distinctions between the two sets on nos. 54 and 55 are open to question on minor

points because several of the stamps are badly worn, these uncertainties do ni the following

ment and for the sake of convenience the two objects are considered as bearing two independent
Bets "f stamps each, as does no. 17. The additional stamps on nos. 44, 64, and 65 are too worn to be

lered independently.
" On no. 78 there 1- a round stamp of the normal kind and, in addition—a single exception to the

rule—a round -tamp containing a monogram; see pp. 1 J. 21.
*** Cf. Wroth, 1, pis. iv: n, 12 (Justinian), xi: 1 (Justin II).

8
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whereas the stamp type is of a civilian character, showing the emperor in a

cloak and wearing a diadem; but there are close analogies between the two

types: the helmet on the coins is surrounded by a diadem having a frontal

ornament with three small projections; this trefoil-like arrangement is found

also in the silver stamps and in both cases the circular ornament which supports

the trefoil may be omitted and the projections depicted widely separated, losing

all relation to the original design. 3 '- The bust in the stamps is nimbed and

while the nimbus does not occur on the obverse of normal solidi, the emperor

may occasionally be nimbed on coins even in the sixth century.33 A variant of

Type I occurs in a stamp from the reign of Anastasius on the plate of Paternus,

no. 2. This stamp shows the Emperor helmeted and in three-quarter view. Such

a bust is found on Byzantine coins beginning with the early fourth century

and is used consistently until the time of Justinian I.
34 It is found regularly

on the coins of Anastasius; but most stamps of Anastasius show the full-face

type and anticipate by several years the adoption of that type for the coinage

of Justinian in 538 39.
35

Type 2 is similar to Type 1, except that the diadem with trefoil ornament is

replaced by a crown with a small, circular, raised ornament in front. The bust

corresponds to a coin type adopted by Tiberius II Constantine (a.d. 578-582).

On these coins the same crown appears either with a helmet or supporting

a cross, and so it continued under Mauricius Tiberius (a.d. 582-602) .

3&a
Moreover,

on some coins Tiberius II is shown wearing, instead of his armor, a paluda-

mentum like that worn by the bust in the stamps.36 The stamps concerned

may thus be dated in the reigns of Tiberius II or Mauricius. There is also,

however, one bust of this kind in a stamp belonging to the reign of Justin II

(no. 27), that is, to a period when it had not yet appeared on the coins. This is

another instance where the stamp type anticipates the development in coinage.

Type 3 is similar to Type 2, but is even closer to the coin types of Tiberius in

that the Emperor is without nimbus and the crown has a circular ornament

supporting a cross. Types 1, 2, and 3 cover the sixth century, the only significant

change being in the headgear of the emperor. This small distinction was, indeed,

noticed by Matsulevich, 37 but he had no evidence to show how the different

types overlapped the several reigns. Moreover, in the stamps of this period,

except for Type 3 (of which there is only a single example), the busts are nimbed

32b This omission is normal on coins of the sixth century, but the complete design appears regular-

ly on coins of the late fifth century.
33 Cf. a coin from the joint reign of Justin I and Justinian, showing the two Emperors seated and

en face: Wroth, I, pi. iv: 5, 6. A nimbed figure of the emperor is also found on rare silver coins from
Constantinople: Sabatier, I, p. 178, nos. 7, 8, pi. xii: 6, 7; Wroth, I, p. 29, nos. 26, 27; pi. v: 1, 2.

34
J. Maurice, Niimismatique constantinien>ie, I (Paris, 1908), p. 151, no. 5, pi. xiv; Sabatier, I,

pis. mff. ; Ratto, no. 40 ff.

35 Wroth, I, p. xci. Wroth regards this full-face type as an innovation made by Justinian and con-

siders it to be a portrait of this Emperor. Its earlier use in the stamps by Anastasius suggests that

it was not an individual likeness of either Emperor but, rather, a formal type-portrait adopted by
Anastasius and used by his successors.

35a Cf. Wroth, I, pis. xiii : 17 (Tiberius II, ornament with cross) ; xvn : 3 (Mauricius, ornament with

helmet)

.

36 Wroth, I, p. no, nos. 38, 39; pi. xiv: 7, 8.

37 Byz. Ant., p. 82.
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and foi tin- reason Matsulevich classed all nimbed portraits in the sixth

century. Type .; shows that the nimbus may be dropped before the end of the

sixth centurj while, on the other hand, it appears again on stamps from the

seventh century.

rype }a introduces two innovations: the bust is nimbed, but the crown
worn by the emperor does not have pendants and the portrait is bearded. The
beard of Phocas (,\.n. 602-610), as it was portrayed on normal coin issues in the

East,8" was distinctively long and pointed. It is as recognizable on the stamps

as on the coins of this Emperor. The only distinction between Type 4a and
Type 4b is that the nimbus is omitted in the latter; so the relationship between

the coin and the stamp types becomes even closer.

Types 5-7 all belong to the Emperor Heraclius (a.d. 10-641). Type 5 con-

tinues in the tradition of the Phocas portrait except that Heraclius' beard is

short, if indeed there is a beard at all.
38 The crown has pendants of the sixth-

century type and is surmounted by a circular ornament. This type corresponds

to the effigy of the Emperor on his coins 610-613, except that in the usual coin

type he wears a helmet, or, if he does wear a crown, its ornament is surmounted

by a cross.39 The portrait is nimbed. Type 6 occurs most frequently on the

stamps of Heraclius and corresponds to coin types from the years 613-629/30.*°

On the stamps this type occurs with minor variations. In all of them the

Emperor is dressed in a cloak; he wears a bushy beard, cropped hair and a

crown. In Type 6a he is nimbed and on the front of the crown there is a circular

ornament recalling earlier types in the series. Type 6b is similar to Type 6a,

except that the nimbus is omitted. In Type 6c the ornament on the crown is

embellished with a cross, as it normally is on contemporary coins. Type 6d,

which shows the ornament on the crown surmounted by a trefoil decoration,403

occurs only twice in the Imperial series, and both times in the long stamp. It

is nimbate. Type 7 portrays Heraclius as he appears on his coins between

629/30 and 64i. 41 In the stamps, as on the coins, the Emperor wears a crown

with a cross; he has a long beard with rather formidable mustaches and no

nimbus.

Type 8 belongs to Constans II (a.d. 641-668). It differs from the bust of

Heraclius in the distinctive shape of the face and in the fact that the Emperor
carries a globus crucifer. This bust corresponds to the coin portrait of

878 Cf. Wroth, I, pi xx: 4, 5.
M In the year of his accession, \.n. 6io, Heraclius shaved his beard which had previously l>een

long and bushy: Georgius Cedrenus, Historiarum compendium, I dkmn, 1838), p. 714. The inform. i1

agrees with the portrayal oi the Emperor <>n coins from the hrst two or three years of his reign

[see infra) and it helps support our chronologica] grouping of the silver stamps of the reign of

I [era* lm\ since those with an effigy of this type appear at the head of the sequence on other grounds
.ilso.

•Wroth, I, p. 2ii, no. 205, pi. xxv: 1. Grierson, Num. Chron. X, p, 69, 38a, pi. iv. For the
dating <>f these coin types and excellent illustrations, see Grierson, "Solidi of Phocas and Heraclius:

the Chronological Framework," Numismatic Chronicle, «>th Ser., XIX (1959), pp. 131—154. Unfortu-
nately, this article appeared too late to be referred to throughout this •

40 Wroth, I. p. xxiv
;
pi. xxm : 4, 8.

•on Cf. Wroth, I, pi. XXm: n, when' the crown has a similar ornament
41 Ibid., pi. xxm : 9, 10 12.
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Constans II between 041 and 651 2, in which the Emperor also carries a globus

crucifer. 42

The busts in the round stamps can 1 1ms be associated with coin types from

the reign of Anastasius I to Constans II, and on this evidence alone the entire

series can be attributed to the sixth and first half of the seventh century. In tin-

case of stamps from the seventh century the emperors portrayed can be identi-

fied fairly readily, but in the sixth century only three slightly different portrait

types were used for the stamps throughout five reigns and the dating of an

object on grounds of the portrait alone is correspondingly vague. Frequently

the bust in the round stamp is too badly worn to be distinguished, or the round

stamp may be entirely missing. Although a similar portrait is found in the

long stamp (to be discussed presently), in cases where neither bust is clear the

most positive criterion for dating lies in the imperial monogram in the square

and hexagonal stamps.

The square and hexagonal stumps are similar in kind and may be considered

together. Each contains a monogram in the center and a name or title in Greek

letters around the periphery. The hexagon generally has, in addition, a mark
of religious character, either a cross (e.g., no. 37) or a nimbed bust (e.g., no.

56). On two objects (nos. 45, 46) the nimbus is crossed and thus indicates that

the bust portrays Christ. In two other stamps (nos. 72, 73) the bust appears to

be winged. In one instance only is this general arrangement varied : the hexagon

of no. 77, contains a large bust of a saint and a circumscribed name, but no

monogram.43 In no instance is the name inscribed in the square the same as

that in the hexagon and there seems to be little relationship between them;

but it is of great importance that the monogram in the square very frequently

spells the same name as the monogram in the hexagon. Table II illustrates how
frequently this occurs. From the beginning of the reign of Justinian I, to the

end of the reign of Constans II there are thirty-one stamp groups in which the

monograms in both the square and the hexagon are at least partially legible.44

Among these thirty-one groups (or sixty-two stamps), only six instances (or

twelve stamps) occur in which the monogram in one stamp is not the same as

in the other (nos. 28, 29, 36, 41, 76, 78). It follows that there is generally a

relationship between the monograms in question, and wherever one is not

legible it is most likely to have been the same as the other.

Furthermore, again in the great majority of cases, this monogram spells the

name of an emperor, and specifically the emperor (or one of the emperors) with

42 Wroth, I, p. 255, note i; pi. xxx: 12-15. In the round stamp of no. 75 the Emperor has a

fairly short, full beard, which, according to Wroth, was worn by Constans 11 from ca. 646-651/2.

It is difficult to judge whether or not the busts in the round stamps of nos. 76 and 77 are bearded,

but it is possible that they are without beard and thus belong to the years 641-ca. 646. The round
stamp on no. 78 is hardly distinguishable.

43 The religious character of these stamps is discussed in A. Alfoldi and E. Cruikshank, "A Sassanian

Silver Phalera at Dumbarton Oaks," Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 11 (1957), P- 2 44-
44 Neither monogram is legible on nos. 18, 24, 53, 71, 74. Only one monogram, either in the square

or the hexagon, is legible on nos. 6, 10, 14, 16, 17A, 17B, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 35, 40, 42, 43, 47.

48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54^, 54B, 55B, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 75. No. 77 is also

excluded since the hexagon does not contain a monogram.
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whom the bust m the round stamp is associated. Among the seventy-six >tamp

groups, then- are seventy-one in which at least one of the two stamps, either the

square 01 the hexagon, is legible, and sixty-seven times out of seventy-one, at

least one of these monograms reads the name of an emperor. This is a substan-

tial proportion oi the total number. It points to the conclusion that the mono-

grams in the square and the hexagon are, as a rule, not only identical, but both

also spell the name oi the emperor portrayed in the round stamp.

In all, there are only eight exceptions to this rule and they are marked on

Table II in dark ink.46 On only one object (no. jj) does neither stamp contain a

monogram with the name of an emperor. These stamps belong to the reign

of Constans II, when the system of controls was deteriorating.4' The same
circumstance explains the irregularities on nos. 75, 70, and 78. No explanation

for the irregularities among the stamps on nos. 28, 29, 36, and 41 i< entirely

satisfactory. Nos. 28 and 29 belong to the reign of Tiberius II. It is suggested

that, since his reign lasted only lour years, the stamping system may not haw-

become fully organized during so brief a period. In one of the stamps on no _

the monogram of Justin II seems to have been re-used. Also, among the stamps

of Tiberius the monogram of Constantine occurs, and the same monogram
appears again in the hexagonal stamps of nos. 36 and 41, where the accompany-

ing square stamps bear the monograms of Phocas and Heraclius respectively. 47

Whatever the reason for these minor variations, the fact remains that, taking

the entire group of square and hexagonal stamps, there is an evident relation-

ship between their monograms and the portrait of the emperor in the round

stamp, a relationship which has not been sufficiently recognized in the past.

The monogram has occasionally been connected with the emperor when the

portrait in the round stamp was clear, but it has not usually been used as a

guide to the date of an object. Yet, since the monogram in the square and

hexagonal stamps generally agrees with the portrait in the round stamp, it

follows that in cases where the portrait is not recognizable, the object may
frequent lv be dated by the monogram alone.

Monograms like those of Phocas and Heraclius can hardly be read to yield

any other name, but other monograms are not so easily interpreted. Once it is

established that the squares and hexagons contain as a rule an imperial mono-

gram, we are justified in choosing among several possible readings one which

corresponds to the name of an emperor. For example, the monogram f$ could

*'-
[ jq, 36, 41, 75, 78. Xos. 1 and 5, also marked in dark ink, arc excluded since they

belong to the reign of Anastasius; on nos. 11. i-\ 13, 25, 37, .^
s

. 39, there are slight variations in the

monograms in question, but they do not affect the pi on. In every case they involve only

.1 variation in the form of monogram or in the spelling of the emperor's name (see also note 54).

** s PP- 3i. 33-
* T In the case of no. 28, the monogram in the I tine and it is possible that the

monogram in the square spells the Emperor's first name. It is known that Tiberius assumed the name
-Limine OH his accession (Wroth, I. - me of the coins of Tiberius are inscribed with

his first name on one side and his second on the • ther Wroth, I, pp. 106-107). A similar explanation

applies to no. 41 from the reigl elius, for this Emperor named his son, Heraclius Constantine,

mperor in 613 (see no. 04 Grii I Solidi of Phocas and Heraclius; The Chronological Frame-
wrork," Xumismatic ChrOH XIX [959], p 14- Tin re s< i ins to be no equally valid reason
!'.r the um' of thi- monogram by Phocas for the hexagonal -tamp on no. 36.

12
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read either MAPKOV or MAVPIKIOV, but the latter reading is undoubtedly the

correct one. In this manner, it is possible to decipher monograms that have

not previously been read. Along with the portrait in the round stamp, Table

1 gives the monogram (or monograms) of each emperor as it appears on his

stamps.

The monogram ^ , or M. , was assigned by Matsulevich and Rosenberg to

cither Anastasius or Justinian, since it contains all the letters of both names:

NACTIOV. Indeed, it was certainly shared by both Emperors, for it can be

seen not only on the coins and stamps of Anastasius, but also on capitals of

St. Sophia,48 St. John at Ephesus,49 and, possibly, S. Vitale in Ravenna, 50

where it refers to the Emperor Justinian. There is another form of this mono-
gram that could refer to either name and which, as it is found in the stamps,

has been assigned to both Anastasius and Justinian. The only difference

between it and the first monogram lies in the fact that an additional line is

used to form the letter A: f£[. This type is widely represented in the churches

of Justinian and occurs on the brass collars and capitals of St. Sophia far

more frequently than does the first. 51 It is found again on the capitals of the

church of Sts. Sergius and Bacchus52 and of St. Irene. 53 The church of St.

Sophia was built in the years from 532 to 537, and presumably the capitals on

the columns of the nave, on which both monograms occur, were put in place

toward the beginning or middle of this period. The second monogram must
have been in use well before the church was finished, or at least by ca. 53G.

Other variations of the first monogram were used by Justinian in his churches,

but the second type was the form most commonly employed. On silver, it

occurs only in stamps which can be attributed on other grounds also to the

reign of Justinian rather than to that of Anastasius. For these reasons the

monogram can probably be considered a variation instituted by Justinian

alone and not shared by his predecessor.

The monogram of Justin II f\[ (IOVCTINOV) is identified here for the first

time. It is similar to that of Anastasius and Justinian but lacks the A

and thus cannot represent the name of either of these Emperors. Once,

on no. 25, a variation occurs with an epsilon, which yields the reading

48 Lethaby and Swainson, p. 293: F. 2.

49 For:schungen in Ephesos (Osterreichisches archaologisches Institut), IV, 3 (Vienna, 1951), p. 122,

fig. 22, pis. xxvin: 1; xxx: 1, 2; xxxi: 1, 2; K. Kautzsch, Kapitellstudien (Berlin-Leipzig, 1936),

pi. 36, no. 567 a, b.
50 Diehl, Ravenne (Paris, 1928), p. 133; see also Archaeologia, XLV (1S80), p. 425. This monogram

exists in a slightly different form among the Justinianic capitals of Cariein Grad: Dj. Mano-Zisi,

"Les fouilles de ('ariem Grad en 1949-1952," Starinar, III-IV (1952-1953), p. 143, fig. 28.
51 See e.g. E. M. Antoniades, Ekphrasis tes Hagias Sophias, II (Athens, 1908), figs. 250, 302, 307,

313; Lethaby and Swainson, p. 293: C. i, D. i, D. 2, G. 1, H. 2, J. 1, K. 2, L. 1, M. _', X. 1, O. 2. P. 2 ;

E. H. Swift, Ha«ia Sophia (New Vork, 1940), p. 52, figs. 3, 4, p. 65, fig. 8.

52
J. A. Ebersolt and A. Thiers, Les eglises de Constantinople (Paris, 1913), p. 47, fig. 24.

53 \V. S. George, The Church of Saint Eirene at Constantinople (Oxford, 1912), p. 21, fig. 7, pis. 16,

23. It is found also on a bronze weight of Justinian in the Louvre: Daremberg and Saglio, "Exagium,"
Dictionnaire des antiquites grecques et roniaines, II (Paris, 1892), p. 876, fig. 2850; H. Leclercq, inCabrol

and Leclercq, Dictionnaire d'archeologie chretienne et de liturgie, IX 2 (Paris, 1930), col. 1778, fig. 7145.
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lOVCTeiNOV.'- 1 This monogram is found in the squares and or hexagons on -even

silver objects (nos. -10-23, 25-27). The objects concerned, which include the well-

known patens from Riha and Stuma and the plate with the bust of "Euthenia,"

may be dated, therefore, within the thirteen years of the reign of Justin II

vl) 565 57<s )- It mighl be said that this mono-ram could also refer to Justin I

ad. 518 327). bul the secondary monogram is oi the cross type, a type which,

.in w ill be shown, did not develop until after ca. 536. This circumstance, together

w ith other factors to be considered later, places these stamps in the reign of the

iid Justin (see infra, p. 16 and note 67).

The monogram in the square stamp of no. 28, an object attributed on other

grounds to Tiberius II Constantine,58 is unfortunately not very Legible. The
monogram in the hexagon reads KGONCTANTINOV. It is known that Tiberius

assumed this name on his accession.''''

The monogram of Mauritius 1$ occurs on two silver objects (nos. 30 and 31)

that have in the round stamp a bust of Type 2 (Table I). These two sets of

stamps are exceptional in the Imperial series in that the imperial monogram
is found in the long stamp, as well as in the square and hexagonal stamps. 57

Although the stamps are badly defaced, by combining all six examples a

monogram that reads MAVPIKIOV can be pieced together.

The monograms of Phocas and Heraclius have been identified before and

it is necessary only to observe that in stamps dating from the early part of

Heraclius' reign his monogram differs slightly from the one that appears in the

later stamps. On objects which on other grounds can be placed early in the

sequence, the P in the monogram is combined with the H: *£* ("type b").

On stamps later in the sequence, the P is attached to the stem of the b". and

the resulting design is more balanced: *|* ("tyPe a ")- I n two instances (the

square stamps of nos. 69 and 70) the P seems to be entirely missing ("type c").

Among the stamps of Constans II we have already observed irregularity

it would appear that this Emperor used a similar monogram to that of his

predecessor in two hexagonal stamps (nos. 76, 78). His given name was,

indeed, Heraclius.
57a

M For a similar spelling of the name <>t Justin, sec Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum, III, no. add.

4366.

i

3
. A monogram very like the monogram of Justm II is found on certain "Vandalic" coins in

the British Museum, which have been assigned to Anastasius I: W. Wroth, Catalogue of the Coins of

the Vandals, Ostrogoths and Lombards ... in the British Museum (London, 1011), p. 33. In this case

it i> probable that the monogram refers to Justin I.

S( I atalogue entry for no. -
,s

.

i8 See note yj.
M Sec p. 15 infra. This monogram differs from the cross-type monogram used on Mauricras' coins

Sabatier, I. pi. xxvi: zo). F01 \ nations in the form of this monogram, see Table- 1, II. and III.
"' \ monogram that 1 instantine ' and thus might refer to Constans II occurs in the long

and cross stamp- of no. 75 and in thi -imps of nos. 70 and 77. The monograms in long and cross

stamps are discussed infra. They do not generally refer to an emperor, and since Constantine is a com-
mon name, it would be rash to conclude that these stamps are an exception to the rule If. on the other

hand, these monograms do refer to the Emperor, they contribute to the unusual features that distin-

guish the stamps nt Constans II pp. N
. I 2 . and maybe explained on the same grounds: namely, that

the system of 1 ontrols was di t< 1 iorating 1 pp. 31. 33).

14
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The Umg stump always contains a small bust, a monogram beneath it. and a

name or title inscribed on the sides. The bust is generally identical with the one

in the round stampj and so may likewise be considered a means ( >i establishing

the date. Two objects, nos. 55 and 56, provide exceptions to this rule, since

in these groups Type 6c occurs in the round stamp and Type 6a in the loi

I he long stamps on these objects and on no. 54 have another peculiarity:

they have inscribed just below the bust the two letters X and 0. Matsulevieh

suggests that these may be officina marks similar to those found on coins,68 but

since these irregularities are found on only three objects the question remains

open. The monogram and the inscribed name in the long Stamp will be dis-

cussed together with those on the cros

The cross shuitp contains only a name and a monogram. The name i> in-

scribed at the ends of the amis of the cross and the arrangement of the letters

is not uniform throughout. The earliest cross stamps, from the beginning ol

the reign of Justinian (nos. <> 14), are of a rather crude shape with square, ^
blunt arms of equal length, though on nos. 10, 12, and 13 the arms have a

slight flare. All the letters of the name are upright and must be read first from

top to bottom and then from left to right."'" In somewhat later examples from

the reign of Justinian and in some of those from the reign of Justin II, the

name is still read in the same way but the arms of the cross are decidedly

flared.60 This type of cross stamp also occurs under Mauricius (nos. 30, 31) and

even in the reign of Phocas (no. 34). As early as the reigns of Justin II and

Tiberius II (nos. 27. 28), however, the form more frequently adopted is one

in which all the letters are piaced upright, if read from the center of the cross

clockwise around the arms. All but one of the cross stamps from the reign of

Phocas, and all those from the reign of Heraclius, are of this type. The shape

of the cross and the arrangement of the letters may thus be used within broad

limits as a means of dating an object.

The monograms in the long and cross stamps (Table III) are, in all but four

examples, identical with each other. The four exceptions to this rule, which

involve two pairs of identical stamps, are marked on the table in dark ink. As

has been noted above, the long stamp of nos. 30 and 31, repeats, for unexplained

reasons, the monogram of the emperor in the accompanving square and hexa-

gonal stamps. On nos. 70 and 71, it is the cross stamp that has a monogram re-

sembling that of the emperor. 61 On all the other stamps in question the mon-
ogram differs from that of the emperor, and in order to distinguish it from the

latter it will be termed the "secondary" monogram.
The secondary monogram also provides valuable means of dating an object.

^rg. by/.," p. 300. Matsulevieh also found the letter € below the bust m the round stamp of

no. 77 (this would appear rather to be the clasp of the emperor's paludamentum, but the reproduction

is not very clear). There may be a connection here with the and the X and also the € which by the

end of the eighth century replace the mint mark on coins (Wroth, II, p. 402 anil past
59 See nos. ". 7. 8, 9, 1 -*. 13, 14, in which the inscriptions are clear.

80 Nos. IS, Hi. I", In. J", 21, 22. 23, 25, J6 3
.

151 In other instances the monograms in the long and cros^ stamps differ only in minor respects,

i.e. in the placing of the letters or in the spelling of the name ic.g. nos 25 and 33). Compare the vari-

ations in the imperial monograms noted supra (notes 45 and 57 .
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In the first place, its form changes. Weigand observed61 thai there were two

types oi monograms in use during the reign oi Justinian, both of which are

represented in St. Sophia. The first Is the box type found in the stamps of

Anastasius and used for the name of the Empress 1 heodora on at least one of

the capitals of St. Sophia
1
532-537). ,i3 Shortly thereafter, a new form seems to

have been adopted for Theodora, probably for the sake oi convenience; in this

type all the letters of the name are placed on the arms of a cross, with the in

the center.' 11 This type, called the "cross" or "cruciform" type, is used con-

sistently for Theodora on the capitals of St. John at Hphesus65 and, in a

slightly different (perhaps earlier) form, in St. Irene. 66 This appears to be the

first occurrence of the cruciform monogram and, like the second of Justinian's

box-type monograms, it may be dated shortly before St. Sophia was finished,

that is, around a.d. 536. A similar change of type occurs in the secondary

monograms in the long and cross stamps; on objects which on other grounds

can be assigned to the reign of Justinian these monograms may be either of

the box or cruciform type. After the reign of Justinian, on the other hand, this

monogram is invariably cruciform. Since for the monogram of Theodora the

transition occurred around a.d. 536, it is likely that the monogram in the long

and cross stamps changed at about the same time. Thus the monogram that

reads IOVCTINOV can be assigned to Justin II (a.d. 565-57S) rather than

to Justin I (a.d. 518-527), for on all objects where it occurs (nos. 20-27) tne

monogram in the long and cross stamps is of the cross type and is accordingly

later than ca. 536.
6T Only the imperial monogram preserved the older form for

a time; Justinian and the three succeeding emperors used the box type in the

square and hexagon. Phocas, however, adopted the cruciform monogram, as

did Heraclius.

Even more important for the dating of the stamps is the repetition of the

secondary monogram in corresponding stamps on different objects. The full

meaning of this monogram will be discussed below in connection with textual

evidence for the control system underlying the stamps. At this point it should

be observed merely that the recurrence of identical monograms makes it

possible to form groups among objects within the reign of a single emperor

(e.g. nos. 41-50). It may be suggested that in such cases the monogram refers

to a single official and that therefore the stamps were applied at approxi-

mately the same time. Table III illustrates how frequently this repetition

occurs, and in the Catalogue the objects are so arranged that the secondary

monograms fall together in blocks (indicated by heavier dividing lines).

82 "Ein bisher verkanntes Diptychon Symmachorum," JDAI, LII (1937), p. 130: see also Dalton,

Arch. 57, p. [I

,:l I.cthaby and Swamson, p. 293: E. 1, E. -.

84 Ibid., p. jiij: 1
'.

1 (B. 2 shows another variant oi the cross type).
u Forschungen in Ephesos, IV. 3, pis. xxvm: 3, .) : xxix: -•

. Kautzsch, Kapilcllsludien, pi. 30,

no. 567 c and e.

89 George, The Chinch of Smut I.. tantinople, p. 21, fig. 7. pis. [2, 16, 23.
87 The assignment <>t these stamps to Justin 11 i> further supported by other criteria: the imperial

l>ust type, tin- relationships with stamp-, from the reigns oi Justinian 1 and Tiberius II Constantine,

the identification of the 1 1 rat m 1 • p. 20), and the shape of the imp. The
sum of these factors m ikes it impossible to ascribe the stamps to Justin I.
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Since this method of dating is subordinate to that based on the imperial

monograms, it is revealing that the consecutive groups thus formed never

run counter to the sequence dictated by the latter; nor do these groups

conflict with the order established on the basis of the imperial bust types or ol

the shape and form of the cross stamp. In only one instance is the secondary

monogram repeated on objects from different reigns, and the objects involved

(nos. 27 and 28) belong respectively to the reign of Justin II and to that of his

successor, Tiberius II. If the same official is represented by the secondary

monogram in both groups of stamps, it follows that he was in office during

the reigns of both Emperors. The first object, then, belongs to the end of the

reign of Justin II, and the second to the beginning of the reign of Tiberius II.

Finally, the individual names and titles inscribed in all five stamps suggest

other means of dating and make it possible to place the stamped objects in a

close chronological sequence within the imperial reigns and also within the

groups formed by the secondary monograms. The inscriptions are generally

common personal names. Although CXOAACTIKIC, nATPIKIC, and KOMITAC

resemble titles of officials, they are also used as personal names. 68 The same

cannot be said, however, for AAMnPOTATOC and C6BACTOC, which occur

several times in the stamps (nos. 19, 25, 27, 44-46, 51-54/I). Aciim-poTon-os

corresponds to the Latin title of clarissimus and, while it had lost some of

its importance in the sixth century, it still indicated very high rank indeed.

It was, for example, accorded to consuls under Justinian. The title lepacrros

was originally reserved for the emperor alone, and these stamp inscriptions

seem to be the earliest evidence of its use for subordinate officials, although

this became common practice in the ninth century. 69 No consistent relation-

ship has been discovered between the inscriptions in the stamps on a single

object. Table IV isolates these, and it is evident that although the same
name may recur in two different stamps on the same object, for instance

on no. 20, these repetitions do not occur in any regular pattern. Very often,

however, the name inscribed in a stamp on one object recurs in the correspond-

ing stamp on another. For example, the names in the round and cross stamps

of no. 16 are found again in the round and cross stamps of no. 17. The name
C1CINNIC occurs at least seventeen times in the cross stamps from the reigns

of Tiberius Constantine through Heraclius. Sometimes the repeated name
figures on stamps that are identical too in all other respects. Nos. 27 and 28

have been mentioned above as sharing the secondary monogram in the long

stamp; the name I60ANNIC and the imperial bust in the same stamp are

apparently also identical. Evidently, the stamp, originally used in the reign

of Justin II, was still applied in the reign of Tiberius. The implication here is

that both the person designated by the secondary monogram and the person

68 W. Pape, Worterbxich der griechischen Eigennamen (Braunschweig, 1863-1870), I, p. 691; II, pp.
1 148, 1468.

69 For AauirpoTorros , see E. Hanton, "Lexique explicatif du Recueil des inscriptions grecques

chretiennes d'Asie Mineure," Byzantion, IV (1927-1928), pp. 100-102; L. Brehier, Les institutions de

I'Empire byzantin (Paris, 1949), p. 103. For aE^aCTTos, G. Schlumberger, Sigillographie de VEmpire
byzantin (Paris, 1884), p. 581.
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called IOOANNIC held office under both rulers, and it becomes even more

probable that the objects are separated only by a short time interval, i. e.,

that they belong respectively to the end of Justin's reign and to the beginning

ol that of Tiberiu tin, on nos. 35 and 36, to quote one additional example

among many, the long and cross -tamps agree respectively as regards both their

monograms and their name inscriptions (and the long stamps also in regard to

the imperial portrait).

A name as common as I00ANNIC will recur throughout the entire sei

oi Imperial stamps, but when a less usual name, such as CXOAACTIKIC, ap-

pears in a single sequence of objects under Heraclius, it i^ very possible that

members of the same family, if not actually the same person, may be meant.

These relationships offer another way of bringing stamp groups together for

purposes of dating. Where relationships among imperial portraits and mono-

grams, secondary monograms, or corresponding stamps on different obj>

are lacking, the inscribed individual names can be used, if only with discretion.

The occurrence of the same name in corresponding stamps— for example in

t he cross stamps of nos. 13 and 14, both from the reign of Justinian I —suggests

a possible relationship between the two groups of stamps even though they

differ in other respects. The occurrence of the same name in different stamps

may also indicate a relationship between the objects concerned, provided the

name is not a very common one; the name CXOAACTIKIC, which is en-

countered first in the round stamp of no. 50 and the hexagon of no. 51, and

then in the long stamp of nos. 55, 56, 58-66, 70 and in the cross stamp of 1

72-74, thus helps to clarify and refine the order indicated by imperial portraits

and monograms and by secondary monograms.

In summary, each oi the five stamps on a silver object offers a means of

dating the object so that whenever one is missing or worn and illegible, another

may be used for this purpose. The imperial portraits and monograms serve to

identify the reigns. The secondary monograms permit us to form groups within

a given reign. The recurrence of identical stamps and individual names suggests

associations within the groups formed on the basis of the secondary monogram,
and may relate these groups one to another. Finally, certain broad limits of

date may be defined by means of the changing shape or form of the cross

stamp, and the two forms used for the secondary monogram. When all these

methods, as illustrated in fables I, II, III, and IV. are combined, a fairly con-

sistent chronological sequence of silver stamps from the time of Anastasius I

to Heraclius emerges. In Part III, the objects are arranged in this sequence,

and the reasons for giving an object its particular place in the sequence

become apparent from the analysis of its stamps.

70 No. -''j, also belonging to Tiberius, again repeats a ^-t.imj> from the reign of Justin II, namely
1 gon. As was suggested above p. i- . the system may uot have been fully reorganized during

1 iberius' brief reign.
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C. IRREGULAR STAMPS

A number of silver vessels have stamps differing from those of the Imperial

series and require, therefore, individual discussion. They fall into fiveseparate

categories: The stamps on one vessel are so inscribed as to be attributable to

a definite locality, Carthage; five objects bear stamps similar to the Carthagin-

ian stamps and with an indication of date though not of origin; two objects

have stamps that can be assigned to Antioch; on a pair of plates there are

stamps identifiable as Merovingian; three, or possibly four, objects bear stamps

that may have developed at a later date from Imperial types. Three vessels

have groups of stamps which, in each instance, are unique and have not been

identified in any way.

A plate in the Galleria Sabauda, Turin, depicting a Nereid riding on a

seamonster (no. 93), bears two stamps on the reverse. One stamp is square and,

although badly defaced, appears to contain an alpha and omega in ligature;

the other contains, in a rectangular frame, five lines of Latin inscription re-

ferring to the fifteenth year of the reign of Justinian, to the fifth indiction, to

December, and to Carthage. It is thus dated in December 541.
71 Carthage, the

capital of the Vandal Kingdom, fell to Belisarius in December 533,
72 and the

stamps suggest a commemoration of this event.

Two stamps, slightly similar to the Carthaginian stamps in form, appear on

each of five objects, nos. 94-98. Nos. 94, 96, 97 clearly show an eight-leafed rosette

with Greek characters in the leaves and a rectangular stamp containing three

lines of Latin inscription. The inscriptions in the rosettes are too indistinct to

be deciphered completely, but those in the rectangles are sufficiently legible to

be dated in the seventh century. The stamps on no. 95, an eagle signum in

Kharkov, also belong to this group, but their inscriptions are still undeciphered

;

on no. 98 one of the stamps deviates somewhat from the others in that, instead

of a rosette, it has an eight-pointed star, and the rectangular stamp has not

been deciphered. This group of stamps is sufficiently large and consistent in

form to suggest that it represents a kind of official control in silver that differed

from, but was contemporary with, the Imperial system. Possibly, like the

Carthaginian stamps, these represent a system used in another area.

A hanging lamp in Baltimore (no. 89), found at Hama in Syria, has,

on the bottom, five stamps which were evidently applied after the object

was finished. They clearly imitate the Imperial five-stamp group; their shapes

are the usual ones (round, hexagonal, square, long, and cruciform) and they

contain inscriptions and monograms that at first sight resemble those in Im-

perial stamps. An imperial monogram in the square stamp indicates a date in

the reign of Phocas, but significant differences in each of the five stamps set

71 Philip Grierson obtained the fullest reading of this inscription with the help of recent photo-

graphs and casts kindly provided by the Soprintendenza alle Gallerie del Piemonte. Grierson points

out that Novel XLY1I of Justinian decreed that all documents should be dated by the regnal year

of the emperor, the name of the consul for the year, the indiction, the month, and the day. The consul

in 541 was Basilius.
72 Proc, BV, IV:iii:28; p. 234.
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them apart from the Imperial -cue-. These differences, which are listed in de-

tail in the Catalogue,78 suggest that the stamps represent another system oi •

trol, and the inscription 0€OV[TT]OA€O[C] in the long stamp refers to the

city oi Antioch.74 The stamps on the Dumbarton Oak- candlestick, no. 90,

are similar to the stamps on the Baltimore lamp. The comparison of the indi-

vidual stamp-, made in the Catalogue, leaves no doubt that the stamps on both

objects come from the same center and from the same period. The lamp was

Found with objects that are stylistically Syrian and have specifically Syrian

inscriptions,75 while the candlestick was found in Antioch. Thus the stamps

may well indicate a control system set up in Antioch and based on the one that

used Imperial stamps. The workmanship is crude in comparison with Imperial

•-tamps and suggests provincial hands. But if the stamps reflect a local system

at Antioch the controls there could not have functioned very efficiently or

for very long since, among all the objects from Syria, only two have stamps

of this kind. It is interesting to note that no. 98, a plate found with the "Hama
treasure," also has stamps similar to, but not identical with, a more standard

-cries (see supra, p. 19)

The plates from Valdonne (nos. 91 and 92), now in Paris, each bear five

-tamps undoubtedly inspired by Imperial types but very different from them.

Since the plates were designed so that one could be fitted into the other, they

are clearly a pair. Plate no. 91 has two cross stamps, two long, and one square,

while no. 92 has two cross and three round. On no. 91 the cross stamps arc-

simple, with a meaningless design, while on no. 92 they contain an illegible

monogram. There are monograms also in the round stamps of no. 92. The square-

on no. 91 is inscribed with the name ARBALDO in Latin characters. The two

long stamps of no. 91 contain identical busts in profile, with a palm branch.

These stamps may be related to Merovingian coins of the mid-seventh century. 7 "

73 See also A Ifold 1 ami Cruikshank, \ - Lssanian Silver Phalera at Dumbarton Oaks," Dumb*
Oaks Papers, n (1957), pp. 243-2.}.).

74 The name of the city was formally changed after the earthquake of a.d. 52S: Mai., XVIII, p. 443

:

1'rocopius, 1> is, II : x, 2 (Loeb cd., 1940, p. 164: "... 'Avnoxeiav, f| vOv GecuttoAis £-rnK£KAr|-

Tai ..."). On the stamp the name is in the genitive (for the interchangeable use of omicron and
omega compare, for example, the inscriptions in the cross stamps of nos. 41-43 and 54B-55).

75 The lamp was found in [910 with the "treasure from Hama," which also included nos. 13. 34,

89,98. There is a strong probability that the "Hama treasure" is in fact part of the famous "Antioch

treasure," including the "( balice of Antioch" in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the smaller

chaluc, no. 'So. No. is. the chalice of St. Amu- in Jerusalem, is alleged to have come from Kara.

between Hama and Aleppo, which is also probably the actual find spot of the treasures of Hama
and Antioch. For other pieces from the same location see Marvin Ross. "A Second Byzantine Silver

I reasure from Hamah," Archaeology, III (1950), pp. 162-163. The problem of the discovery oi I

ures is reviewed by J. J. Rorimer, "The Authenticity of the Chalice of An:

Art and Literature fot iGreene (Princeti a, [954 . pp. [61-168. While Mr. Rorimi

that the two finds were separate. Bayard Dodge ("A New Explanation for an Ancient Treasure,"

Al-Kulliya [Journal of the American University of Beirut Alumna
Arabic, pp. 34 44; and "The Chalice of Antioch," Bulletin of the Sear East Society, III 1950 . no. 5,

pp. 3!., 6; no. o, p. 10) recounts the finding of all the objects in one treasure. For other accounts
l.. w olley, in Journal of Roman S \ p. 2& and K. Mouterde, Mi'langes de

h, Nl Beyrouth, [926 . pp. 36] , .ally pp.
76 M. Prou "Les contre-marques merovingiennes de la coupe de Valdonne (Bouches-du-kl

. I loii
, pp. [82—185) relate^ the profile head in the loi portraits

on Merovingian <oin-, m particular coins struck in Marseilles ca. 613 640. A. Heron de Villefosse, on
the other hand Bulletin A s [910 . p. 256 . has noted tl'.e branch
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.iikI all are crude in execution. Their chief importance lies in the fact that,

though contemporary with the Imperial series, they belong to a different

system and a different area, as do the stamps horn Carthage and Antioch.

A Sassanian phalera in Dumbarton Oaks (no. 99), on the other hand, has

three stamps which could be examples of a later development of the Imperial

system itself. The stamps are disposed symmetrically on the smooth parts of

the human face which decorates the front of the object. Hence the design must

at least have been planned before the stamps were applied. Moreover, this is

the only object with all its stamps on the front rather than on the reverse, and

this suggests that they were applied after the mask was finished; possibly even

by different hands. Two round stamps contain a standing, orant figure of a

female saint circumscribed with her name which is, unfortunately, not entirely

legible. The third stamp, a hexagon, contains a small bust of Christ and is

inscribed with the trisagion: ayios, ayios, ayios. The date of these stamps

is discussed in an article in the Dumbarton Oaks Papers referred to in the

catalogue. They have been assigned to the late seventh or early eighth century

largely on the grounds of the religious element which is clearly present and

which is evident also in stamps of the later Imperial series (nos. 45, 46, 77), as

well as in those on the Baltimore lamp (no. 89) described above. Since a

religious iconography appears likewise on coins of the late seventh century,

a connection with the Imperial series—suggested also by the shapes of the

stamps—should not be ruled out.

These stamps can be related to a group of five round stamps on a plate in the

Hermitage (no. 100). The round stamp on the phalera resembles two of the

stamps on the Hermitage plate which contain the standing figure of Christ

with a crossed nimbus and one arm raised. The other three stamps on the

plate contain a cruciform monogram. The recent cleaning of a plate in the

British Museum, no. 78 (placed next to no. 77 which must be nearly con-

temporary), has disclosed stamps that clearly belong to the Imperial series, but

among which there is also a round stamp with a cruciform monogram. The
stamps on the plate are dated in the reign of Constans II and the relationship

between this round stamp and the stamps on no. 100 above is additional

reason for placing the latter in the seventh century, toward or after the end of

the Imperial series. A bowl found in Zalesie in the Ukraine (no. 101) also has

five stamps on the reverse, neatly fitted into the tips of the leaves of the design

in areas smooth enough to show the stamps clearly. They were, therefore,

applied after the design was finished, as were the stamps on the Sassanian mask.

The outlines are effaced, but there seems to be an identical cruciform monogram
in each and thus they too may be related to the stamps on the Hermitage plate

(no. 100). The stamps on no. 102 are again cross-shaped. They are of crude

execution and contain designs which appear to be imitations of cruciform

in front of the head which is found only on coins from the mint of Banassac at about the same period,

ca. 650 (M. Prou, Les monnaies merovingiennes de la Bibliotheque Nationale [Paris, 1892], pi. xxx: 13;

A. de Belfort, Description generate des monnaies merovingiennes [Paris, 1892], nos. 722, 733-748, 753, 754,

763, 77°) •
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monograms without meaning These stamps, and those on do -.-est

provincial imitation oi more refined examples, such as those on no. ioo, and

they may reasonably be dated in the same period. No. 103, a ewer in New York,

has no stamps but is included in the Catalogue because it has on tl rse five

engraved 1 iri les containing monograms. When read in sequence, these yield a

religious phrase and they were clearly incised after the vessel was finished. The
choice oi five circles with monograms is Dot likely to have been fortuitous and

is, indeed, indicative of the influence of stamps oi this kind in some provincial

centei

No two objects in the group just discussed (nos. 99-102) have exactly

identical stamps, but the relationships that do exist among them, and between

them and the last stamps of the Imperial series, -uggest that they may all be

dated after the Imperial series. They could represent a system of control in

silver that developed either in a different locality, or in the same locality as the

Imperial system after the latter had died out. In contrast to the parallel

series of stamps on nos. 94-98, this group lacks indications of imperial authority.

A few Irregular stamps cannot be convincingly associated with any of those

already described and have not been closely dated. These are found on a

plate from Cesena (no. 86), a dish in London (no. 87), and a bowl in New York
(no. 88) that came from the same treasure as the inscribed ewer mentioned

above (no. 103). A coin found with the Cesena plate suggests a relatively early

date for its stamps which are of indefinite shape and contain letters not com-

pletely deciphered. The Chrism in the stamp on the dish in London also

points to an early date. A hexagonal stamp containing a monogram on the bowl

in New York, no. 88, is related in shape and type to similar stamps in the

Imperial series, but, unlike the Imperial hexagon, this stamp does not contain

an inscription. The bowl is dated on stylistic grounds in the fifth or sixth

century.
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Part 1

1

THE QUESTION OF PROVENANCE AND CONTROLS

EXCEPT for the Carthage and Antioch stamps, and some of the stamps

from the fourth and fifth centuries (nos. 81, 83), none gives direct indication

of where it was applied or by whom. The date of the stamps is usually

evident, particularly in the Imperial series, but the problem of their origin is

also important for the study of artistic development in silver of this period.

Since the great majority of stamps belong to the Imperial series, and since

almost all the objects lending themselves to stylistic analysis have stamps of

this kind, the following discussion will concentrate upon Imperial stamps.

Earlier stamps and those of the Irregular group will be considered mainly

in relation to the Imperial stamps. While there is no absolute proof that

Imperial stamps were applied in Constantinople and only in Constantinople,

both internal and external evidence favor this assumption.

A. CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE STAMPS

The earliest stamps on gold and silver bullion and the square stamps on

bowls of the fourth and fifth centuries already point to a kind of official control

in matters dealing with precious metals. In the case of bullion stamps, there

are generally indications of where they were applied and these indications

point to widely separated centers in Europe and the Mediterranean. Only one

of the bowls (no. 83), however, has a stamp so marked, and in this case the

place indicated is Constantinople. Two other stamps on these early bowls,

nos. 81 and 82, have partially legible Greek inscriptions, pointing to an Eastern

Mediterranean origin. No. 83 is dated in the fifth century and proves that the

practice of stamping silver existed in Constantinople at that time. Moreover,

the seated Tyche in the same stamp, undoubtedly Constantinople herself, is

comparable to contemporary coin types, giving an imperial or at least an

official character to the stamp. This was the forerunner of the later Imperial

series with the emperor's bust or monogram, and the fact that it can so readily

be assigned to the capital lends support to the argument that follows.

The presence of five Imperial stamps on an object indicates that they were

applied by an especially designated group of officials, of whom there were five

at one time; and, further, that these officials represented imperial authority

in the capital itself, rather than elsewhere. In the first place, the persons whose

names or titles are inscribed on the stamps must have held positions of some
authority in the imperial service since their names were associated with

the emperor's portrait and monogram. Indeed, the titles AauTrpoTcn-os and
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atpaaros, occurring several times in the stamps among the Christian names,

represented officials o\ a certain dignity. Such a group of officials certainly

existed in the highly centralized administrative organization of the capital,

whereas it is more difficult to imagine equally imposing bodies of dignitaries

Functioning in provincial centers. 1 1 1
.
1^

. if we assume that the stamps were

normally applied under the direct supervision of these functionaries, the

stamping mosl likely took place in Constantinople. The possibility that the

stamps, though designating officials in Constantinople, were used on their behalf

also in smaller Localities will be considered below.

While there are, moreover, many sets oi five stamps which theoretically could

belong to different centers and different groups of officials, the fact that

frequently one or more of the stamps on one vessel are repeated on another

indicates that the groups did not operate in different places. In the Chart

below, under A, the seventy-eight objects with Imperial stamps are listed by
number so as to group together those with at least one identical stamp, and,

instead of eighty-one separate sets of stamps (nos. 17, 54, and 55 each having

two sets), about thirty-four groups are thereby established." This number is

further reduced if the thirty-four groups are related to each other by bringing

together also all the secondary monograms common to them (Chart, B); thus

related, the groups number only seventeen. Finally, if repeated inscribed

names are taken into consideration as well (Chart, C), the separate groups are

reduced to seven. If all these names were ordinary, like 'AvSpkxs (nos. 12-14),

this last arrangement would prove very little, but the repetition of a name like

CHART

A. Objects Grouped According to Repeated Stamps

1234507 8-9 10 11 12-13 M 1 5 16-17 20-22

18 19 23 24 25 2b 27-29 30-31 32-34 35-36 37-47 4N-4Q

50-57 58-67 68-60 70 71 72-73 74 75-7$

B. Objects Grouped According to Repeated Stamps and Secondary

Monograms

1 2-3 4 5 (> 7-13 14 15-29 30-31 32 -57 58-67

68-69 7 ( >-7i 72-73 74 75-78

C. Objects Grouped According to Repeated Stamps, Secondary Monograms,

and Inscribed Names

1 2-4,6 5 7-14 15-29 30-31 32-78

77 The following numbers arc appi ben stamps are lost or illegible.

Some relationships may be considered tiim of an inscribed name
that is very common. 54.-/ and Bai me object and for

this reason were probably stamped in the same locality.
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ZxoAaoTiKis (see supra, p. 18) does >n^,i^t'st persons in the same locality. This

last method of grouping is particularly remarkable in thai the different groups

do not overlap in time but follow one another chronologically. These factors

indicate that the stamps represent one group of officials in one place, rather

than different groups in different places.

That there were not more than five men applying stamps contemporaneously

is also implied by the nature of the stamps. The stamps are of only five

different shapes, and on the greal majority of objects each stamp contains a

different individual name. Each one thus belongs to a different official. Where
a name appears twice on the same object, it is a common name, such as

'Icodvvris (no. 16), and does not necessarily indicate that the same person applied

more than one shape, although this may have happened. On the other hand,

there could not have been more than five officials because this would mean
that more than one person used the same shape of stamp. In that event, when
two stamps of the same shape are found on the same vessel, the inscribed

names might be expected to differ, but this is rarely the case. From the reign of

Justinian, two stamps of the same shape on a vessel are generally identical

and clearly belonged to the same official. Exceptions to this rule either belong

to the period of preliminary organization under Anastasius I (when the question

of five officials does not arise, since he used only four stamps and, apparently,

a different system) or result from special circumstances. 77*

Although the relationships between stamps on different objects point to a

single group of five officials, and their imperial association and exalted rank

relate this group to the capital, it might yet be argued that the stamps were

made and applied in other centers also, as were coin dies. This is improbable,

however, because the character of the Imperial stamp, with its changing indi-

vidual name, implies that it was a guarantee by the person whose name was

inscribed therein and that that person, therefore, applied his own stamp. If it

had been used by some over-all authority in several centers, the individual

names would no more have been required than they were on coins. Moreover,

no mint-mark comparable to those on coins is found in the Imperial stamps78

and this suggests that their especial character was enough to indicate where

they were applied and by whom. What is more, the turnover in personnel was

evidently frequent, for the names change constantly and the persons concerned

cannot have been in office for more than two years at a time, more likely one. 79

Consequently, if the stamps had been applied in provincial centers as well

as in Constantinople, these centers would have found it very difficult to stay

up to date. Such a system would hardly have been practicable.

A kind of negative support for the above arguments is found in the Ir-

regular group of stamps. It has been noted that several different kinds of stamps

existed concurrently with the Imperial series, one set of which can be assigned

to Carthage, another to Antioch. In the sixth and seventh centuries Carthage

" Nos. 54. 78-
78 With the possible exception of three stamps; supra, p. 15. See also infra, p. jj.

""See note 87.
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was one oi the few imperial mints to issue silver,80 and it the Imperial stamping

system extended to centers outside the capital, it should have included Car-

thage. As the Carthaginian stamps are very different from Imperial stam

however, it is clear thai this city was not included in the system, and the same

logic is applicable when- other irregular stamps are concerned. There is yet a

third group "I objects, silver without stamps, which should be taken into

consideration also in a negative sense. Since this study is concerned with

Stamps it doe- no1 deal with the large number of objects having no stamps,

each of which poses a problem of origin. Such objects were found with stamped

objects, in the area encompassing the Mediterranean, Europe, and Russia,

and frequently in the same hoards. A detailed account of these treasures and

their places of discovery lies outside the bounds of this text. Nevertheless,

it should be pointed out that many unstamped silver objects have been found

in the famous treasures of Syria and many more in Europe, especially in Italy

and Southern France. Equally, objects of Sassanian origin and others of

obviously local workmanship have been found along with stamped silver in

hoards from the South of Russia. The large number of unstamped objects

from those areas where stamped silver has been found makes it the more

unlikely that the use of stamps was very widespread. It indicates, rather, that

the stamps distinguish a small group of objects of a particular kind and most

probably from a particular place. All of these observations point to the con-

clusion that the use of Imperial stamps was confined to Constantinople.

B. EXTERNAL EVIDENCE

Contemporary references to the stamps on silver, together with what i-

known of the economic history and administrative organization of the Empire

in the sixth and seventh centuries, support the conclusions drawn from the

stamps and throw further light not only on their provenance, but also on their

purpose and their history. Smirnov was the first to draw attention to a ref-

erence to five stamps on silver of the seventh century from Constantinople,

and to point out that these stamps indicated the superior quality of the

metal. 81 He referred to a legend in the life of John the Almoner, Patriarch of

Alexandria in the early seventh century (d. A.D. 616). Several versions of this

story exist ; in the later versions, a boat returns to Constantinople from

England with its cargo of tin miraculously changed to "silver of the best

quality with five stamps."82 In an earlier version, written by actual contem-

80 Wroth, I, pp. xvi, lx.x\ ix\.\i, (i. Grieraon, Num. ( Ibi m. X. p. 61. A vivid description oi the

wealth .a Carthage under the Vandals of the sixth century is given by Procopius, BV, 1
\"

: m : 25 ff.

;

l\':i\:}f.; [V:vi:6 9. Little 1^ known about mines m Carthage in the Byzantine era. presumably
much of the silver was imported as in Roman times. See A. Heron de Villefosse and H. Thedenat,

selle d'argenl trouves en Gaul ••• arckdologique, IX (1884), p. 234; Walters,
|

\l. Rostovtzeff, /
' ii>iJ Economic II I

.'/.-.• Roman Empire, II (Oxford, 1957), PP- ^9°>

. notes (oi, !"-•; for Vandalic treasures, see also Jacques Heurgon, Lc trisat & '58),

. note 1.

M Smirnov, p. 507.

r, ( ombefis, Hisloria \asr»sis monothelita> um (Paris, 1648), col. 641 A.
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poraries of John the Almoner, the story takes place in Alexandria and there is

no mention of five stamps.88 The transference of the location from Alexandria to

Constantinople evidently came about later, and it may be significant that the

descriptive phrase concerning the five stamps is present only in the versions

written after this transfer.

A second reference to five-stamped silver as a proof of quality comes from

the life of Theodore of Sykeon, a text written in the time of Heracliu

According to this story, St. Theodore sent his archdeacon to Constantinople

to buy a chalice-and-paten (the word is in the singular, as it is in Greek today,

to signify both vessels: Siokottottipiov) . This the archdeacon did, and he

brought it back to the monastery. Before Communion the next day, he carried

it into the vestry to show it to the Saint. When St. Theodore objected that the

piece was defective, the archdeacon assured him that it was of very good quality

and bore the five-sealed proof (TTEVTaaxppdyicn-ov auTcov Sokiutiv). The Saint agreed

that it was indeed beautifully worked and that the worth of the silver was evi-

dent from the stamps on it (ek tcov ettikeihevcov o^payiScov f| tou dpyupou 5oKi|it|), yet

he insisted that it was defiled. Then the archdeacon chanted an invocation

and the Saint prayed and filled the chalice, after which it turned black. Only

when it was put away did it turn silver again. Thereupon it was returned

to Constantinople, where it was discovered to have been used for profane

purposes.85 This story admirably illustrates the purpose of the stamps and

relates them without question to Constantinople.

While pointing to Constantinople as their place of origin, the stamps also

give an indication of the type of organization that applied them. The identity

of all the officials connected with the stamping of silver has not been discovered,

but something of their function is indicated by the stamps, and when this is

related to what is known about the Empire's financial administration in the

sixth and seventh centuries a certain correlation is revealed.

The stamps of the Imperial series suggest that at least six persons were

involved, the five whose individual names and titles occur in the five stamps

and a sixth to whom belonged the secondary monogram. The first of the five

stamping officials, he who placed his name in the round stamp, presumably was

responsible to the emperor whose portrait he used. Similarly, in the square and

hexagon the names were linked to the emperor's monogram ; but the individual

whose name occurs in the long stamp with the secondary monogram and

emperor's portrait must have been responsible to the owner of the secondary

monogram as well as to the emperor. This suggests that he was less important

83 H. Delehaye, "Une vie inedite de Saint Jean l'Aumonier," Analecta Bollandiana. XLV (19J"

P- 32.
84 Theophilus Ioannou, Mnemeia Agiologika (Venice, 1884), p. 399, para. 42; E. Dawes and X. H.

Baynes, Three Byzantine Saints (Oxford, 1948), p. 1171. I owe these references to Prof. E. Kitzinger.
85 Two other sources concerned with silver are relevant in this context, though the five stamps are

not mentioned. Theophanes relates that in the early ninth century, when Xicephorus carried off the

treasure of the Khan of Bulgaria, he had his stamps put upon it, "thereby making it his own property'

(Theoph., p. 490, 23-25). This happened considerably later than the period under discussion, but it is

revealing that there was such a thing as an Imperial stamp placed on treasure. Theophylactus Simo-
catta, in the late sixth century, tells a story which resembles that of St. Theodore

|
I :xi Bonn ed.,

1834, pp. 53-57]. Dr. C. Mango brought this reference to my attention).
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than the othei officials. The offi< ial using the cross stamp did not have the

privilege of the emperor's monogram or portrait, but was responsible mainly

to the owner of the secondary monogram.86 It has been noted that the secondary

monogram changes more frequently than doe- that of the emperor, but not as

frequently as do the inscribed names. The person to whom it belonged

evidently in office for a Longer period of time than the individual signatory

He did not stamp the silver himself, but had two oi the five stamping officials

(those using the long and cross stamps) under his authority. He must have

been a person of high position. Among the principal administrative officials in

the government, the one concerned most directly with the silver trade was the

comes sacrarutn largitionum. As administrator of the Imperial Largesses,

the central treasury of the Empire, this dignitary was in charge of state

factories, trade, and mines. He did not, as a rule, remain in office for any length

of time; but there were exceptions, the most notorious being Peter Barsyn

who, by favor of Theodora, was comes sacrarutn largitionum twice in the

reign of Justinian, both times for several years.88 Table V gives a list of the

known names of comites sacrarum largitionum in the sixth and seventh

centuries with the date of their office and the texts that refer to them.89 The
list is by no means complete, for there are large gaps throughout the entire

89 This hierarchy conforms to the rules of the hereditary corpora described on p. 43 and in note 94.
87 In the fifth century, the period of office decreed for the assistant masters ot the Sacred Largesses,

the Privy Purse, and the Sacred Imperial Bureaus was one year: Cod. Theod., VI : xxx: 21. See also p. 37.
88 The dates are not certain: see Table V. The Edict of 559 (Ed. Just., XI) calls him comes sacrarum

largitionum twice, but Procopius speaks of his promotion direct from officialis to Prefect. If thi- is

correct, the Petrus of 5.}-' (Ed. Just., VII:vi) must be a different man and Barsymes' second tenure

fall in the early 550's. On the other hand, Grierson would place Barsymes' first period of office in the

year 539.
89 This list of comites was compiled largely by Dr. John Kent. It represents the latest study in the

subject and is the most thorough. There remain, however, many uncertainties as to the identity oi

some of the officers and particularly as to their dates. For the dates of Peter Barsymes, see note 88.

Stein (BE, p. 434, note 1) mentions "Elie, patrice et comte des largesses sacrees en ete 528" giving the

date according to Malalas (XVIII, p. 441, 8-12); but Theophanes (p. 186, 8-131, who refers to the

same event as Malalas, gives the year a.m. 6025 (a.d. 532/3). In Table V, Dr. Kent has favored the

earlier date. Evagrius implies that Magnus was curator of one of the imperial domus (see Excursus

p. 37), while Corippus says that he was comes sacrarum largitionum. Anastasius was killed by Phocas
before the latter's own till, i.e. in 610, although Theophanes gives the year 6101 (a.d. 608/9); the

names of his associates in conspiracy, however, show him to be identical with the Athanasnis mentioned
in the Chronicon Paschale, a.d. 605. Finally, three more names are known of men who assumed the

title of comes sacrarum largitionum in the sixth century: Ephremius (524 5), Con.-tantinus (528/33),

and Cratinus (533). Kent believes, however, that these men bore the title only in an honorary capacity

(p. 37). Prof. George Ostrogorsky kindly discussed some of these problems with me and made most
helpful suggestions; but it was not possible to pursue this topic further in the present context, for

earlier investigations of the office i*i the comes sacrarum largitionum, see F. Grossi-Gondi, in D
rpigrafico di anticlnta romane (ed. Ettore de Ruggiero, 1900), II, 1, pp. 4.^7 J93; (>. Seeck, "Comr.
m Pauly-Wissowa, RealSncyclop&die, IV (Stuttgart, 1901 . 1 -675. See also Daremberg and
Saglio, Dictionnaire des eutttquitds grecques et romoines, II (1908), pp. 876-S77; Bury, pp. 80-90 and
passim, itlem. History, I, p. 51; A. K. K. Boak and J. F. Dunlap, T;io Studies in Later Roman and
Byzantine Administration (New York, 1024), pp. 21, 170, 224; F. Dolger, Beitidge tut Geschichtc da
byxantinischen Fin Utung, besonders des 10. und it. Jahrkunderts. . . (Byzantinischcs Arch.

(Munich, 10-71, pp. i<\ 27, note 4; nL-m, i der Kaiserurktinden des osi . I.

liege 565 ro«5 (Berlin, 1924), p. 6 (a.d. 575 6); K. Guilland, "Le consulat dan- I'Empire
byzantin," Bj antion, XXIV 110541, p. 552 I'., rlanton, "Lexique explicatif du Kecueil de> in-

scriptions grecques chretiennes d'AsieMineure, Litres byzantins," i W -7-28), pp. 53-130,
esp. p. 07. (i. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byxanl New Brunswick, X. J., 1957), P- 89;
1.. Brdbier, Les institutions de I'Empire bysantin (Paris, 1949), pp. 95, 106; Stem, HE. pp. 213-214.
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period. Similarly, Table III shows the secondary monograms and there are

omissions in this list also, since not all the stamps have been preserved. Some
of the names are common ones. Nevertheless, there is enough correlation

between the two lists to lend strong support to the suggestion that the secondary

monogram belongs to the comes sacrarum largitionum in office at the time the

object was stamped. John the Paphlagonian was comes sacrarum largitionum

in 498. It was he who was largely responsible for the reforms in the domain of

finance under Anastasius and probably for instigating the stamp system as

well.88" Among only five sets of stamps from the time of Anastasius, the mono-
gram ICOANNOV occurs twice. Peter Barsymes has already been mentioned;

he was Justinian's favorite from 540 to about 559 and when he was not Count

of the Sacred Largesses he held the even more powerful office of Praetorian

Prefect. He was responsible for the reorganization of the "imperial mono-
polies," especially in the silk trade, and by means of "shameless traffic in the

magistracies and. . .scandalous speculation in corn" he filled Justinian's

treasuries.90 It is easy to believe that it was this same Peter who was responsible

for the monogram on seven of the fourteen sets of stamps belonging to Justinian.

The name 10VAIANOV occurs in the monograms, and also in the list of

comites under Justinian. One Theodorus Petri evidently held this influential

post in the reign of Justin II, and the monogram Theodorus occurs in seven

of the eight sets of stamps from the same reign. 91 Finally, Athanasius was a

comes sacrarum largitionum and was killed by Phocas in 605 ; his monogram
occurs in the stamps of Phocas. No names of comites sacrarum largitionum

during the reign of Heraclius are known. From the reign of Anastasius through

the reign of Phocas, only eleven names have been found in texts and there are

fifteen different secondary monograms for the corresponding period. Out of

these, five correspond in sequence and in time. Considering the number lost on

either side, this is a substantial proportion. The closeness of the relationship

gains added support if the list of monograms is compared to similar lists of the

names of two other prominent officials, the Praetorian Prefects,92 or the Masters

of Offices.93 It is apparent that no relationship exists between these two lists

S9a See infra, p. 32 and note 101.
90 C. Diehl, in The Cambridge Medieval History, II (Cambridge, 1913), p. 42; for monopolies, see

note 94. ,, .

91 See nos. 20-26. Although the combination of letters in the monogram could equally well spell

the name AGJPO0€OV, it should probably read 0€OAO)POV, for the letter in the center, rather than
one of the letters on the arms of the cross, is likely to be the initial letter of the name (compare
the secondary monogram of no. 58 and the monogram of Theodora on the capitals of St. Sophia, supra,

p. 1 6). In the monograms on nos. 20-26, the position of the P in the name is not always clear, for it

becomes confused with the O of the 8. In the long stamp of no. 25, a P shows clearly below the V;
so presumably the O may be derived from the shape of the central 0. This difficulty was resolved

in a more satisfactory way for the monogram in the long and cross stamps of nos. 58-67.
92 A list of Praetorian Prefects is to be found in Stein, BE, Excursus A, pp. 781-7S6, and\V. Ensslin,

"Praefectus Praetorio," in Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyclopddie , XXII 2 (Stuttgart, 1954), cols. 2495-2501.
93 Boak and Dunlap, Two Studies in Later Roman and Byzantine Administration, pp. 150-151.

Complete lists of other major dignitaries of this period, the Counts of the Privy Purse, the Quaestors,

or the City Prefects are not available. It does not seem likely, however, that a comparison between the

list of monograms and the names of these officials would prove rewarding. For a study of the office of

the Privy Purse and a few names from this period, see F. Grossi-Gondi, in Dizionario epigrafico di

antichita romane (ed. de Ruggiero), II, 1, p. 497 ; Seeck, "Conies rerum privatarum," in Pauly-Wissowa,
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and the list oi monograms, except in one or two instant es where the Count ol

the 5a red Largesses also assumed another offL e. So it is that the last fai tor in

dating the stamps is the identification ol the <>\\ ner ol the secondary monogram.
When he cannot be identified, the stamps may tentatively be dated according

to then relationship to the genera] sequence oi stamps that are dated. The
Stuma paten (no. 27), l

<

ji example, may be placed in 577 jj^ because its

stamps belong to the reign oi Justin II (565—578) and succeed stamps assigned

to the period oi offi< e oi 1 heodorus Petri (577). The significance oi thesecondary

monogram is described in the Catalogue wherever pertinent. The reader is

1 eminded, however, that the list oi cotnites sacrarum largitionum is short and that

SOmeoi the dates are uncertain. 1 he attributions oi the monograms and the dates

assigned to silver objects on these grounds alone cannot be considered final.

The likelihood ol a connection between the stamps and the office of the

largiliones is enhanced by a more detailed study of the office. An Excursus.

i ontributed by Dr. John Kent, provides a history of the office and a description

oi its 1 unctions and organization. Dr. Kent throws valuable light on the

relationship between the stamps and the largitwncs} >x The title comes sacrarum

Reai-Encyclopiidie, IV (Stuttgart, 1900), cols. o; stein, Studien, pp. 176—186; num. BE,
pp. 423—425, 433, L. Brehier, Lib institutions dt I'Etnpii :<n (Pari . 256. The
othce ran parallel with the office of comes sacrarum largitionum and died with it toward the end of

tlie sixth century or the early seventh (Brehier, op. at., p. tool.; Bury, p. 19L; stem, loc. at.; Boak
and Dunlap, op. at., p. jj y). I he Quaestors did nut have much to do with the management of traffic

in precious metals, and the lew names that come readily to hand bear no relation to the list of mono-
us: Brehier, op. at., pp. 05, 107; Stein, Studien, p. 18O; idem, HE, pp. 240, 406, 433; Boak and

Dunlap, op. at., j). 170. The< ity Prefect was the dignitary mi ly concerned with the guilds in

the city, and, 111 the ninth century, was most immediately responsible for the guild of silversmith-

Le Litre du Prtfet, chap. 1. (ed. Jules Nicole Geneva, 1893], pp. 22-J4); Brehier, op. cit., pp.

p. 189. The names ol * Ltj 1 entury, howe\i -r, do not correspond to the i.

monograms: Nov. Just., XXI 1, p. 186; XLIII, p. 269, LXIII, p. 334 ; LX1V, p. 330, LXX1X. p.

J.XXX 11, p. 40 j ;(. XX \ , p.630; ( XXXI \
, p. 07., ( XL, p. 701 ; 1 'roc.,.4 nee, 1x137 Stein, Studien,]

94 Further research in this direction should prove highly rewarding. Dr. Kent's description of the

organization ol the department, tor example, reveals a group of workmen bound to the state by
hereditary ties. I his factor would explain the recurrence of names in the stamps over long periods

(p. 17) and the migration oi the same name through different shapes of stamps. The fact that there

titles oi rank among I lies supports Dr. Kent's account of the pn\ - I to the

barbaricarii, the workers in precious metals (p. 44), and probably also to the argentarii comitaU

the holders of the parallel office, under whose authority Dr. Kent suggests the silva mped
(ibid.). Dr. Kent mentii 1 twin factories at Antioch and Constantinople... directly ad-

ministered bj oi the palal am ab argenlo" (ibid.). We already have official stamps
from Antioch with a distinctK ter, and it seems evident that Imperial stamps represent the

office in the capital. Further, the office of the sacrae largitt < nsible for the organization

hi the textile mills, including the garment, linen, and canvas mills, the purple dye works, ami especially

the so-called "monopolj I
. 1 1

« i on silk, ..t least m a later period, stamps were Used to facilitate

imperial control . ni:.»; p. 37I.). Thus the stamps on silver afford a precedent

for this practice in another branch ol the la This "monopoly" of silk, moreover, seems to

in- another innovation bj I
'< b tnes who was, as wi I . responsible for innovations in

silver stamps. According to Pi copius, Peter Barsymes ... ureat number of what are

..died 'monopolies' and sold the welfare oi his subjects i" those who wanted to ope:

abominations, and thus, on the one band, he 1 an a price for thi tion, and, on the

hand, to those who had contracted with him hi . ol inan.^mj; their bu they

wished. . .. But when these sovereigns had brought most ol the merchandise under trol of the

monopolies, as th lied, and every sin strangling those who v tnything,

ami only the shops w ling 1- sold were left untouched by them, they devised this scheme
that busii . - ccv:i3). 1 m monop od. /us/., XI :viii,

1. Kent - Ext ursus, p. 1- 1. and K. S. Lopes, Silk Industry in the Byzantine Empixi dum,
\\ (1945), pp. 1 1-'.
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largitionum was given up sometime during the reign of Heraclius, and the duties

of t he office were transferred to, or divided among, persons with other titles.98

Imperial stamps in the reign of Heraclius continue to show a secondary

monogram, but who assumed this part of the office of the Sacred Largesses

has not been determined. Toward the end of the Imperial series the stamps

show irregularities for which the reorganization of financial controls may have

been responsible. The disintegration of the office of the comes sacrarum

largitionum may also have caused the abandonment of this type of Imperial

stamp, and during the subsequent reorganization of the department of finance

new stamps, e.g. those of nos. 99-102, may have been substituted.96

The comes sacrarum largitionum controlled not only stamps but coins also.

It is not surprising, therefore, that certain relationships existed between the

use of silver in trade and its use in the imperial mints. Indeed, the stamps have

frequently been compared to coins which also have the emperor's effigy and
which were certainly regulated by a strongly centralized administrative

organization. The term dpyupoTTpd-rris could refer either to the money changer

or to the silversmith. 97 A comparison between the use of silver in imperial

mints and its use in trade points to a connection between the controls of the

metal instituted for both purposes. Silver was not plentiful in the Empire and 1

the output of silver coins was consequently small relative to that of gold or

bronze. Its use was actually restricted to the mints of Constantinople, Carthage,

Rome, and Ravenna.98 It is, therefore, particularly in these areas where silver

for making coins came under imperial supervision that similar supervision

might be expected to have extended to other uses of the metal. That Constan-

tinople was a major center for silver trade is well known, and Justinian lavished

the precious material in wonderful abundance on the decoration of St. Sophia.99

Constantinople, therefore, would have been a logical area for silver controls.

The wealth of silver in Carthage has already been mentioned, and the stamps

on the Turin plate are evidence of some kind of official control; but since

they differ from those of the Imperial series, the control evidently took a

different form. On the other hand, no silver coins from other major centers,

such as Antioch, Alexandria, or Salonika, have been found. 100 Correspondingly,

95 Excursus, p. 37 1.

98 See supra, p. 21 f.

97 The archdeacon of Sykeon (p. 27) carried out his transactions in Constantinople with the dpyu-

poTrpcrrri? . This person, in turn, referred the problem of the chalice to the appocpi-rns and the dpyupoK6-rros.

The &puapiTns was concerned with the legal side of the dispute, for he was the official scribe and keeper

of official documents (Ed. Just., 1X:ii:i). 'ApyupoTrpcrrris and dpyupoKOtros are equivalent to the

Latin terms nummularius and argentarius and both could mean the banker or tester of coins or the

silversmith; see, under the relevant words, H. G. Lidded and R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon

(< brford, 1925) andC. B. Hase, W. and L. Dindorf, ThesaurusGraecaeLinguae (I, pt. 2 Paris, 1831-1856]);

J. G. Platon, Les banquiers dans la legislation de Justinien (Paris, 191 z), p. 4.
98 Wroth, I, p. lxxvi. The large output of silver coins from Constantinople did not start until

the seventh century (see infra, p. 321.).
99 As described by Paul the Sdentiary: Lethaby and Swainson, passim. The wealth of silver in

Constantinople is described by H. Graeven, "Ein Reliquien-Kastchen aus Pirano," Jahrbuch der Kunst-

historischen Sammlungen des allerhochsten Kaiserhauses, XX (Vienna, 1899), pp. (>, 7.

100 All silver in Egypt had to be imported : A. C. Johnson and L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt: Economic
Studies (Princeton, 1949), p. 117.
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only two Stamped silver objects have been traced to Antioch and none to the

other major < cntci -

Moreover, as we have seen, the first organized system oi stamps was insti-

tuted by Anastasius, and it can hardly be coincidence that this Emperor was

also responsible for the most tar-reaching monetary reforms since Constantine

the Great.101 Among these reforms, which placed the treasury on its feet,

was the institution on coins of the mark of value in Greek letters. The use of

Greek Lettering on the coins recalls the change from Latin to Greek inscriptions

mi the silver stamps of Anastasius; but if there is a connection between stamps

and coins, it is all the more noteworthy that the stamps do not show the de-

vice of the mint. As was suggested above, the mint mark was not required on

the stamps oi Anastasius because they came from only one locality, Constanti-

nople. The monetary reforms of Anastasius were elaborated by Justinian who
established a system that endured, virtually unchanged, well into the seventh

century, 1 "- and it was this same Emperor who established the five-stamp

control on silver which lasted until the reign of Constans II.

Finally, an event occurred in the reign of Heraclius pertinent to the history

oi silver stamps. When Heraclius was embroiled in the Persian Wars, he

drained the treasury and by a.d. 621 was in considerable financial distress.

The personality of this Emperor was strong enough to inspire in Constantinople,

at this critical moment, an action by the church and the populace that can

be considered psychologically extraordinary; it is told in several sources 103 that

for this emergency he called in all the treasure from all the churches in the

capital. The sum collected must have been immense, for the wealth of the

churches at this time was famed and their treasure allowed Heraclius to

conduct a successful war that lasted for seven years. Apparently the Emperor
had already tried to collect treasure in Egypt when the Persians attacked

Alexandria in 615, but on this occasion had not been successful. 104
It was in 615,

however —this same year of financial difficulty —that a new silver coin, the

hexagram, weighing over six scripula, was first issued in Constantinople. 105 The
'Hexagram continued to be coined throughout the reign of Heraclius and during

the three following reigns. The fact that it first appeared in a year when the

Kmperor was in greal financial need, and that it continued to be minted in

101 Sabatier, 1, pp. 25f., 151 . R. I'. Blake, "The Monetary Reform oi Anastasius I and Its Economic
Implications, reprinted from S in the History of Culture, February 1942 (American Council oi

Learned S Devoted to Humanistic Studies. Conference of the Secretaries of Constituent So-

ciety 1 97; Stein, BE, pp, [92 [98; Ph. Grierson, "The Currency Reform of Anastasius,"

Atti delloVI 1 1 C tale di studi bixantini, 1 T95r$ P l 1 Stud bietrntim e ncoelle-

mci.XU [1953 ). P- 374*
" ,J Wroth, I, pp. xni, xv. Major financial reforms occurring in the seventh century brought with

them changes in the monetary system, for which see infra and Wroth, I, p. xxvhi 1 or Justinian's

financial policy and reforms, see Bury, History, 11, pp J48 $59; Mem, BE, pp. 422
103 Nicephorus, Opuscula historica (ed. dc Boor, I 1 irgius Monachus, Chronicon,

l\ :ccxxvii:io [PG, CX 1863 . col. 829). \. Pernice, L'Jmperatore 1 lorence, 1905), p. ioj,

> itea other textual sources. It is true that Nicephorus, op. < ./., p. 15, says that Heraclius took away the

treasure and, p. 22, that he returned it. ["his can hardly be a literal statement, as Pernice observes
,

Nicephorus probably meant thai it was not taken without assurance of later payment with into
1,14

1 'emit e, ',"• "'• p- 77 '•

Wroth. I, p. btxvi
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considerable quantity when he was successful in procuring silver treasure in

Constantinople, may have been one reason for the disappearance of stamped

silver vessels. The silver coin was required, in addition to gold, to pay the troops,

and it was found lobe so valuable in this respect that there must have been a

corresponding drop in the use of silver for manufacturing purposes and trade.

Certainly, for a brief period following the collection of the treasure in 621 and

until the immediate danger was over, all procurable silver would have been used

tor coinage rather than for silver vessels. Objects from the period after 629 indi-

cate that silver manufacture was not abruptly stopped, but while the stamping

system lingered on, it is evident that under Constans II, at least, the controls

were more loosely applied. 10 " Moreover, the treasures of the church would

eventually have had to be replenished; so the demand for silver in the

capital must have been greater than ever before. External trade would have

correspondingly lessened. Most of the stamped objects were found outside

Constantinople 107 and must, therefore, have been exports; thus it is not so

surprising that none have survived from the second half of the seventh century.

Finally, as more silver was used for coins and less for vessels, the elaborate

stamping system fell into disuse.

The question of trade raises the problem of the migration of silver objects

and it is revealing, indeed, to consider the area over which silver with stamps

has been found. This is indicated in the Distribution Map. Each known place

of discovery is marked, but without any indication of the number of objects

found, for this would be misleading in the instances of the chance preservation

of large hoards like the Cyprus finds. It has been pointed out 108 that silver with

stamps has been found in the area of trade routes radiating from Constantinople.

Comparatively few stamped objects come from the Western Mediterranean, a

fact unfavorable to the assumption of a Western origin for the stamps, while

the large number of objects found in Russia, along the river routes from the

Black Sea, points to the markets of Constantinople as a most logical source.

The great distance travelled by silver objects in trade is also illustrated by
the Map. Frequently valuable objects were broken up and used for currency en

route, but if they survived the journey they might then have been decorated

or redecorated by local craftsmen. The changes made in the decoration of

the rim of the plate of Paternus (no. 2) may be an example of this. We noted

above (p. 2f.) that the stamps were applied to an object before it was decorated,

but after the silver was cut out and partially fashioned. This means that even

within Constantinople there may well have been a division of labor; the men
who shaped the vessels might not necessarily have been the same as those who
finished them. Sometimes the vessel might not have been decorated until

several years after it was stamped: a plate from the Lesbos treasure, no. 32,

with a crude niello cross on the obverse, is identical in size and in every detail

106 See supra, pp. 8, u.
107 See infra.
108 Matsulevich, By:. Ant., p. <>i ; Kitzinger, "The Sutton Hoo Ship Burial. V: The Silver,"

Antiquity, XIV (1940), p. 50.
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oi decoration with another plate from the same treasure, no. 40. Yet no. 32

has stamps from the reign ol Phocas and no. 40 from the reign of Heraclius.

As the other six objects from this treasure (nos.4i, 42, 43, 48, 49, 50) also be-

long to the reign oi Heraclius, it seems probable that the first plate was <.

1 »rated at the same time as the others, though it had been stamped some years

before. Furthei . in a ease w here an object has two set- oi stamps, as lias no. 54,

some time may have elapsed between their application. Since the inscription

in the square stamp has (hanged, there was time enough for a change oi at least

one oi the officials concerned; and, since the decoration was completed after

the second set of stamps, the first set. at any rate, does not afford an accurate

clue to the date of the vessel. At times an old vessel may have been returned

to the centra] offices, perhaps in payment of debt, or simply to be redecorated. 1""

Before it was resold, or renovated, a second set of stamps may well have been

applied. Whatever the reason for the existence of dual sets, it is evident from

these examples that there was an organization of artisans engaged in the pro-

duction of objects which were roughly shaped and stamped, but which mav or

may not ultimately have been decorated in the same workshop. Indeed, a

comparable workshop had existed at an earlier period for the garland sar-

cophagi that were shipped in a semidecorated condition, to be finished loc-

ally before being sold to the ultimate owners. 109 The same could have held

true for the silver objects which admittedly travel more easily than sarcophagi.

In any case, we must reckon with a "production line" involving several distinct

phases: the crude metal was received and refined by members of the largitim

its use in coin or vessels being determined in this office. The vessels were then

cut into preliminary shapes, but before they could leave the imperial offices

Imperial stamps of guarantee were applied. Presumably a vessel might then

be sold unfinished, as it was. or worked in the official atelier and sold as a

finished object. As happened in other departments belonging to the largitiones

(p. 43), the factories were no doubt permitted to trade on their own account

so long as they met the requirements of the state. In this event, the stamps

would also have signified imperial permission to trade. Finally, a silver object

might be returned to the imperial offices, probably in payment of debt or

tribute, and then be tested and stamped again, as witness the objects with

two sets of stamps.

In summary, a study of Imperial Byzantine stamps leads to the conclusion

that they were applied by a single group of officials in Constantinople, and that

they were not used in other centers of the Empire. Stamps used in cent

outside the capital were sometimes similar to, but clearly did not belong to,

l0M In the n-ign of Justin II, Corippus relates that durum the celebration of Consular !

Emperor distributed old silvei ograved with new inscriptions and reliefs, and that each
]

filled with gold (Corippus, IV, 1036" .
1.4-M! Cf. also the inscription on the plate of Patera

rring t" .1 "renovation." I am most grateful to Mr [homas( ole who discussed with me some of

the ambiguities of the passage in Corippus and who also helped in the transcription of some of the

iptions in th<- < atalogue,
"* J.B.Ward Perkins, "Roman Garland - from the Quarries ofProconnesus (Marmara),"

ihington, 1958 nan Garland
San '• \ pp. 98
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the Imperial series. Contemporary texts and examination of the financial

administration of the Empire in the sixth and seventh centuries support the

conclusion drawn from the stamps. Byzantine silver objects with Imperial

stamps of the sixtli and seventh centuries are thus documented as coming from

Constantinople. In any study based on these conclusions, however, two res-

ervations should be borne in mind: first, though the objects were stamped in

Constantinople, they were not necessarily decorated there. Some Byzantine

silver objects with Imperial stamps show a provincial crudity of style, and

many authorities believe, on convincing grounds, that the stamped objects

found among the silver treasures of Syria belong to Syrian workshops and

exhibit distinctive Syrian styles. Indeed, a silversmith in the provinces could

order the finest silver from the capital, roughly cut into the desired shape and

guaranteed in quality by the stamps on the reverse, and then decorate it to

the satisfaction of his clients at home. Second, although the stamps provide a

terminus post quern for the date of an object, in at least one example the object

was not decorated until several years after it had been stamped.

excursus: The Comes Sacrarum Largitionum 1

by

J. P. C. Kent

Assistant Keeper, Department of Coins and Metals, British Museum
I

The great financial department of the sacrae largitiones was not the work of

any one imperial reformer, but an institution that can be traced back at least

to the second century—to the development in Rome of the summae rationes.

The function of the latter was the unification of the many procuratorial

accounts, and in spite of periodic efforts, for example under Septimius Severus,

to maintain the distinction between public monies and imperial domains, the

tendency throughout the third century was for all finances other than those of

the Praetorian Prefects to be dealt with by the one central office. It is to this

omnicompetence of the summae rationes and its head, the rationales, that the

sacrae largitiones was to owe the miscellaneous character of its duties and

sources of revenue.

Not until the fourth centurv was far advanced were the public and domain

accounts once more separated. The reversion to this policy can be detected,

however, by the time of Diocletian, under whom we see that the summae ra-

tiones has developed a twofold staff—the res privata and the summae rationes

(or res summa) par excellence, each administered by a magister responsible to

the rationalis. In the late third and early fourth centuries we find the same

1 This excursus is based on J. P. C. Kent, The Office of Comes Sacrarum Largitionum (1951), a

dissertation presented to the University of London for the degree of Ph.D.
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duality between rationatis and magister at diocesan levels, both ultima-

responsible to the same official at the capital.1

Though for minor officials the title ol magister survived at least until the

n ol Justinian, its use in the central offi .not be shown to have out-

lasted that oi Constantine I. The replacement of the formulae summae rati*

and rationatis by largitiones (not at first sacrae) and comes took place by 342.

Development was not quite in step in tl ;ern and Western parts of the

Empire, but there is no evidence which enables us to attribute the step to

Constantine himself rather than to his sons. It marks a stage in the militari-

zation of the formerly servile officia, and their transformation from the

dentary staffs hitherto encountered to the mobile palatine officia of the late

fourth century. This change does not seem at fir>t to have affected the actual

status of the officers at their head. Certainly in the East the earliest comites

largitionum remained pcrfectissimi, of the same grade as rationales summation

rationum had been since the early third century.3

The Western policy attested under Constans of creating a cognate conii

privaiae was not followed by Constantius II. Though his rationatis rci privatae

was integrated into the comitatus, his inferior status was maintained by hi> ex-

clusion from the consistorium, and not until almost the end of Julian's reign

did the emperor revive the comitiva rci privatae for his friend Elpidiu^. Both

offices were by now senatorial, and underwent the usual hierarchic rise, to

spectabilis in ]jz. and to /////.s/m in about 396. They were not, however, strictly

ordinate official-. Their origins in the unified summae rationes resulted in

the largitiones retaining control of state land other than that directly adminis-

tered, and it was not until the fifth century that revenue from this source was

transferred to the res privata in the west, and a true dichotomy of function

established between the two departments *

By the advent of the sixth century the sacrae largitiones was declining in

importance. In the West its comitiva was combined with a primiceriatus.

probably that of the sacrum cubiculum, and Cassiodorus bids the holder console

himself with the double office *etsi quid tibi de antiquo privilegio usus abstulit".

In the East too the decline was substantial. The tendency of much revenue to

become customary in amount will have reduced income, and the abolition in

498 of the collatio lustralis, probably a whole third of the largitiones' bucL

must have struck a heavy blow at its importance. This was the mere severe

because the revenue from imperial estates, which Anastasius diverted in re-

* For t>hi IV».iii, V. 1547; Cod. Just., III:\xn:.i, \. I ..ictantius, De mortibus

persecutorum, vii (PL, VII L 205); CIL, III, 18, 12043 Cod. Theod., X:i:4, Athana-
sius, Apology to Constans, X ltd. Szymusiak, Paris, 1.,^, p. 09); B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt
Tht .pi. II I :i Ion, 190

1

rtische L'rkunden aus der

., Ill Berlin, 1903 , no. <>i~ L. Mitteis and l". Wilcken.
Urn;. ../ Chrestomathxe der Papytuskunde. 1. pt. 1. ChrestonuUkie (Leipzig-Berlin. 1912), no,

s The 1-.1 rlu— t comites largitionum are the e.intern officials Neiv. Cod. Tht L, XI :vii:5,

\.i>. 345) and Domitianns XIV:vii - finance

tyled latiiitionss by >d. Theod., IX:xvii:2 IX ex
privatae include I ./. Theod.. X 1

XV:v:4, 13 :11ns (Cod. Theod.. \ \ . d. Theod.. X:x:8,
X \ . .. r the comitatensian Amm. M..r>.. XV iii \, 5 XX!!
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compense to the public account, passed through a new officer, the comes sacri

patrimonii. Patrimonium and largitiones in consequence remained closely

linked, and by the second half of the sixth century the former seems to have

dissolved into several downs under curatores. A further weakening of the

position of the comes sacrariun largilionitm was the creation, early in the sixth

century, of a special (3acnAecos Tobias for dealing with out-payments of money
from the treasury. By the early seventh century this officer emerges as the

sacellarius, and with his subsequent history we are not concerned. 5

Tenure of high office in the late Roman Empire was generally of very short

duration. For the period between about 350 and 430, for which we have the

fullest information, surviving names show an average tenure of less than three

years, and a complete list would probably reduce it to below two years. There

are several cases of specially competent or privileged persons holding office for

three years and more, thus emphasising the brevity of the normal period of

tenure.

Peculiar to the sixth century, in the light of our present knowledge, was the

creation of honorary comites sacrariun largitionnm. The earliest is Ephremius,

comes orientis in 524-5, but two more, Constantinus and Cratinus, magister

libellorum (528-33) and antecessor urbis (533) respectively, are known from

Justinian's Code, and such officers must be carefully distinguished from

effective holders of the rank. Under Justin II there is some evidence that

Magnus doubled the office of comes sacrarum largitionnm with that of curator

of an imperial domns. We cannot say whether this was by now normal. One of

the supporters of Maurice killed in 602 was Constantinus, ex-Praetorian Prefect

and 'Logothete and Curator of the Estate of Hormisdas' (an imperial domus),

and while such an expression does not exclude the possibility of his being a

comes of the same type, there can be no certainty. 6

In the end the disappearance of the sacrae largitiones was due to its ab-

sorption by the vast finance system of the Praetorian Prefecture. Even in its

heyday the budget of the largitiones was probably not more than a third of

that of the Prefecture, and in its decline its functions must have seemed in-

creasingly trivial and vestigial. Meanwhile the inflated finance bureaux of the

Prefect of Oriens were themselves undergoing modification. Shortly after

540 we meet for the first time a division of his scrinia into three groups; the

iSiKfi and yevwri TpaTreCou and to arpa-ncoTiKov. The specificallv military function

of the latter is clear, and is reflected in the specific exclusion of debts to its

account from the periodic remissions of tax arrears. The distinction in the

sixth century between the other two is obscure, one of the few references being

5 Cassiodorus, VI:vii. For the collatio, see infra, note 8. Comes sacri patrimonii: Cod. Just., I:xxxiv:

Lydus, De magistratibus (Bonn ed., 1837), 11:27 (eastern); Cassiodorus, IX:xiii; Nov. Just., LXXV
CIV, a.d. 537; Regesta pontificum romanorum, I (ed. Jaffe-Wattenbach, Leipzig, 1885), nos. 961, 971,

997, 1013 (western). The patrimonium remained as a separate account long after the disappearance of

its comes.
6 Ephremius: V. Chapot, "Antiquites de la Syrie du Xord," BCH, XXVI (1902), p. 166; Stein,

BE, p. 241, note 1. Constantinus and Cratinus: Cod. Just., I:xvii:2 = Const. Tanta (Corpus Iitris

Civilis, I, Justiniani Digesta [ed. Mommsen and Krueger, Berlin, 1928, p. 17]); Const. Summa (Cod.

Just., p. 2). Constantinus: CP, sub anno 602.
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the (mistaken) statement <>t Evagrius that the coUatio Utstralis of old was paid

to the account tgjv koAouhevgov eiSikcov oKpivicov. Presumably they dealt with

the cash land-tax that Evagrius thought replaced it. A comes largiUonum is

last attested undei Phocas: the Logothete ot the yevixov is not explicitly

named until Justinian II. Vet, under the Byzantine system the y€v«e6w dealt

with mines and trade taxes, and clearly absorbed most of the functions of the

itiones. The earliest attested independent logothete of high rank i- 'the

most glorious patrician Theodosius' in 626. Seals record yeviKoi KopuepKidpioi

from the latter part of the reign of I leiacliu.s, and the evidence seem- sufficient

to infer that by the middle of his reign that emperor had broken down the in-

flated Prefecture into its component logothesia, and divided among them the

remaining functions of the degenerate largitiones. 1

The comes sacrarum largitionum had no financial policy of his own: the order

to pay taxes to his treasury was contained in the Praetorian Prefects' indiction.

Even his powers of gathering his own income were severely restricted. His main

interest lies, consequently, less in the taxes which accrued to his treasury and

the disbursements which fell on it, than in the supervisory duties which he

exercised over various groups of state factories, trade and mines. The direct

taxes, as we shall see, came to the largitiones in order to finance specific ex-

penditure. The indirect taxes and administrative duties testify to the depart-

ment's origin in the numerous procuratorial accounts of the early empire, and

are part of its very nature. It was surely a symptom of decline when the sili-

quaticum, the revived sales-tax of the fifth century, was allocated to the Pre-

fects' area and not to the Count's thesaurus.

From the time of Constantine I until its abolition in 498 the biggest single

source of revenue to the largitiones was the coUatio lustralis (xpuadpyupov -n-pay-

pcrrarnKov) . As its name shows, it was collected in cash and had originally a

five-yearly incidence. There is no evidence that it was particularly heavy, but

its origin in the hated urban capitatio led to workmen liable to it being assessed

in terms of some arbitrary monetary value. Consequently, solvent or not, thev

were still called on to pay, and our sources are full of the hardships this provoked.

The tragedy which Timotheus of Gaza is said to have written on the theme of

this tax savours perhaps of melodrama, but it certainly inspired what must be

one of the last recorded endowments of a citizen to his town. No doubt things

were better after 410, when Theodosius II authorised its payment sub parva

et minima contributione'—the monthly instalment plan we find used by a trade

guild in Egypt some twenty years later. Along with the other direct taxes, the

collection of the collat io was originally the responsibility of the curia of each

city, but by the end of the fourth century this had been transferred to niancipcs

derived from the body oi negotiatores itself. There i- little doubt that this

quinquennial tax was designed to meet the burden of the quinquennial donative

which late Roman emperors were expected to pay their armies, and it is indeed

'For the . see G. Millet, "L'origine du logothete general, chef de l'administration

financiorc a Byzano," Mela
i offals ,i M. Ferdinand Lot (Paris, 1M25),

P- 5<>3 »•
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likely that the largitiones derived its name from the technical use of the word
in late Latin to mean 'military donative''. 8

The supervisory duties of the comes over the government textile factories

(gynaecea) with the consequent function of providing military uniforms is the

natural origin of the land-tax militaris vestis. At least down to J74 actual

garments in the stipulated numbers and of the required quality had to be found

for the treasury, but the
r

adaeration' of this tax, which the collectors must have

practised with individuals and even communities from the first, was complete

by the end of the fourth century when the troops received a cash allowance in

lieu of uniform. With all the supervision in the world, 'uniforms' produced by
taxation must have been a heterogeneous lot, and there is more than a hint

that they tended to lie unused in treasury warehouses.9

Other land taxes of the largitiones were miscellaneous in character. Mos1

important were the titulus auri comparaticii and the mysterious bina et terna.

The former seems to have been a simple land-tax for the purpose of financing

the purchase of gold, an important feature of late Roman finance. The origins

of the latter are obscure. In East and West alike, however, certain minor land-

taxes, of which this is an example, were paid to the largitiones in the fifth and
sixth centuries. With them can be classed the gleba senatoria and the other

supertaxes paid by the estates of senators and other members of the hierarchy.

It is doubtful whether the revenue they yielded was very substantial. The
senatorial burdens at least were abolished by Marcian on his accession, and his

finances were on a notably sound footing. 10

A more characteristic source of revenue was constituted by the so-called

'voluntary' payments. These were twofold: the oblatio senatoria of the Roman
Senate, made on a grand scale at the quinquennial celebrations and more
modestly with the renewed vota of each New Year. The corresponding curial

burden was the aurum coronarium, whereby the government was 'given' gold

crowns, images of Victory, and the like, on all occasions of public rejoicing,

such as imperial accessions and anniversaries, military successes, remissions

of tax arrears, et cetera. But in spite of efforts to ensure that it fell directi-

on landed proprietors, the city councils financed the burden with a super-tax

(aTE9avn<6v) on the community at large, and since the fiction of its voluntary

character remained, it had to be excluded from the indiction and could not be

effectively controlled. By the sixth century it appears that, like many other

8 The main texts on the collatio are: Zosimus, Historia (Bonn ed., 1837), II:xxxviii:3; Evagrius,

III:xxxix; Zonaras, Epitome Historiarum (Bonned., 1897), XIV :iii: 11 ; Libanius,CVa/ioMes(Teubnered.,
Ill, 1906), XLVI (contra Florentium) :xxii; Cod. Theod., XIII :i, passim; Novellae Theodosii II, XVTII
(Nov. Theod., p. 44); Cod. Theod., \TI:xx:3, a.d. 326; Vitelli, Xorsa, etc., Papiri greet e latini, VTII
(Florence, 1927), no. 884; St. Basil, Epistolae, LXXXVTII (PG, XXXII [1886], col. 470); Cassiodorus,

II:xxvi, xxx ; Mai., p. 39S; Chronicle of Edessa (ed. Ludwig Hallier, in O. Gebhardt and A. Harnack,
Texte und Untersuclutngen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur, IX [Leipzig, 1893]), LXXIV
(cf. Stein, BE, p. 204, note 1).

9 For militaris vestis, see especially Cod. Theod., \TI:vi, passim; Scriptores Historiae Augustae,

Severns Alexander (Loeb ed., II, 1924), XL: 3.

10 Aurum comparaticium: Cod. Theod., \TI:vi:3 = Cod. Just., XII:xxxix:2, a.d. 377. Bina et terna:

Cassiodorus, IILviii; VII:xx-xxin; cf. Novellae Maioriani, VI1:K>, .\.r>. 458 (Nov. Theod., p. 171).

Gleba: O. Seeck, "Collatio glebalis," in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie, IV (Stuttgart, 1901),

cols. 365-367-
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dues, it had become a< ustomary payment, perhaps made annually, and in this

form it continued into Byzantine tunes. 11

The revenue from emphyteutic and patrimonial land, originally classed as

'commoda largitionum', passed to the res privata as early as 379, but the

control of en u vectigaUa continued to provide both an income and an adminis-

trative problem. An early solution of the problem of municipal expenses provid-

ed that the largitiones should refund one third oi the civic revenue for this

purpose, and this regulation, revived by the time oi Justinian, was supplement-

ed by the periodic allocation of specific vectigaUa for specific civic purposes.11

The largitiones also enjoyed several miscellaneous sources of revenue, such

as the (iiiniin tironicum paid by landowners in lieu oi the provision of recruits.

Cash fines were paid to the largitiones until well into the fifth century, when
confiscated land and goods entered the res privata. We do not know the date oi

the reform, evident from the practice of the Justinian Code and Novels, which

gave fines also to the latter, though there is a slight indication that Justinian

himself may have been responsible. 13

Although policy fluctuated, two major phases can be detected in the methods

employed to collect largitionales tituli. Under the first system which operated

down to the comprehensive reforms of Valentinian I and Valens in 364-5,

officers styled largitionales civitatis were responsible for the collection of taxes

from the treasury of each city (initial exaction was of course in civic hands) and

their transport to the comitatiis. The exaction of arrears was the task of the

provincial rationalis and his officium. Bulky goods of no great urgency, such

as textiles, travelled by ship or requisitioned vehicle, but fragile material-,

particularly those destined for imperial use, were authorised to use the cursus

publicus. Under no circumstances might the transport of bullion be delayed.

There was of course much abuse to be put down: joy-riding on the cursus

publicus, pilfering of coin en route to the treasury."

Valentinian I and his successors aimed to prevent the central treasuries be-

coming powers in the provinces, and to this end withdrew all part in the exac-

tion of taxes and arrears from palatini, vesting it all in the officia of provincial

governors, particularly those of the diocesan vicars. The big increase in financial

11 Oblatio: Symmachus (ed. O Seeck, Monutnciita Germaniat J: Auctores Antiquissitm

VI, 1), Epistitlae, II:lvn; Relation,<. xm, xxx; Cod. Theod., VI:ii, passim. Aurum coronarium: Cod.

Theod. ,~S.ll :xiii, passim : Themistius,Orationes (ed. Dindorf, [832 .III: 40c; Amm. Marc, XXVI II :vi : 7
12 Res privata: Cod. Theod., V:xv, passim; Novellae Marciani, III. \.i>. 451 (Nov. Theod., p. i»

VectigaUa'. Amm. Marc, XXV:iv:i=;: ('. G. Brims. Font am antiqui (7th ed.. Tubingen

1909), no. 97; Cod. Theod., XV:i:i8, a.m. 374; I
\"

: N.111 : 7. a.i>. 374; \:xi\:3s. a. p. 395
Valentiniatii III, XIII, a.i>. \\\ \ . Theod., p. 95); ill., di -. 7151, 7152; < od. Just., I

\
' : 1 x 1 : 13

\.i>. 431.
u Aurum tironicum: Cod. Theod., VII :xiii: 2, a.d. 370, and 13, ,\.i>. 397; Amm. Marc. XXXI :iv: 6

Socrates, Historia Hca, TV; xxxh [ed. K. Hussey, Oxford, 1853, II, p. 562); Sozomen, Historia

ecclesiastica, VIrxxxvii (ed. J, Bide2 and ('.. C Hansen, Berlin, [960, p. j Synesins, Kpistolae

I.XXIX (PC, J.XVI, 1864, col. [445); Anonymus, De rebus bellicis, V ed. E. \. Thompson, Oxford

[952, p. 96). Fines: Cod. Theod., IX:xvii:2, a.d. 349; XI :xxx: 25, a.d. 355 = Cod. Just., VII : lx.ii : 21

Novellae Theodosti II, XXV, \.p. \\\ S . Theod., p. 65), etc.
14 Largitionales: Cod. Theod., \\:\\\\ 13, \.i>. 352. I oi this and the following paragraph, see also

J. P. ('. Kent, "Gold Coinage m the! ' Roman Empire," Essays ;>i Roman rsented to

Harold Mattingly (Oxford, 1956), p. 190ft.
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duties involved changes in the structure of provincial officia, which acquired

two accounting branches, dealing respectively with the affairs of the Prefects'

area and those of the largitioncs. Speedy and effective action was ensured by

the dispatch of two palatini into each province in each indiction, with the task

of demanding delivery of taxation material by tin- governors to the diocesan

thesauri, and preparing provisional and final statements of payments and

arrears. Collection of the latter remained for long the responsibility of a new

officer, the comes titularam (largitionitm, thesaurorum, etc.), appointed on a

diocesan basis in the East, and with rather wider circumscriptions in the West.

He still worked through the medium of the provincial officia, and this practice

continued into the sixth century, after the comites had disappeared and been

replaced by palatine scriniarii. Towards the end of the fourth century the

largitioncs was rendered independent of the cursus publicus and the need to

requisition, by the provision of a transport corps (bastaga). The problem of pil-

fering was dealt with by the extension to taxes of a system applied to the

rents of the res privata since the time of Constantine I. Provincial governors

were, after 365, forbidden to accept coin without melting it down and subjecting

it to tests for weight and purity. Any deficiency was required to be made up by
a charge called obryza. Thus tested for weight and fineness at every stage,

bullion finally arrived at the comitatiis in refined bar form, and from 368 the

new standard of imperial fineness was expressed on the gold and silver coinage

by the symbols OB (ryzwn) and P(u)S(ulatum) respectively.

Of the indirect taxes of the early empire, only portoria survived the financial

upheavals of the third century to remain an important source of revenue to

the largitioncs. Trade with tribes or nations beyond the Roman frontier had

always been severely restricted, with the three objects of maintaining security

from spying and surprise attack, the prevention of the passage of strategic

materials (gold, iron, etc.) to potential enemies, and the facilitation of the col-

lection of customs. All frontiers were therefore furnished with a few organised

and closely controlled points of intercourse with those beyond, all passage or

commerce elsewhere being illegal. From the fifth century such centres were

policed by soldiers under the supervision of curiosi selected from the agentes in

rebus of the magister officionim, but by a characteristic anomaly were respon-

sible not to him but to the comes sacrarnm largitionum. 15

Once diverted through an authorised commercial centre, customs were col-

lected by curials with the time-honoured title of conductores. The form of the

triennial auction of contracts lasted into the sixth century, and with the

government annexation of civic vectigalia had to be done port by port and

tax by tax. In fact, the government recognised the state of affairs which had

15 Foreign trade at restricted points: Cassius Dio, Roman History, LXXII:xi:3; xv (Loeb ed.,

1929, IX, pp. I2ff., 34); Dessau, no. 775: Themistius, Orationes (ed. Dindorf, 1832), X:i35C (Danube);

Petrus Diaconus, Liber de locis Sanctis [Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticoram Latinorum, XXXIX, p. 116:

"India," i. e. India, South Arabia, and Ethiopia); Petrus Patricius, frag. 14, in FHG, p. 189; Cod. Just.,

IV:lxiii:4, a.d. 408-9; Menander Protector, Historia, frag, n, in FHG, p. 212 (Persia). Curiosi:

Cod. Theod., XI:vii:i7, a.d. 408; YI:xxix: io, a.d. 412; Ioannes Chrysostomus, Epistolae ad Innocen-

Hum, I [PG, LII [1862], col. 532).
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ttiit lively prevailed sin< e the second century, that the duty of conductor was

now im more than a liturgy, and furnished the incumbent with some temporary

immunities from civic duties, and an offioium at first from the imperial familia,

hut later militarized, and even sometimes containing actual soldier-. In the

East, the high rate oi u 1

8% resulted in the term octavurii being applied to the

farmers, and this obtained at Least until about 600. When times were good,

there 1- no doubt that the farmer was able to profit substantially from his

undertaking. Though the idea of directly collecting vccUgdUa by imperial

officials i- first mentioned as one of the lunacies of Caligula, there is no evidence

for its application before Justinian. Procopius records the establishment oi

salaried officials at Hieron andAbydos, paying their takings into the treasury.

.1- one of his many evil deeds. There is no sign of a farming system after the

sixth century, and it it is probable that Heraclius swept away its last traces

when he established his yevixoi xonnepKidpioi along with his new finance organi-

sation. 16

State-owned mines and quarries belonged to the^s private, but the metallicv.s

canon paid by their hereditary workmen was owed to the largitiones. Super-

vision was in the hands of curial procurators, a not unprofitable job if our

sources are to be credited. Several mines were used as penal settlements. Even
privately owned mctallica locu came under strict state control. They were not

entered in, nor transferable to, the ordinary taxation registers, and had obliga-

tions to the largitiones only. Inhabitants of such land were hereditarily bound
to work the deposits, and owners liable to ensure fulfilment of fiscal dues.

Quarries paid 10% of their products to the state; the government had a right

of pre-emption of gold, and very likely of other metals also. Itinerant gold

prospectors constituted a difficulty which the government met by demanding

the purchase of a licence, and the sale to its officials of all produce. In Illyricum,

where mining was an important source of revenue, a special comes metallorum

was app< tinted, and as the xopris ttis Aa[To]|jias he survived into the Byzantine

period. 17

The notorious monopolies that are said to have enriched the largitiones under

Justinian have no place before his reign. Such monopolies as existed were for

the most part fortuitous, and, with the exception of salt, were suppressed by

Leo I in 473. Complementary legislation ten years later under Zeno aimed at

18 Conductores: Cod. Just., \ :xh: 1, a.d. 213; X: lvii: 1 , ,\.i< j; Cod. Theod., XII 0:97, a. d.

XI :xxvni: 3, a.d. 401. Octauarii: H. Gregoire, Recueil des inscriptions grecques chretienn-es d'Astc

Mineure,] (Paris, [922), no. 10; Corf. Theod., IV:xni:<>, a.d. 368 = Cod. Just., \V Axr.j , Cod. Theod.,

[V:xiii:8, K.D. 381 = Cod. Just., IV :lxi:S; Cod. Just., IV: xln: 2. a.d. 459-465; Scphronms Monnchu»,
itio mnaculotum SS. < I anms (PG, LXXXVI1. 3 [865 , COL 34-41. Caligula: Suetonius

I >, vita caesarum, Caligula I., I, 1935), XL. Justinian: Pfoc, Ann., xxv:iii.; H. Grc^
op. <(.'., im. 4. Commerciarii: G. Millet, "Sur les sceaux ties commerciaixes byxantins,"

istave Seklumberger, I (Paris, 1924), p. 3038.
,: Mining regulations: Cod. Theod., X:xix, i \\xn:s. a.d. 3S6 = Cod. Ju>:., XI:vii:4;

latum (ed. O. So-ck, Berlin, [876), Or., XIII: 11; FirmicusMaternasl Afatt«su (Teubnered.,

1897), IH:xii:io. Damnatio ad metalla: V.. ('.. Hardy, Pliny's Correspond* Trajan (London,

1889), p. 127. Quarries: Cod. Theod., X:zix:8, a.d. 376; X:x, a.d. 382 = Cod. Just., XI : vii:3. Gold
Denting: Cod. Theod., X:\in:;,, a.d. 365 = Cod. Just., XI:vn:i Cod. Theod.. X xix:i2, A.D.

= Cod. Just., XI:vii:5. Amni. Man.. XXXI :vi: 6.
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breaking up trading rings and restrictive practices, and though the Ostrogothic

kingdom issued licences to engage in specific trades under the name of mono-

polium, there is no trace of such a system in the East. Justinian maintained

the anti-monopolistic Legislation of his predecessors and, apart from the imperial

purple dye being made available to the public, there is little to suggest that

the so-called monopolies of Procopius were anything more than the mere cor-

nering of various commodities by wealthy men with the bought connivance of

a corrupt government, or that they extended beyond Constantinople. The
strict control of the trading corpora seems only to be in its infancy under

Justinian. ,s

One of the special duties of the largitiones was the supervision of a large

group of factories and workmen. These seem to have originated partly in bodies

of imperial slaves and freedmen, partly in free workers, all or part of whose

services had been requisitioned by the government. The establishments falling

within this category were the mints {monetae), textile and garment mills (gy-

naecea), linen and canvas mills (linyfia) and purple dye works (bafia). They
must not be considered solely as government factories, because so long as they

fulfilled state requirements there was no doubt of their right to work on their

( >\vn account —their workers were subject to collatio lustralis —nor of that of their

head to negotiate private contracts. There were of course certain restrictions.

Just as the arms factories might produce for the general public knives but not

swords, so the textile workers might not supply cloth of the imperial purple

shade, or garments resembling those worn by the emperor.

The workmen of these establishments were constituted into hereditary cor-

pora, bound nexu sanguinis to the largitiones. They could abandon their calling

only with the approbation of the emperor himself, and then only by the

sacrifice of family and property. Subject to the S. C. Claudianum, women who
married them descended to their degraded status, while their own womenfolk

could not marry outside the corpus. For a long while they were forbidden to

acquire dignities, and though in practice skilled workers came to have a more
enhanced position, assignment to the mints and textile factories was used in

the fourth century as a humiliating punishment, where convicts might work

in chains.

Provision of raw materials for government work at these factories was a tax

which fell on specific bodies and localities. The corporati of Carthage, for

example, jointly maintained the supply for the city's gynaeceum. Ensuring the

production and delivery of the government quota was the responsibility of the

procurator. These managers of state factories, like other minor posts under the

largitiones, were appointed subject to certain strict rules. Adequate sureties had

first to be found, and on leaving office they were required to deposit all official

papers and accounts at the appropriate provincial thesaurus, and present a

copy to their successors. Failure to observe these regulations meant loss of

dignity—such procuratores held rank as perfect issi'mi—and liability to torture

1S Monopoly legislation: Cod. Just., I\":lix, passim. Monopolium: Cassiodorus, Il:iv, xxvi, xxx.

Justinian's monopolies: Proc, Anec, xx:5, xxv:i3, xxvi:ig.
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until the accounts were balanced. Conviction for overt fraud meant prohibition

eking any further office on pain oi death but the financial risks of

such posts led to their occasional appearance in the lists of those whose treasury

debts were from time to time remitted. There is do doubt that the output, as

well a^ the .i« counts of the factories, was deposited in the provincial thesauri. 1 *

One group of specially skilled workmen was exempted from the humiliating

status oi the others, the barbaricarii. These were workers in the preciousmetals,

men skilled in their use as ornaments, and able to manufacture the highly

ornate ceremonial armour worn by the emperor, and the great gold brooches

that constituted one of the insignia of high ranking officers. In the West, these

work men were grouped in factories, differing from the others only in their

relatively exalted status. From the time of Yalens in theEast, however, though

remaining in their twin factories at Antioch and Constantinople, they were

directly administered by a section of the palatine scrinium ab argento, and were

not classed with the other state employees. 20

The Eastern largitiones, among its large staff of clerks dealing with questions

of taxation and administration, included two departments with technical

branches, dealing respectively with gold and silver. The first was the scrinium

aurcae massae, the recipient of the tested gold bars in which alone the govern-

ment would accept cash taxes after 365. Apart from a small clerical staff, the

department mainly consisted of two technical branches; aurifices solidorum,

and sculptores et cctcri aurifices. The concentration of gold coinage at the comi-

tatus in and after 368 to the exclusion of the provincial monetae publicae is a

phenomenon explicable by the structure of this scrinium, and its continuance

is demonstrated by the occurrence of the relevant laws in the Justinian Code
and the presence of officials styled pal (at imis) s(a)cfrarum) l(argitionum) et

jnonitarius auri in sixth-century Ravenna. The ceteri aurifices must be considered

as barbaricarii working in gold as opposed to silver, and this dichotomy even

within the one officium is interesting evidence of the minuteness governing all

aspects of late Roman organisation. The second was the scrinium ab argento (if

we accept, what seems beyond doubt, that its composition in the published

versions of the Justinian Code has become transposed with thatof the scrinium

a pecuniis). Here again we find two divisions: argettfarii coniitatenses. and

barbaricarii. The latter we have already considered. The former I believe to

have included those responsible for the coinage of comitatensian silver, a

negligible function by the time of Justinian, and in all probability the of-

ficials responsible for the stamping of silver with marks indicating its sterling

character. 21

The release of such officially stamped silver to the public we now see to be an

innovation of the reign of Anastasius. If, as we can hardly doubt, the largitiones

charged a fee for hall-marking silver brought to its smiths, or for issuing already

19 State factories and personnel: Cod. Theod.. X:xx. passim.
80 Barbaricarii: Donatus, Intcrf ^iltanae, Aeneid, XI ibner id.. II, 1906,

1 od. Theod., XIII:iv:2, a.d. 337; X:xxii:i, a.d. 374; Cod. Just., XII: nriii: 7, .\.n.

I or the officium, see Cod. fust., XII win:;. \.i>. J84; Xotitia Dignitatitm (ed. O. . Berlin,

\l .88 Or., XIII: jj.
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authenticated silver from the treasury, the repute of such silver and the bona

fides of the marks must have been ample compensation. It has been shown thai

of the five different shapes of stamp used in the Later years oi Anastasius, four

normally are marked with the Emperor's portrait or monogram, presumably

in order to give that guarantee of sacred authenticity carried by the coinage,

and to discourage imitation. In these stamps, as well as in the normal set of

five stamps instituted by Justinian, occur also the individual names and mono-

grams of officials; among them, in all probability, were the stamps of the

comes sacrarum largitiowum himself, the primicerius of his officium, and the

primicerius of the:scriniiuiuibargento. Together the five stamps served to authenti-

cate the quality of the silver, and perhaps also to signify that the appropriate

dues had been paid. Imperial stamps show that this system was maintained

at least down to c. 650. It would seem that the end of the stamp system and

the dissolution of the largitiones were connected. Yet the demand for authenti-

cated silver plate must have survived the loss of the eastern provinces and the

resumption of a substantial silver coinage; the interaction of the demand for

plate and the circulation of a copious silver currency is something which

remains to be evaluated. It may well be that for a while the skilled metal

workers who remained to the empire were able to satisfy the reduced demand
by melting down the new coins.
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Part III

CATALOGUE OF STAMPED OBJECTS

EXPLANATORY NOTE

In the Catalogue of stamped silver objects it was intended that for each entry

there should be illustrations of the object itself, of its stamps, and of casts made
from its stamps wherever this would be helpful. Photographs of the casts are

sometimes easier to read than photographs of the actual stamps because in

the latter discoloration of the silver may impair legibility. In addition, each

entry was to be accompanied by drawings to facilitate the reading of mono-
grams. This intention has been largely fulfilled, but the quality of the illus-

trations varies, and in a few instances the stamps were so illegible as to make
any attempt at transcription futile.

Since it has not always been possible to study the objects at first hand or to

secure good photographs or casts, the following method has been adopted: In

each instance it is stated whether the readings of the stamps were taken from

the object itself or from reproductions. Unless indicated otherwise, the readings

given are those of the author. Frequently it has been necessary to rely on

the interpretations of other writers, particularly Rosenberg and Matsulevich,

and where these authors disagree the reading that seemed the most reasonable

according to the reproduction has been chosen, or else the reading was con-

fined to what was readily visible in the reproduction. This method may seem

arbitrary, but it must be emphasized that the disputed points concern only

minor variations in the spelling of an inscribed name or the clarity of certain

letters in an inscription or monogram. They do not significantly affect the

conclusions drawn in the text.

Further, standard letters have been adopted in transcription. The lettering

of the inscriptions is so small and the stamps are so frequently excessivelv worn

that it is usually difficult to distinguish the exact form of a letter. The alpha,

for example, appears in three forms: A, A, A; or, the epsilon: E and G. The
distinctions are rarely clear, however, and accurate reproductions were, there-

fore, not feasible.

No attempt has been made to give the actual sizes of the stamps in each

case, or to indicate the relationship between the stamps and their enlarged re-

productions. It was decided always to reproduce the clearest available photo-

graphs of the stamps regardless of variations in the sizes of the enlargements.

The dimensions of Imperial stamps are reasonably uniform. For nos. 44 and 46

the reproduction is to scale; for no. 45 it is double. These examples set a

standard measurement for Imperial stamps. Dimensions of Irregular stamps
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do not vary greatly .
and « an 1 i tained from the dimensions given for the

whole objecl or, in some instances (nos 74, 82), from the scale which is provided,

rhe size oi the illustration oi the stamps determined the space available for

the reproduction oi the objects themselv<

Finally, 1 ross references to corresponding names and mono-rain- in the

stamps on differenl objects arc given where they seem to be useful; for a full

synopsis oi related features on different stamps, Tables I [V should be con-

sulted.
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OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM

THE REIGN OF ANASTASIUS I, A.D. 491-518



No i

a. India with Nilotic Reliel

b. I In- Stamps



No. i. TRULLA WITH NILOTK RELIEF

I in Hermitage , Leningrad; ao qo w. 2

DEs< RIPTION: Trullu with Nilotic scene in reliel (fig. a). Nilotic mollis decorate

1 lie rim; incised vases surround the central disc in which two erotes, midsl

fishes and lotus plants, play beside a N'ilonieter. The handle is decorated with

a figure of Poseidon standing with one foot on a dolphin and holding a fish

and a trident.

Wt. 958.4 gr.; diam. 24.5 cm.; diam. of -footling 11. 2 cm.; lit. 8.4 cm.

(Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Bought in 1850. in Perm (renamed Molotov in 1042).

control stamps: Four stamps on handle — two round, one hexagonal, one

triangular (fig. b). It is difficult to judge whether the stamps were applied

before or after the handle was decorated, but since the clearest stamp, the

triangle, is found in the hollow formed by the head of Poseidon on the obverse,

it seems unlikely that it was stamped after the relief was formed; and, indeed,

the other stamps appear to have been worn down when the handle was beaten

and polished. The readings were taken from cast and photograph:

O Bust, type 1 ; inscribed DN A[N]AST[A]||SIVS PP AVG.

O The same ?

if
Monogram of box type (p. 6), almost indistinguishable; inscribed [0]€63

AOPO[V] ?

A Small cross; worn, box-type monogram which Rosenberg tentatively read

AIOMIAOV (the reading seems doubtful since there is no sign of a M); inscribed

KON[CT AN]TIOC ?

date; Anastasius I, a.d. 491-518 (p. 6).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 630-631; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 6f., no. 11, pp. 75-79,
figs. 9-11, pi. 16; C. Picard, BCH, LXXVI (1952), pp. 82, 83.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No 2 I HE PLATE OF PATERN1

I ill Hi RMI1 v., 1., NINGSAD

description: Large paten with design oi vine, birds, and chalices around the

rim (fig. a). In the center a monogram <>t Chrisl with the letters A and CO

inscribed on either side; surrounding this, within the rim, the inscription:

+ EX ANTIQVIS RENOVATVM EST PER PATERNVM
REVERENTISS(imvm) EPISC(opvm) NOSTRVM AMEN*

W't. 6224 gr.; diam. 61 cm.; diam. of footling 31 s cm.; ht. of footring 1.8 cm.

(Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Found in 1912, in Malaia Pereshchepina. (iovernment ol

Poltava, South Russia, with nos. 30, 31, 73, 79.

control stamps: Four stamps on base of dish - two round, one hexagonal,

one triangular. It is difficult to judge whether they were applied before or after

the plate was decorated. The readings were taken from the object:

O (fig. b) The bust, in three-quarter face, wears a helmet (see pp. 7, 9): inscribed

DN ANASTA SIV[S] PP AVG

O (fig- c) Bust type 1 ; inscribed MH NNA (p. 6).

(fig- d) Monogram of Anastasius or Justinian, type b; inscribed E6NOOIAOV
Relative position of monogram and inscription to the hexagonal frame differs from

that usually found in the Imperial series; normally the inscription is divided by

the monogram, and the latter's vertical axis intersects angles rather than sides of

the hexagon (cf. also nos. 5, 9, -2. 73).

A (fig- e) Small cross; box-type monogram that reads IGOANNOV and is also found in

the corresponding stamp of no. 3; inscribed KOMI T[AC].

date: Anastasius I, a.d. 491-518 (p. 6). The secondary monogram may refer

to John the Paphlagonian. comes sacrarum largtHonum in a.d. 498 (p. 29.

Table V).

Principal Referents: Rosenberg, pp. 032-633 : Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. s. no. 6, p. 101 n., figs -

pis. 26, 27; Byz. Art, 1958, n<

Source of Illustration: Victoria and Albert Museum, reproduction courtesy oi the Hermitage Museum
and of Mr. John Beckwith.

* Paternus has been identified with a dignitary ol that name who was Bishop of Tomi in the first

quarter of the sixth century. On the evidence of the stamps, the plate was made in Constantinople.

Changes were subsequently carried out in the decoration of the rim. but these, according to

Matsulevich. are not the "renovation " to which Paternus' inscription refers. See also supra, p. 33 f.
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Ornamented Bowl, with reverse i>i Central Fragment

showing Stamps



No. 3. ORNAMENTED BOWL
l hi Museum of the History 01 mi Latvian SSR, Riga

DESCRIPTION: Fragmentary bowl with ornamented rim. The central part, in-

cluding the footring, has become detached (see fig.).

Wt. 253.30 gr. ; diam 17 cm.

place of discovery: Voronia, Lake Peipus.

control stamps: Four stamps- two round, one hexagonal, and one triangular.

The photograph does not indicate whether the stamps were applied before

or after the decoration of the plate. The readings were taken from the photo-

graph :

H
O Bust, type 1 (the nimbus is not clearly distinguishable, but its absence would be

unusual in a stamp of this period ; see p. 9) ; box-type monogram appears to be

identical with that in the second round stamp and in the triangle, and similar to

the monogram in the triangle of no. 2 ; it reads IGOANNOV; inscribed ICAKjIOV.

O Bust very worn; monogram as above; inscribed 0Co||MA.

Small bust ; monogram indistinct ; inscribed KO[C|jM]A ?

A Monogram like those in the round stamps; inscribed 0601 MA.

date: This set of stamps resembles the stamps on nos. 1 and 2 and may,

accordingly, be dated in the reign of Anastasius I, a.d. 491-518. The name
1C0ANNOV may refer to John the Paphlagonian, comes sacrarum largitionum in

a.d. 498 (see no. 2).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 634-635; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 76, note 1.

Source of Illustration: Museum of the History of the Latvian SSR, Riga.
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No 4 PLATE FROM Ml io.\ HOO

I in British Musi i m, London

des* ription: Large platter with geometric designs on the rim, in a second

interior bordei , and in the center (fig. a). In the second border arc four medallions

containing, alternately, the figure of a seated Tyche (Constantinople?) simiku

to the figure on fifth-century square stamps (see no. 82), and a running figure

holding an unidentifiable object in her hands. The rim decoration also includes

tour medallions, each with a running figure

Diam. 27" (approx. 68.58 cm.); diam. of footring 11" (approx. 27.94 cm.);

lit. 2J" (approx. 0.35 cm.) (Kitzinger).

PLACE of discovery: Found in 1939 as part of the treasure in an Anglo-

Saxon ship-burial at Sutton Hoo, Suffolk.

control stamps: Four stamps on bottom of plate - two identical hexagonal,

two identical long stamps (fig. b). No clear indication of when they v.

applied. The readings were taken from the object:

(fig- c) Monogram of Anastasiusor Justinian, type a; inscribed 060 MA; cross al

and below monogram.

(fig- d) Same as above.

Q (fig. e) Bust appears to be of type I, although it is possible that the emperor 1-

wearing a plumed helmet, in which rase it would belong to an earlier type (p. 9)

;

box-type monogram; inscribed DN ANASTAfS] IVS PP AV[G].

(fig. f) Same as above. ^P

date: Anastasius I, a.d. 491-518 (p. 6f).

Principal References: E. Kitzinger, "The Sutton Hoo Ship-Burial, V: The Silver," Antiquity, XIV
(1940), pp. 40-50, pis. x, figs. D, E, xvi, xvii, xviii ; The Sutton Hoo Ship-Burial, A Provisional

Guide (British Museum, London, 1952), pp. 28-30, 47, pis. [2, [4.

Source of Illustration: The British Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Trustees.
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No 5

.1. Drawine of Fragment of Plate with Niello Cross

«»mBB>fiSC85S

I fcxauonal i Square (1. Lorn r. Long

Draw tags of the Stamp-



No. 5. FRAGMENT OF PLATE WITH NIELLO (ROSS

I in District Museum, Razgrad, Bulgaria; ace. no, 704

description: Fragment of plate with niello cross in the center, surrounded by

wreath (fig. a).

Diam. (originally) ca. 30 cm.; present diam. 17 cm.; diam. of footring 13 cm.

(Gerasimov).

place of discovery: Found in 1925, in Svietlen, Aiazlar, Popovsko, Bulgaria.

control stamps: Four stamps - one hexagonal, one square, two identical long

stamps. Gerasimov does not indicate whether they were applied before or

after the decoration was finished. The readings of the stamps were taken from

the drawings published by Gerasimov

:

(fig- b) The relationship of the inscription and monogram to the sides of the hexagon

differs from that usually found in Imperial stamps (see the corresponding stamps on

nos. 2, g, 72, 73). The box-type monogram reads ZENO; inscribed + 06OAOOPOV

(rig. c) Box-type monogram of Anastasius or Justinian, type a; inscribed <»«

A€OV.... IKL

(fig. d) Bust, type 1 ; box-type monogram, undeciphered ; inscribed [DN A]NA- $&

STAS|ilVS [PP] AVG. *L

Q (fig. e) Same as above; inscription is worn. 5?

date: Anastasius I, a.d. 491-518 (p. 7). Although the monogram in the

hexagon might denote Anastasius' predecessor Zeno, a.d. 474-491, and the

object be thought, therefore, to precede the others of the reign of Anastasius,

the substitution of a square stamp for a triangular one and the type of imperial

bust suggest a position following nos. 1-4.

Principal Reference: T. Gerasimov, Bulletin de I'Institut archeologique bulgare, XIII (1939), pp. 335-33/.
figs. 367, 368 (drawings only) (in Bulgarian).

Source of Illustration: Gerasimov.
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OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM

THE REIGN OF JUSTINIAN I, A.D. 527-565



No '»

.1 I )i-li u nli ( Ornamental Rosette

1). I'lu Stamps



No. 6. DISH WITH ORNAMENTAL ROSETTE

The State Histokk ai Misi-.i m. Moscow; ace no. 10397

description: Dish with delicate rosette ornament in central roundel and

curved lines radiating to rim (fig. a).

W't. 1600 gr. ; diam. 38.7 cm. ; diam. of central rosette 7.5 cm. ; diam. of footring

if). 3 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: District of \<>\ obaiazel . former Government of Erivan,

Russian Armenia (see nos. qO, 07).

control STAMPS: The five stamps a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long,

and a cruciform - disposed symmetrically on the base, were damaged when the

ring around the rosette (fig. b) was worked. The readings were taken from the

photograph

:

O Bust, type 1 :
inscribed ANA| P€OV.

Double strike; box-type monogram of either Anastasiusoi Justinian, type l>; small,

nimbed bust above the monogram; inscription barely legible

Monogram not visible; inscription barely legible.

Bust, type 1 ; box-type monogram; inscribed [0]6O MA.

£] Square arms; monogram illegible; inscribed in vertical letters K V P V.

hate: Although the imperial monogram, as well as the imperial bust, may
belong to either Anastasius or Justinian, no cross stamps have been found

among the stamps of Anastasius. This group, therefore, very probably belongs

to the reign of Justinian I, a.d. 527-565 (see p. 7). The shape and lettering of

the cross stamp, however, indicate an earlv date in Justinian's reign, as does the

box-type monogram (see p. 15 f.).

Principal References: Protasov, pp. 69-74, pi. ix, 3; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 117I., rigs. 20. 30.

Source of Illustration : The State Historical Museum.
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v IM a I E WTI II RELIEF OF GRAZING HORSE
I hi Hermitage, Leningrad .«

< no W 280

i)i.S( RIPTION: Plate with relict, in central roundel, oi a b razing in front

of a tree (ii,u. a). A pattern oi acanthus leaves and lotus flowers Mirrounds the

roundel.

Wt . [623 gr. ; diam. 41 cm.; diam. oi footring [6.7cm. (Matsulevich).

PLACE OI DISCOVERY: Found in 17N0 (?), near the villain- oi ^ludka, on the

Kama River. Government of Perm (renamed Molotov in 1942).

. trol stamps: Five stamps a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform; disposed symmetrically on base of plate (fig. b). They appear to

have been damaged during the beating of the relief (Matsulevich. p. 115).

The readings were taken from casts and photographs:

O The double strike lias twisted the bust, type i : him ribed Al . .NH . . VC

ifv

The double strike has displaced the monogram and repeated the left-hand part of ^
the inscription; monogram of Justinian or Anastasius, type b; inscription barely

legible.

Monogram as above; inscribed ITA AO[V].

Q Nimbed bust; the box-type monogram is similar to the monogram in the cross

stamp, and may be the same as that in the long and cross stamps of nos. 8-13, ~]p

where it reads T7€TPOV; inscribed [€Vr]€NIOV (Matsulevich).

Q Square arms; the monogram lias been flattened out, but ns right side, which is

visible, suggests that it is similar to the monogram in the long stamp; inscribed in

vertical letters KO NO)|!..|!CC.

date: The secondary monogram may relate these stamps to those on nos. 8-13,

which are assigned to the reign of Justinian I, a.d. 527-565 (see no. 11, and

p. 13). This monogram probably belongs to Peter (? Barsymes), comes sacra-

nun largitionum. The early form of the Emperor's monogram suggests that

this set of stamps, like t hose on nos. 8 and 9, may belong to the Petrus mentioned

in 542 (seep. 28 f., note 88 and Table Y). The characteristics of the cross stamps

also indicate an early date in the reign of Justinian (cf. no. 6).

Principal References: Rosi-nbcr^, pp. 702-703: Matsulevich, By:. Ant., p. 4, no. 5, pp. 70. 115-

fig. 28, pi. 30.

Source of Illustration: [he Hermitage.
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.i. Plate with Relief of Grazing Horse
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a. The Tyler Chalice

I Crui iform e. Long

I In- Stamps



No. 8. THE TYLER CHALICE

Tin: Dumbarton Oaks Collection-, Washington, D. C; ace. no. 55.18

DESCRIPTION: Chalice (fig. a) with gilded inscription around brim: 4- TA

CA CK TCON COON COI nPOCOGPOMCN K(vpt)€.

Wt. 527.7 gr. ; diam. 16.8 cm.; ht. 17.4 cm.

im ace of discovery: Said to have been found with the Riha plate (no. 20) in

a tomb supposed to be that of a bishop (Brchici, p. 176). Riha is about 60 km.

southeast of Antioch, on the way to Hama (see no. 20).

control stamps: The five stamps - a round, two hexagonal, a long, and a

cruciform - were applied before the chalice was finished since they are inside

the base where no stamping instrument could easily have reached (text p. 2).

The readings of the stamps were taken from the object

:

O (fig. b) Bust, type 1 ; inscribed BAX||XOV.

(fig- c) Monogram of Anastasius or Justinian, type b; inscribed FTICN i [TI]OV.

(fig. d) Monogram barely visible; inscribed [T7I€N]| TIOV

?

Q (fig. e) Bust, type 1 ; the box-type monogram reads T7CTPOV and is found again in

the cross stamp and in the corresponding stamps of nos. 7, 9-13; inscribed

C€Pi [riOV] ? Identical with the corresponding stamp on no. 9.

c{}j (fig. f) Square arms; monogram as in long stamp; inscribed in vertical letters

0||[k)||MA]||C #; identical with the corresponding stamp on no. q.

date: Justinian I, a.d. 527-565. The secondary monogram probably belongs

to Peter (? Barsymes), comes sacrarum largitionum in 542 (see no. 7).

Principal References: Brehier, p. 176 and passim; Rosenberg, pp. 700-701; H. Peirce and R. Tyler

Byzantine Art (London, 1926), p. 26L, pi. xx; G. Downey, A JA, LV (1951), p. 351; DOC, no. 9.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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No. 9 1'I.AI E WITH RELIEF OF A SHEPHERD
The Hermitaci Leningrad; ao no W ±77

description : Plate with reliei oi a shepherd with two goats and a dog (fig. a).

On th« revei se, an ornamental leal pattern with chali< •

W't 1381.1 gr. ; diam. 24 cm. ; diam. oi footring 9.2 cm. (Matsnlevich).

place OF discovery: Klimova, district oi Solikamsk, Government of Perm
(renamed Molotov in 1942). Found, with rios. 36 and r.00, in 1907.

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps, on the base a round, a hexagonal, a square,

a long, and a cruciform (fig. b). The hexagon appears to have been damaged
during the soldering of the footring (Matsulevich, p. 113). The readings of the

stamps were taken from casts and photographs:

O Bust, type 1 : inscription illegible.

Monogram of either Anastasius or Justinian, type b (see nos. b, 7, 8), partially

destroyed; there is a small, nimbed bust above the monogram; inscribed

[AOHJNOr GNOV (Matsulevich). The relative position of the inscription to the

sides of the hexagon differs from that in the majority of instances in the Imperial

-cries (see nos. 2, 5, 72, 73).

Monogram as above; inscription barely legible.

Q Nimbed bust; monogram reads n€TPOV. and is found again in the cross stamp

and in the corresponding stamps of nos. 7, 8, 10-13. According to Matsulevich, the

stamp is inscribed CGPTIOV. but some of the letters cannot be determined from

the reproduction. Identical with the corresponding stamp on no. 8.

tgi Square arms; stamp slipped badly in the striking so that the monogram is

displaced; inscribed in vertical letters [060] MA C# (Matsulevich); identical with

the corresponding stamp on no. 8.

M

date: The long and cruciform stamps date this piece in the same period as

no. 8, Justinian I, a.d. 527-565. The secondary monogram probably belongs to

Peter (? Barsymes), comes sacrarum largitionum in 542 (see no. 7).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 698-699; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 4, no. 4, p. 112L, pi. 31 f.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitnt;i .
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a. Plate with Relief of a Shepherd

b. The Stamps



No. i'

i /
^*^s. 7

<-,.

a. Fragment of Dish with Relief of Silenus

.

-

V.:



No. i<>. FRAGMENT OF DISH WITH RELIEF OF SILENUS

Thk Dumbarton Oaks Collection, Washington, l> C; ace. no. 51.20

description: Fragmenl of platter showing Silenus, reclining, and a dancing

satyr playing on a pipe (fig. a).

W't. 1652 gr.; diam. of plate (originally), ca. 55 em.; diam. of footling, 22.3 cm.

place of discovery: This fragment has been traced by Mr. Marvin C. Ross

to the collection of L. Pollak in Rome, but no further information is available.

control stamps: Five very indistinct stamps are discernible (fig.b); they are

especially worn near the centering point which indicates that the plate was

worked after the stamps had been applied. The object was examined in the

original

:

O Illegible.

Indistinct. 1P

Indistinct.

Q (fig. b, upper left) A box-type monogram is clear, and it would appear to belong

to the fTCTPOV group (nos. 7-9, n-13).

£j The arms seem slightly flared; possibly a double strike.

date: Justinian I, a.d. 527-565: the box-type monogram in the long stamp

dates these stamps not later than the reign of Justinian I, and the flared arms

of the cross stamp indicate a date in the latter part of his reign (p. I5f). The
FT6TPOV monogram, as in nos. 7-9, 11-13, probably belongs to Peter (? Bar-

symes), conies sacrarum largitionum, and the stamps could be either of the

period ca. 542 or 547-550 (see Table V and p. 28 f., note 88).

Principal References: Matsulevich, "Prikame," p. 153 f., pi. v: 1 ; idem, B-A, p. 126, fig. 6: DOH, p. 56,

no. 132, fig. on p. 63; DOC, no. 8.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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No ii ORNAMENTED SALVES

l hi Hi ngariam National Museum, Budapi

scription Fragment oi salver with ornamental scroll, leal motif, and

decorative border (fig. a).

W't ~i\ length 24.6 cm.; length of foot 13 cm. (Thomas).

place of discovery: Tepe, Bihar, Hungary.

. ! n STAMPS: On the broken edge of the salver the remains ol five stamp-

are evident a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a cruciform (figs, b and

c). It is not clear from the photograph whether these stamps were applied before

or after the decoration was finished. The readings were taken from the photo-

ph and cast:

O Nimbed l>u-t, type 1 : inscribed IOVA [IANOV].

Monogram ol Justinian I. tvpe c (p. 13); -mall bust abo\<- monogram : inscribed

XPIC[TO] QOPO[V].

Only bottom half remains; monogram of Justinian or Ana-tasius, tvpe b;

in-cribed OV

Q Bottom half of nimbed bust is clear; monogram like that in the correspon

-tamps on no-. 7 -10. 12. 13, probably reads n€TPOV; inscribed [0]GO M[A] '

eg] One square arm is seen close to round stamp: part of one lettt-r 1- visible and ap-

pears to be inscribed vertically

date: The monogram in the hexagon belongs to Justinian I, a.d. 527-565.

The secondary monogram belongs to Peter as in nos. 7-10, but in this case the

later form of the Emperor's monogram suggests a later period. Possibly

547-550 (Table V).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 714-715; Matsulevich, By:. Ant., p. S. no. 10, pp. no, in.
G. leher, in the publication by G. LAs ies atche'ologiques sur I'histoire de la

socidti des~ Avars = Archaeologia hunzarica,^S.>., XXXIY H155), pp. 255, 250, pis. lvii:i, lviii:

E. B.-Thomas, Archaologische Funde in Ungam (Budapest, 1056), pp. 326, 327.

Source of Illustration: The Hungarian National Museum.

'•;
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No ii

a. Ornamented Salver

b. Cast of Stamps

c. The Stamps



No 12

a. Plate with Niello Monogram

I). The Stamps



No. 12. PLATE WITH NIELLO MONOGRAM

EiiiM. STAATLK in MUSI i n. Bkklin-Dahlem (formerly in the Kaiser- Friedrich Museum)

DES< RIPTION: Fragmenl of plate with cruciform monogram in center surrounded

by wreath with four medallions (fig. a). There is a low footring.*

Diam. [8.5 cm. (Wulff).

n ace OF DISCOVERY: Purchased in E908. From P>inhir-Kilisse, Asia Minor.

1 mntrol stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform; these were damaged when the niello design, which breaks into the

stamps, was worked (fig. b). With the possible exception of the long stamp, all

are identical with the stamps on no. 13. The readings were taken from the

photograph and the interpretation of the inscriptions was derived from

comparison with the stamps on no. 13:

O Bust, type i(?); inscribed AAN||[NO]V.

Monogram of Justinian I, tvpe c (p. 13); small, nimbed busl above monogram; <ft£3

inscribed [NI]||AOV. 1M

Monogram of Justinian I, as above, in reverse; inscribed AOV KA.

Q Bust, type 1; monogram barely discernible; inscribed €V[r~|jGNIOV] ? (see no. 7).

cjji Arms slightly flared; monogram, like that in the corresponding stamps of nos. 7—1 1

,

i;,, reads T7GTPOV (the P seems to be missing); inscribed + A[j[NA PG 0]V.

date: Justinian I, a.d. 527-565. The secondary monogram may belong to

Peter, 547-550 (see no. n). A late date in Justinian's reign is suggested by the

llared arms of the cross; the cruciform monogram on the face of the plate

belongs to a period after ca. 536 (p. 16).

Principal References: O. Wulff, Altchristliche Bildwerke, I (Berlin, 1909), no. 1107 and pi. lvii

Rosenberg, pp. 718-719; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 295; H. Schlunk, Kunst der Spatantike i»i

Mittelmeerrawm (Berlin, 1939), no. no.

Source of Illustration: Ehem. Staatliche Museen, Berlin-Dahlem.

* Wulff, p. 227: "Schalenboden. . .Kreisrund mit niedrigem Ringfuss; ringsum gebrochen und die

Uander schadhaft, nahe der Mitte Eindruck eines scharfen Werkzeuges; die Niellomasse z.T. ausge-

fallen (aus dem Monogramm ganzlich); die Stempel der Ruckseite z.T. von dem durchgedriickten

Relief der niellierten Teile wieder weggepresst.
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No i.; iilh < UP OF 5YMEONIOS

Imi Walters Aki Gallery, Baltimore; ace. no. 57

description: Chalice with gilded inscription around brim (fig. a): + vnep

6VXHC K(ai) C03THPIAC CVM603NIOV MAriCTP(ou) K(ai) TCON AIA0>€PONTG0N

AVTO)

I )i.nii [2.3 cm ; hi . 1 j cm.
1

WAG).

PLACE OF DISCOVERY: Found in 1910 in Hama, Syria, with no>. 34, 3 and

possibly nos. 18 and 80 (p. 20).

CON! ROL STAMPS: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform; all, with the possible exception of the long, are identical with the

stamps on no. 12. They are found in the base of the chalice where no stamping

instrument could easily have reached and must have been applied, therefore,

before the chalice was finally fashioned (see no. 8). The readings were taken from

the object

:

O (fig. b) Nimbed bust, type i| '-); inscribed AAN NOV.

(fig- c) Monogram of Justinian I, as in the corresponding stamp of no. 12; small

nimbed bust; inscribed Nl AOV.

(fig. d) Reversed monogram of Emperor as on the square stamp of no. 12; in-

scribed AOV KA

(tigs, b, e) Bust, type 1 ; box-type monogram belongs to the TIGTPOV group, as do

the monograms in the cross stamp and the corresponding stamps of nos. 7-12: iH?
inscription in this Mamp is barely legible.

# (figs, c, e) Ann- very slightly flared ;i< in cruciform stamp of no. 12: monogram as

above; inscribed [+ A NA] P6 OV.

date: Justinian I. ad. 527-565. Secondary monogram belongs to Peter,

possibly 547-550 (see no. 11).

Principal References: Diehl, p. 106, no. 2, pi. xix:i ; Rosenberg, pp. 728-729 (no stamps published);

WAG, no. 395; Downey, A JA, LV (1951), p. 350.

Source of Illustration: The Walters Art Gallery.
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No I ;

a. The Cup of Symeonios

b. Long and Round c. Hexagonal and Cruciform

d. Square e. Cruciform and Lone

The Stamps



No. 14

1. Trulla from Chen 1< llfl amps on the Baj

- mp

fc

*»n •



No 14. TRULLA FROM CHERCHEL
1 in Louvre . Pari:

description: India with gilded relief ot fishermen and sea creatures on the

outside of the bowl. Figure of Poseidon, standing on the back of a dolphin and

holding a trident, decorates the handle (fig. a).

Wt. 1670 gr. ; diam. 15 cm.; length of handle 15 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Cherchel, Algeria

control stamps: Five stamps - four on bottom of bowl (fig. b) include one-

round, slight remains of a square—barely visible on the cast (fig. c)—one long,

and one cruciform; the fifth, a hexagon, is on the handle (figs, d and e). The
stamps must have been applied before the bowl was finished, since the long

stamp is cut by the incised circles on the bottom of the bowl. The readings

were taken from the object

:

O Bust, type * 1 inscribed KOC MA

Monogram of Anastasius or Justinian, type a( ?) ; small, nimbed bust above mono-

gram; inscription illegible.

D Not clear.

Bust, type 1 ; cruciform monogram; inscribed IOV|;[AI]0[V] v

cgi Square arms; cruciform monogram as above, €VC€BIOV(?); inscribed A||NA|'PG|i

OV (see the corresponding stamps on nos. 12 and 13. There is, however, no cross @fw<

before the inscription as in the stamps on no. 12 and, perhaps, on no. 13).

date: Since the cruciform monogram in the long and cross stamps precludes a

date in the reign of Anastasius, the imperial monogram in the hexagon may be

assigned to Justinian I, a.d. 527-565 (p. 16). Moreover, the cruciform mono-
gram, and the relationship between the cross stamp on the trulla and the

corresponding stamps on nos. 12 and 13 suggest a date close to that of the

fTGTPOV group (nos. 7-13). The square arms of the cruciform stamp suggests

that these stamps could be earlier than those on nos. 10, 12, 13, that is, before

ca. 547 (p. 15).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 617, 680-681; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 8, no. 15, pp. 71-75,
figs. 7, 8; Peirce and Tyler, L'art byz., II, p. 120, pi. 156.

Source of Illustration: The Louvre.
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No. 15. PLATE FROM LSI KISHER1

Ihi Hi kmua',1
, Leningrad; ace. no \v. 351

Di .>< RIPTION A simple plate with stylized rosette ornament in center surrounded

bj foliate design (fig. a).

Wt 240 gr.; diam. [9.8 cm.; diam. of footring, 8.8 cm.; lit. ol footring, 0.7 cm.

(Matsulevich).

PI .\( 1: 01 discovery: Found in 1916, in Ust'-Kishert', near Kungui . Govern-

ment of Perm (renamed Molotov in 1942). Formerly in the Letunov Collection

and the Museum of Kungur. Acquired in 1926.

control stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (figs, band c). Matsulevich indicates that they were applied before

the decoration was finished (p. 114). The readings are based on the photographs

.md cast:

O N'imbed bust, type 1; inscribed ANT[0|'NIOV].

Monogram of Justinian I; type c (see nos. 12-13); small, nimbed bust above the

monogram; inscribed AO[V] KA

As the result of a double strike the right-hand bar of the monogram appear^ tv.

It is possible, however, to distinguish a monogram of the Anastasius-Justinian

type; inscription illegible.

Bust, type i(?); the cruciform monogram reads IOVAIANOV and is found again in

the cross stamp and in the corresponding stamps of no. 16; inscribed ....

AKTOV ?

t£i Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed ICO [AN] N OV

date: The flared arms of the cross and the cruciform secondary monogram
place these stamps late in the reign of Justinian I, a.d. 527-565 (p. 15 f., and

nos. 12-14)
I
tms conclusion is supported by the relationship between these

stamps and the stamps of no. 16. The secondary monogram may belong to

[ulian, comes sacrarum largitionum, whose period of office is not known
(Table V).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 71(5-717: Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 5, no. 7, pp. 76, 114, ng. 27,

pi. 29.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No. [5

c. Cast of the Stamps



No. id

.1 Plate with Relief <>i Venus in tin- Tent oi An< hises

b. Tlic Stamp



No. 16. PLATE WITH RELIEF OF VEM'S EN THE TENT OF ANCHISES
The Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. W. 350

DESCRIPTION: Plate with relief depicting Venus in the tent ol Anchises (fig. a).

Wt. 837 gr.; diani. 26.5 cm.; diani. of footling 11 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Found in 1925 in Kopchiki, near Kungur, Government

of Perm (renamed Molotov in 1942).

control stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, two long, and a cruciform

(fig. b) which appear to be damaged by subsequent working of the relief on the

front of the plate; for example, the line of the shield cuts into one of the long

stamps. The readings were taken from the cast and photograph

:

O Bust, type 1; inscribed IC0AN(|[N]OV; identical with the corresponding stamps

on nos. 17 and, possibly, 20, 21, and 22.

Monogram of Anastasius or Justinian, type b; inscribed ITA||[A]OV. This name is

also found in the square stamps of no. 7, no. iyA, B, and no. 25.

Bust, type 1; monogram 10VAIANOV as in the cross stamp, and also in the cor-

responding stamps of no. 15; inscribed lu)AN||NOV.

Q Same as above, less clear. fS.

t£i Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in vertical letters [C€]||P||ri||OV

(see the corresponding stamps on no. 17).

date : The relationship between these stamps and those on no. 15 dates them
in the same period, late in the reign of Justinian I, a.d. 527-565. The relation-

ships with succeeding numbers support their assignment to the latter part

of the reign, that is, after ca. a.d. 550. The secondary monogram may belong

to Julian, comes sacrarum largitionum, whose period of office is not known
(Table V).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 688-689; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 3f., no. 3, pp. 25-31, pi. 31.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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\ ijAandB THE HERMITAGE RELIQUARY

["HE til K.Mli IINGRAD

description Reliquary with high lid decorated with two crosses (fig. a).

It once contained a second reliquary in gold. On the sides, roundels with

busts: Christ between Saints Petei and Paul, and the Virgin between two

archangels; al each end, one saint in roundel, possibly Saints George and

Demetrius. All figures are nimbed.

lit. ol box 6.5 cm.; ht. of box with lid 10 cm.; length 12 cm.; width 8cm.
R( senberg).

place of discovery: Found in 1897 in the excavations of a cruciform church

in the ancient city of Chersonesus, Crimea.

control stamps: Two identical sets of four stamps - one group on bottom of

box (fig. b) and one inside the lid (figs, c and d). In both the hexagonal is

missing and in each group there is one round, one square, one long, and one

cruciform. The cross in relief on the lid of the box breaks into the lines of one

of the cross stamps which makes it evident that the reliquary was stamped

before it was decorated, for the lines of the cross stamp are clearest in the

hollow of the relief. The readings were taken from the photographs and one cast

:

O 1 7 A , bottom of reliquary :

Nimbed bust; inscribed IOOA[N NOV] (see the corresponding stamps on nos. 16.

20, 21, -

D Monogram of Justinian, type c; inscribed ITA [AOV] (see 17 B, and nos. 7, ib, 25).

Nimbed bust ; illegible cruciform monogram ; inscribed 11AV [AOV]. Ann

k

4
£3 Flared arms; cruciform monogram like the monogram in the long and cross stamps

of 17 B, is; inscribed C [€P] Vl OV.

O 17 B, top of reliquary :

Nimbed bust: inscription illegible.

Monogram of Justinian, type c; inscribed [ITA] AOV (see above).

Nimbed bust ; crucilorm monogram like that in the cross stamp, also found in the

corresponding stamps of 17 A. iS; inscribed [TTJAV AO[V] (see abo\ e "I

"

eft Same as in 17 A

.

s.

date: Justinian I, a.d. 527-565. The relationship of the round stamps to the

corresponding stamps on nos. 16, 20, 21, 22, and the fact that the inscribed

name in the square is the same as that in the hexagon of no. 16. place the

stamps in the latter part of Justinian's reign, after ca. ad. 550.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 704-705. N. Belaev, "Le rehquaire de Chersonese, ' Seminarian
Kondahovianum, III (Prague, 1929), pp. 115-131, pis. win. xix resume in French, pp. 131-132.

ce 'if Illustration The Hermitage.
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No 17

a. The Hermitage Reliquary

b. Stamps on Bottom of Reliquary

Square and Round d. Cruciform and Long

Stamps on inside of Lid of Reliquary



No. I*

a. The Chalice <>! St. Anne

b. Cast of Round Stamp

Stamp <1 Cast of Crou iform Stamp



No. iK. THE CHALICE OF ST. ANNK
The Conveni 01 Si Anne, Jeri salew

DESCRIPTION: Chalice (fig. a) with gilded inscription around the brim: + VfT€P

6VXHC HAIGdAGOPOV K(ai) AKAKIOV TGKNON 0O3MA AMA TOON AIAO6PONT[l0]N

AVTOIC (Skehan).

Ht. 19 cm. (Skehan).

PLACE of discovery: Said to be from Kara, between Hama and Aleppo. This

is almost certainly the actual find-spot of the famous "Antioch" and "Hama"
treasures (see nos. 13, 34, 89, 98, and possibly no. 80) , but there is no record of

this chalice among the descriptions of these two treasures (see p. 20).

control stamps: "Inside the base are four stamps. .
." (letter of March 23,

1956, to Prof. G. Downey from Father Skehan, who was then at the American

School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem). Casts of three stamps—a round, a

long, and a cruciform —were taken by Prof. Henri Seyrig. The stamps are

inside the foot of the chalice, as in the Tyler Chalice, no. 8, and, as in the

case of the Tyler Chalice and of nos. 13 and 34, they were surely applied

before the object was finished. The readings of the stamps were taken from

the casts:

O (fig- b) Nimbed bust; inscribed + A€ON||T!OV.

(fig. c) Nimbed bust; cruciform monogram like that in the cross stamp and like ^Lg

the monograms in the corresponding stamps on nos. xyA and B\ inscription barely •*>

legible.

<& (fig. d) Flared arms; monogram as above; vertical lettering €V OPO N [I OV?]. djtir

date : The flared arms of the cross, the vertical lettering, the cruciform mono-

grams, and the relationship between these monograms and the monograms in

the corresponding stamps of no. 17 place these stamps in Justinian's reign,

a.d. 527-565, and probably in the latter part, after ca. a.d. 550.

Principal References: J. Braun, Das christliche Altargerat (Munich, 1932), p. 78, pi. n: 32.

Source of Illustration: Braun, op. cit. (fig. a); Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection (figs, b—d).
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No eg ( ANDLESTICK

im British Ifi : i. -

DESCRIPTION Slender candlestick or lampstand with no ornament (fig. a).

\\ I i
.

; lit 20 v cm.

place of discovery Lampsacus, Hellespont. Found with nos 24. 52, and 53.

Acquired in 1
v

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps - a hexagonal, a square, a long, and 1

cruciform. Thev were applied before the base of the candlestick was finally

fashioned, since they are stamped on the inside of the hollowed lobes of the

base where no stamping instrument could have been applied without flattening

out the lobe (see no. 90). The readings were taken from the object:

Overlapping one of the cross stamps (fig. b) : the monogram is just discernible near

the initial letters C€ of the cross stamp inscribed C6[BA]CTCC. This stamp is

1 lear enough to permit recognition of the Anastasius-Justinian type of monogram.

There may possibly be an additional stroke in the A. which would make it a -

monogram belonging to Justinian alone, type c (cf. p. 13); the inscription in this

stamp i- not clear.

In one of the lobes of the candlestick base near the long stamp (fig. d) : barely legibli

Q Distinguishable by the remains of a small bust .1 slightly arched rim. and part of

the right-hand inscription (fig. d). Illegible.

£1 (fig. b) Flared arms; monogram not clear; inscribed in vertical letters C6 [BA]

CT OC; see the inscription in the corresponding stamp of no. 27, and in the long

-tamp of no

t£ (fig. c) Similar to above; less < lear.

date: The monogram in the hexagon belongs to Anastasius I or Justinian I.

The flared arms of the cross and the vertical letters date this group of stamps

not earlier than the last half of the reign of Justinian I, a.d. 527-565. The

relationship between the cross stamps and the corresponding stamp on ni

from the reign of Justin II support a late date in Justinian's reign.

nopal References: Dalton. Catalogue, p. Si, no. 376, pi. x.xn Rosenberg, pp. 712-713.

Source of Illustration: The British Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Trusti



No i<i

b. Hexagonal and Cruciform Stamps

c. Cruciform Stamp

a. Candlestick

.

'

.

d. Square and Long Stamps





OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM

THE REIGN OF JUSTIN II, A.D. 565-578



a. The Riha Paten

1). The Stamps



No. 20. THE RIHA PATEN

Tin Dumbarton Oaks Collection, Washington, D C; ace no. 24 s,

DESCRIPTION: Silver gilded paten with relief representing the Communion
of the Apostles (fig. a). Inscribed around the rim: + VT7€P ANAnAVCeCOC CGPriAC

IGOANNOV K(ai) 06OAOCIOV K(ai) CGOTHPIAC MfErAAOV K(ai) NONNOV K(ai) T03N

AVTCjON T6KN60N.

W't . 904 gr. ; diam. 35 cm.

place of discovery: The village of Riha, 00 km- southeast of Antioch. Found
with no. 21; also with no. 8? and probably with nos. 22, 27, and 29.*

control stamps: Four, possibly five stamps - a round, a square, a long, and

a cruciform, clearly visible, and perhaps the remains of a hexagonal (fig.b).

The stamps were applied before the relief was finished since they are clearest

were the relief is deepest. The readings were taken from the object and were

compared with the identical stamps on nos. 21 and 22

:

O On the altar cloth, at the right-hand front edge of the altar; the double strike

displaces the left-hand side of the inscription: nimbed bust; inscribed IGOAN

NOV

Only a beaded corner remains, just below the outstretched arm of the Christ

on the left

On the front of the altar cloth; double strike: monogram of Justin II, type a

(p. 13 f.); inscribed A03PO j[©eOV].

Q On the altar cloth, just below the left-hand Christ; double strike: nimbed bust,

type 1; cruciform monogram may be read ©£OAu)POV and is identical with the

monogram in the cross stamp and with the monogram in the corresponding stamps

on nos. 21-26; inscribed [ICOAN N]OV (see nos. 21, 22).

eft On the lower part of the right-hand Christ: flared arms; monogram as above;

inscribed Al OM I [A] ,OV

DATE: Justin II, a. d. 565-578. The secondary monogram on nos. 20-26 may
belong to Theodorus Petri, comes sacranim largitionum in a. d. 577 (p. 29;

Table V).

Principal References: Br^hier, p. 17(1 and passnn; Rosenberg, pp. 686-687; DOH
, p. 55, no. ii',,

fig. on p. 68., DOC, no. 10.

Source of Illustration : Dumbarton Oaks.

* The evidence suggesting that the objects said to have been found at Riha and Stuma respecti\ely

are parts of a single treasure will be discussed by M. C. Ross in vol. I of the Catalogue of the Byzantine
and Early Mediaeval Antiquities in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection, which is forthcoming.
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No 21 I HI-. K I HA FLABELLUM
in) Dumbarton Oaks Collection Washington, D < ; ace. n<<

DES4 RIPTION: Flabelluni with peacock-feathered border (figs, a and b) ; in the

(enter, a tetramorph having lour wings (with eyes), hands, feet, and wheels of

lire (cf. Ezek. i off.).

W't 485 gr.; lit. 30.9 cm.; width 25.5 cm.

place 01 discovery: Found in Riha, Syria, with no. 20. and probably with

no. 8, and nos. 22, 27, and 29 (see no. 20).

. trol stamps: Four stamps, clearly visible - a round, a square, a long, and a

cruciform, and possibly the remains of a hexagonal obscured by the square on

the right-hand side of the handle (fig. c). The decoration of the peacock-feathered

border cuts into the cross stamp at the top, indicating that the silver was
Mamped before it was decorated. The stamps are identical with those on

nos. 20, 22. The readings were taken from the object:

O Nimbed bust, type 1; inscribed ICOAN NOV

?

Monogram of Justin II. type a; inscribed AGOPO [0€]OV.

Nimbed bust ; cruciform monogram as in the cross stamp, 0GOACOPOV, and found I

again in the corresponding stamps on nos. 20. 22-26; inscribed IOOAN [N]OV ^£

t{Ji A double strike has disfigured the monogram which is the same as that above;

flared arms; inscribed in vertical letters Al OM IA OV. 41

date: Justin II, a.d. 565-578. Theodorus Petri was comes sacrarum largitio-

num in a.d. 577 (see no. 20).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 684-685; DOH, p. 54, no. 128, fig. on p. 67; DOC, no. 11.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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a. Front b. Back

The Riha Flabellum
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i I he Stuma Fl.iKllum

5l ol Stamps



No. 22. THE SITMA FLABELLUM

The Ar< baeological Musei m, Istanbul; ace. no. 3758

description: Flabellum with peacock-feathered border (fig. a); in the center,

cherubim, or seraphim, with six wings (eyeless), hands and feet, and wheels of

tire

Diam. 25 cm. (Rosenberg).

place of discovery: Allegedly from the village of Stuma, near Kiha, Syria.

Found with nos. 27, 2Q, and also, probably, with nos. 8, 20, 21 (see no. 20).

control stamps: Four stamps are visible on the front of the object - a round,

a square, a long, and a cruciform (fig. b) ; identical with the corresponding stamps

on nos. 20, 21. There may be the remains of a hexagonal between the cross

and the long. The decoration was incised after the stamps were applied, since

the feather at the base of the fan is not finished around the cross stamp. The
readings were taken from the cast and photograph

:

O Nimbed bust, type 1; inscribed I60AN| N[OV].

Incomplete monogram of Justin II, type a (see nos. 20, 21); inscribed [ACOPO]

9€0V

Q Nimbed bust; monogram O€OA60POV as in the cross stamp, and also in the cor-

responding stamps of nos. 20, 21, 23-26; inscribed [ICOAN N]OV.

# Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in vertical letters AI||[OM]! IA! OV.

*

date: Justin II, a. d. 565-578 ;Theodorus Petri was comes sacrarum largitionum

in a.d. 577 (see no. 20).

Principal References: Ebersolt (see no. 27); Rosenberg, pp. 682-683.

Source of Illustration: Giraudon (fig. a); Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection (fig. b; from cast

taken by the Byzantine Institute, by permission of Dr. Riistem Duyuran, Archaeological Museum,
Istanbul).
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No. 23. PLAIN BOWL
1 in Archaeological Mi -1 uu, Kiev

DES( RIPTION: Plain, deep bowl with no decorative relief (fig. a).

Diam. <s .4 cm.; In 4.4 cm.; diam. of base 5.6 em. (Matsulevich).

placi 01 discovery: Found al Martynovtsy, near Ki<

1 ONTROL STAMPS: There are at least five Stamps, but the individual sha]

iidt easily distinguishable (fig. b). The long stamp has been struck twice. There

appear to be, in addition, a hexagonal, a square, and a cross. It is difficult

say whether they were applied before or after the vessel was finished, but they

seem to have been damaged in the process of beating the bottom of the bowl

(see the cross stamp). The readings of the stamps are based on what is visible

in the photograph, and on the interpretations of Matsulevich given below:

NT

Beneath the left-hand long stamp. Illegible.

Monogram partially visible, probably that of Justin II, type a; inscribed

[CV]M€|;WN[IC] (Matsulevich) or [CVM]€ 03N[HC]'? (see the long stamp, no. 24).

Nimbed bust; monogram ©€[OA]60[POV] (Matsulevich*), as in the cross stamp,

and found again in the corresponding stamps of nos. 20-22, 24-26; inscribed

[CVM€0)]N1C (Matsulevich*).

Q Same as above (Matsulevich).

c[Jj Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed ICO [AN] N OV (Matsulevich).

date: Justin II, a.d. 565-578; Theodorus Petri was comes sacrarum largitio-

num in a.d. 577 (see no. 20).

Principal References: N. l-'ettich, "Die Metallkunst der landnehmenden Ungarn," Archaeologxa

hungarica, XXI (1937), p. 283, pi. cxxiv, 2; Matsulevich, "Prikam'e," p. 152 f., pi. v, fig. 2:

idem, B-A, p. 1251., fig. 5; N. Fettich, Archdologische Studien zur Geschichte der spathunnischen

Metallkunst — Archaeologia hungarica, XXXI (1951), p. 134.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.

* Matsulevich considers the fragment containing the monogram and the inscribed name as part

of a separate (square) stamp.
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No. 24. PENDANT LAMP DISH

Thk British Miskim, London

description: Low dish in fragmentary condition with pierced decoration

consisting oi monogram of Christ (?) in the center, and crosses alternating

with palmette design around the rim (fig. a). Lamp is suspended on three chains.

Diam. 24. S cm.; diam. of inside depression 16.9 cm.; diam. of base 14.4 cm.

place of discovery: Lampsacus, Hellespont. Found with nos. 19, 52, and 53.

Acquired in 1848.

control stamps: Since most of the central part of the base is lost, only two

stamps remain - a round and a long (fig. b). Circular marks of the lathe cut into

the stamps, indicating that they were worn when the dish was being polished

before it was finished; the readings were taken from the object:

O Nimbed bust, type 1 : inscribed AOV

Q Nimbed bust ; monogram 0GOA63POV, as in the corresponding stamps on nos. 20-23,

-!5; inscribed CV[M£] CONHC. The right-hand side of the inscription has slipped

in the striking. See the square and long stamps of no. 23.

date : The relationship between the secondary monogram and the corresponding

monograms on nos. 20-23, 25, 26 places these stamps also in the reign of

Justin II, a.d. 565-578; Theodorus Petri was comes sacrarum largitionum in

a.d. 577 (see no. 20).

I'rincipal References: Dalton, Catalogue, no. 393.

Source of Illustration: The British Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Trustees.
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No. 25. [NS( RIBED PLATE WITH CROSS

1 i.i 1 1 1 in.N of Mi< and Mi<- Paul IIaixon, Mew York

DES4 RIPTION: Plate with cross in center (fig. a). Inscribed around the cross:

+ VFT€P GVXHC KAI C03THPIAC ArAGAITeAOV KAI ©€OA0)POV €EKOVBITOPOC.

1 Ham. 37 37.8 cm. ; diam. ol base 26.4 cm.

PLACE OP DISCOVERY: Said to have been found near Latakia. Syria.

vi'rol stamps: Five stamps a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform. It is not easy to determine whether the stamps were applied before

or after the decoration of the plate, but they appear to have been damaged
during a subsequent beating of the silver. The readings were taken from the

object:

O (fig. b) Bust, type 1 ; inscribed €06 PI[OV]

(fig. c) Monogram ol Justin II, type a; small, nimbed bust above the monogram,

inscribed I00AN NOV.

(fig. d) Monogram ol Justin II, type b (p. 13 f.) ; inscribed ITA AOV

Q (fig. e) Nimbed busl ; monogram 06OAGOPOV like the monogram in the cross stamp,

and found again in the corresponding stamps of nos. 20-24, 26; inscribed [C€]B[A]

CTOV ? (see the inscribed names in the cross stamps of nos. 19 and .

eft (fig. f) Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed KV PI AK [OV]

hate: Justin II, A..D. 565-578; Theodorus Petri was comes sacrarum largitio

num in A.D. 577 (see no. 20).

Unpublished.

ret of Illustration Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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i Di-li w itli lulu :

• licnia

1>. The Stamps



No. 26. DISH WITH RELIEF OF "EUTHENIA"

Preseni Location Unknown

DESCRIPTION: Fragment of deep plate with relief in repousse representing

personification of "Abundance" (fig. a).

place of discovery : Kama River region, Russia. Formerly in the Alin Collection

(Matsulevich).

1 ontrol stamps: Five stamps are visible on the photograph reproduced by

Matsulevich - a round, a hexagonal, two long, and a cruciform (fig. b). From
their positions in the hollows of the relief it is evident, as in the case of the

Riha paten, no. 20, that they were applied before the relief was beaten out. The

readings were taken from the published illustration and from Matsulevich's

text:

O On the right-hand shoulder of the bust. Almost obliterated.

On the right-hand shoulder, below the round stamp: monogram of Justin II, type a;

inscription not clear.

Q Above the line of fruit, below and to the left of the hexagon: nimbed bust just

distinguishable with three-pronged diadem, type 1.

A little lower, to the left : same as the above, less clear.

eft On the left-hand shoulder of the figure near the neck: monogram Q6OAC0POV
is discernible, corresponding to monograms on nos. 21-25; inscribed €V [RE] Nl

OV, according to Matsulevich; all of the letters cannot be made out in the re-

production and it is not clear whether they are inscribed vertically or in a clock-

wise direction around the arms of the cross.

date: Justin II, a.d. 565-578; Theodorus Petri was comes sacrarum largitio-

num in a.d. 577 (see no. 20).

Principal References: Matsulevich, "Prikam'e," p. 151ft., pi. iv: 1, 2; idem, B-A, pp. 123-126, fig. 4;

Kitzinger (1958), P- 4-

Source of Illustration: Matsulevich, "Prikam'e."
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No 27. THE STUMA PATEN

I ill Al« BAEOLOGII AI Ml 31 I'M. [STANBUL; ace no. 3759

description: Gilded silver paten with reliel representing the Communion of

the Apostles (fig. a); inscribed around the rim: + VTTeP 6VXHC K(ai) C[0)THPIA]C

CePriOV T[OV] APrVPOnPATOV K(ai) ANArTAVC€0)C MAPIAC thc avtov
CVMBIOV K(ai) TCON AVTCON rC0N€O)N.

Diam. 37 cm. (Ebersolt),

N

pla( E of discovery: From the village oi Stuma, near Riha, Syria. Found with

nos. 22 and 29, and also, probably, with nos. 8, 20, 21 (see no. 20).

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps on back of paten - a round, a hexagonal, a

square, a Long, and a cruciform (fig. b). As in the case of the Riha paten (no. 20),

the stamps must have been applied before the relief was formed, since, for

example, the hexagon on the back of the apostle bending over at the left is

clearest where the relief is deepest, which could not have been so had the

-lamp been struck after the relief was hollowed out. The readings were taken

from the photograph and from casts:

O (tig. c) On the draped arm and back of the left-hand Christ: nimbed bust with

circular ornament on the crown, type 2; inscribed CT€<t> ANOV.

(hg. d) On the back of the bending apostle on the left: monogram of Justin II, type

a; inscribed M€rA AOV. See also no. 2Q. There is a small bust above the mono-

gram.

(tig. e) On the draped arm and back of the right-hand Christ : monogram as abo

inscription damaged.

(fig. f.) On the hands and chin of the apostle, on the left, bending over: monogram

TKETPOV, as in the cross stamp, and found again in the corresponding stamps of no.

28; inscribed I60[A] NN[IC]. This stamp is similar to the long stamp on no. 28, but

the placement of the letters is slightly different.

eg (fig. g) On the altar cloth to the right of the long stamp: flared arms; the double ..,

strike has disfigured the monogram JKETPOV: inscribed in a circular direction bS

+C€ |[BA] CT [OV] (see no. 19).

date: Justin II, a.d. 565-578. The diadem of the imperial bust and the

inscription in the cross stamp date these stamps after the ©€OAC0POV group,

nos. 20-26. This date is supported by the relationship between the long stamp in

this group and the corresponding stamp on no. 28: thus. a.d. 577-578 (p. 30).

Principal References: Ebersolt, "Le tresor de Stuma," Revue archcologtquc ,
XVII (1911), pp. 407-41W

Brehier, p. 174 and passim.. Peirce and Tyler, L'art bv.:.. [I, pi. 140; Kitzinger (1958), pp. 1-

fig. [9.

Source of Illustration: Archaeological Museum (fig. a); Giraudon (fig. b); Dumbarton Oaks Photo-

graphic Collection (figs, c-g; from casts taken by the Byzantine Institute, by permission of

Dr. Riistem Duyuran, Archaeological Museum. Istanbul).
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No. 27

a. The Stuma Paten

b. The Stamps

c. Round d. Hexagonal e. Square

Casts of Stamps

f. Long g. Cruciform





OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM THE

REIGN OF TIBERIUS II CONSTANTINE,

A.D. 578-582



No 28

.1. Plate \sitli Niello Cross

b. [Tie Stamps



No. 28. PLATE WITH NIELLO CROSS

The British Mim hi, London

description : Flat plate decorated in niello with cross in center, surrounded by

ivy wreath (fig. a). Traces of gilding.

\\t. 1169 gr. ; diam. 26.9 cm.; diarn. of footling 11.8 cm.

PLACE of discovery: Found near the monastery of Acheiropoietos, six miles

west of Kyrenia, Cyprus, with nos. 35 and 78 ; from the "First Cyprus Treasure"

Acquired in 1899.

control stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig. b). It is difficult to determine whether they were applied before

or after the decoration was finished. The readings were taken from the object:

O Nimbed bust, type 2; inscribed +0[d)]i,M[A].

Monogram reads KGONCTANTINOV; inscribed [l]0)A[N] NOV. There is a small bust

above the monogram. This is the first instance in the regular Imperial series where

the monogram in the hexagon does not resemble that in the square (see nos. 36, 41,

and p. n f.).

11
Damaged monogram; it may belong to the Emperor Tiberius II (p. 12); inscribed rj| ft

TPV[O]||0)N ?

Q Bust, type 2 ; monogram fTCTPOV, as in the cross, and also found in the correspond-

ing stamps on no. 27; inscribed 103A||NNIC

cjji Double strike; flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in a circular direction

[C1]||CI|!NN||IC (see no. 36).
155= =3

date: The portrait type in the round stamp of no. 28 (type 2) could belong to

Justin II, Tiberius Constantine, or Mauricius Tiberius. The monograms in the

square and hexagon are not like those of either Justin II or Mauricius. The long

and the cross stamps, however, are related to the corresponding stamps on

no. 27, and thus indicate a date close to the reign of Justin II. These factors

point to the reign of Tiberius II Constantine, a.d. 578-582.

Principal References: Dalton, Arch. 57, pp. 159, 165-168, pi. xvi: 2 (the stamps are also reproduced
in a drawing in the text) ; idem, Catalogue, no. 397, pi. xxiv: Rosenberg, pp. 676-677 ; Matsulevich,

"Arg. byz.," pp. 295, 299.

Source of Illustration: The British Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Trustee-.
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No >i). INS( KIIiKI) I'l.AI I- \\ I III ( ROS

I in Akchaeologk \i If i -1 cm, Istanbul; ace no. 3761

DESCRIPTION: Plate with cross in center (fig. a); inscribed around the rim:

+ VneP 6VXHC K(ai) CGJTHPIAC C€PriOV K(ai) ANNAC K(ai) ANAnAVC€0)C

AOM6TIOV [K(ai)] IO)ANNOV (Ebersolt).

Diain 35 cm. 'It).

II \( 1 OF DISCOVERY: The village oi Stuma, near Kiha, Syria. Found with

nos. 12. and 27, and probably also with nos. 8, 20, 21 (see no. 20).

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps on back of paten (fig. b) - a round, a hexagonal,

a square, a long, and a cruciform. It is difficult to determine whether they were

applied before or after the paten was decorated. The readings were taken from

casts and photographs

:

O (fig. c) Imperial bust without nimbus, beardless, wearing crown with pendants

and circular ornament with cross, type 3; inscribed .IC0N||. . .

.

(fig- d) The identification of the monogram is not clear, but the stamp seems to be

identical with the corresponding stamp on no. 27, in which case the monogram i>

that of Justin II, type a; inscribed M€TA A[OV]; there is a small bust above the

monogram.

(fig. e) The monogram is distorted, but it is different from the monogram in the

hexagon and clearly does not belong to Justin II. It is possible that it reads K00N-

CTANTINOV (see the hexagon on no. 28) but the (a) is not visible. The inscription is

not clear.

Q (fig. f) The imperial bust is like that in the round stamp; cruciform monogram; in-

scription not clear; the stamp has slipped in the striking, as shown especially by

the lower part of the imperial bust. In this slip it is possible that the A to the left of

the monogram was struck twice.

# (fig. g) Only part of the monogram is visible and it is difficult to determine whether

it is the same as or different from the monogram in the long stamp; inscribed

around the arms in vertical letters: 0||Ci)||M||A (see nos. 30, 31).

»
tf

Ur>r

date : The imperial bust type belongs to Mauricius or Tiberius. The monogram
in the hexagon appears to be that of Justin II, whereas the monogram in the

square resembles that in the hexagon of no. 28 attributed to Tiberius. The name
in the cross occurs in corresponding stamps from the reign of Mauricius. These

factors suggest the brief reign of Tiberius II, a.d. 578-582, rather than that

of Justin II or Mauricius (see p. 12).

Principal References: J. fibersolt, "Le tresor de Stuma," Revue archeologique , XVII (iqi i), pp. 407-419.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection (courtesy of Dr. Riistem Duyuran.

Archaeological Museum, Istanbul).
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OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM THE

REIGN OF MAURICIUS TIBERIUS, A.D. 582-602



Nf< i

inilla from Malaia Percshchepina

L
b. H- x

*
' imp

Si :: i
- Oil :':.



No. 30. TRULLA FROM MA LA I A PERESiK IILIMNA

The Hermitage, Leningrad; ao no W 825

description: Ten-sided trulla with ornamental rosette in centei surrounded by

scroll of leaves (fig. a). Evidently part oi a two-piece set, with no. 31.

\\t. 1265.2 gr.; diam. 22.7 cm.; length of handle 13.5 cm.; lit. 7.2 cm.; diam.

oi footling 1 1.5 cm.; ht. of footling 2 cm. (Matsulevich).

PLACE OF discovery: Found in K)i2, in Malaia Pereshchej)ina, dovernment oi

Poltava, with nos. 2, 31, 73, 79.

control stamps: Five stamps - a hexagonal (on the handle, fig. b), a round, a

square, a long, and a cruciform (fig. c). The relief on the inside of the bowl cuts

into the stamps indicating that they were applied before the bowl was decorated

(Matsulevich, p. 82). All of the stamps are identical with those on no. 31. The
readings were taken from the photographs and casts and were compared with

the stamps on no. 31

:

O Nimbed bust, type 2; inscribed +nAT[P]j;IKIC

Monogram of Mauritius, somewhat damaged (p. 14); inscribed (TTATPI IKI]C (see %,&
no. 31). There is a small bust above the monogram. wfi^

Monogram as above, damaged by a double strike; inscribed MAEIMOC. pjtf

Q Nimbed bust, type 2; the monogram resembles the imperial monogram in the

square and hexagonal stamps and is not the same as the monogram in the cross.

It is, with no. 31, the only such case in the Imperial series (Table III, p. 15)

;

inscribed [+] TTAT||PIK[IC].

eft Double strike; flared arms; cruciform monogram; inscribed in vertical letters

0||O)||M||A.

date: Mauricius Tiberius, a.d. 582-602. The relationship between the inscribed

name in the cross and the name in the round stamp of no. 28 suggests that these

stamps belong to the earlier part of the reign of Mauricius.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 690-bgi ; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 7, no. 12, pp. 80-83,

figs. 13, 14, pi. 17.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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\ ;i EWER FROM MAI.MA PERESHCHEPIN

I'm Hi RMITAG1 LeNIK U I DO v

descriptii I [ht-sided jug with handle (fi Evidently part of a two-piece

set, w iih no.

\\ i [335.3 gi .
lit 25 cm.; diam. oi neck 7.5 cm.; diam oi body 7^-iocm.

I

Matsulevich).

place "l discovery: Found in 1912, in Malaia Pereshchepina rnment

oi Poltava, with nos 2 30, 73, 79.

< oNi koi. STAMPS: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig.b), identical with those on no. 30. Since this ewer is a companion

piece to no. 30 and since the stamps are identical with those of no. 30, it is likely

that they, too, were applied before the object was finished (Matsulevich, p. 85).

The readings were taken from the photograph and were compared with the

stamps on no. 30:

O Nimbed bust, type 2 ; inscribed [4- T7ATP l]KIC.

Monogram of Mauricius as in the square and the long, and the corresponding

-tamps on no. 30 (see no. 30); inscribed [TTjATPI KIC

D Damaged monogram as above; inscription illegible

Q Nimbed bust, type 2; monogram as above; inscribed +T7[A]T PI[KIC] ft&

«& Flared arms; cruciform monogram, like the corresponding monogram on no. 30;

inscribed in vertical letter- CO M A

date: Mauricius Tiberius, ad. 582-602 (see no. 30).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 692-693 ; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 6, no. 9; pp. 82-85, ngs. 15-17.
pi. 18.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM THE

REIGN OF PHOCAS, A.D. 602-610



No ,j

a. Plate "A" with Niello Cross from Mytilene (Lesbos . Vi< w

1<. The Sumps



No. 32. PLATE "A" WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM MYTILENE (LESBOS)

im Archaeological Museum, Myttleni

description: Simple plate, rather crudely decorated with concentric circles

around rim and around niello cross in center [Prakt. [1954], p. 319, fig. 3, no. 4).

Identical in design and execution with Plate "B" from Lesbos, no. 40 (p. 331).

place of discovery: Pound in 1951, on the Island ol Mytilene (Lesbos), with

nos. 40-43, 48-50, and with coins from the reigns of Phocas and Heraclius.

control stamps: Five badly damaged stamps on base of plate -one round, one

hexagonal, two square, and a cruciform (figs, a and b). They were applied

before the plate was decorated since they have been cut off by the incised

circles inside the footling and shattered by the centering point. The readings

\\ ere taken from the photograph

:

O Nimbcd bust with pointed beard, type 4a; inscription illegible.

Only the top part is visible under the incised circles, below and to the left of the

round stamp; it has been struck twice so that some of the monogram is repeated. i

Those parts of the monogram that are visible are portions of the O, the K, and the 1

U), and these could belong only to the Emperor Phocas.

Above the round stamp, also cut by the incised hnes: the monogram of Phocas;

inscribed [GGOA] Co[POC] ; similar to the corresponding stamps on nos. 33, 34.

Beside the first square, also cut by the incised lines: same as the above; though

the monogram is less clear, its inscription is more legible : [0€OA]| COPOC.

C& In the center of the plate, seriously damaged and struck at least twice so that the

reading is confused.

date: The bust and monogram belong to the Emperor Phocas, a. d. 602-610;

the nimbus on the bust suggests an early date in the Emperor's reign, and this

supposition is supported by the relationship between these stamps and the

stamps on no. 33, provisionally dated in a.d. 605.

Principal References: BCH, LXXIX, i (1955), p. 285; M. S. F. Hood, in Journal of Hellenic Studies,

LXXV (1955), suppl., p. 16; A. K. Vavritsas, "Anaskaphe Krategou Mytilenes," Prakt. (1954,
published in 1957)1 PP- 3 I 7-3 2 9-

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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No 33 PLATE WITH NIELLO MONOGRAM
I in Mi -i I v. 01 A.MU'imi - \: OSIA, CYPRUS; ace. no. J 455

CRIPTION: Plain plate with central wreath ol leaves and monogram in

niello, framed by two gilded bands (figs. a and b).

1 )iam 44 cm.; diam. oi footling [9.4 cm.

pla< 1 01 discovery: Found in 1902 in Karavas (near ancient Lapithos), six

miles wesl oi Kyrenia, not far from the monastery oi Acheiropoietos, Cyprus,

with nos. 54, 58-66; from the "Second Cyprus Treasure."

1 ON rROL STAMPS: Five Stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform, applied before the relief was finished, since the decoration on the

obverse cuts into the square stamp and the heavy strokes beaten near the

cross stamp have obliterated part of the arms (fig. c). The readings were taken

from the object

:

O Bust with pointed heard and without .< nimbus type 4b; inscribed +AI[0] €PIC

(see nos. 44, 45).

Monogram of Phocas; small, nimbed bust above the monogram: inscribed + KOC
[MAC].

Double strike disfigures the monogram and the inscription; monogram as abo {
'y

tp

inscribed + 06OA GJPOC+ (see the corresponding stamps on nos. 32, 3 .

Bust disfigured; cruciform monogram reads A0ANACIOV and is similar to, but not 5?v
identical with, the monogram in the CTOSS -tamp; inscribed + I(jO[A NNIC]

£j Flared arms; the cruciform monogram contains the same letters as the monogram

in the long stamp but they are arranged differently; inscribed CI [CI] NN 1C

no. 37).

date: Phocas, a.d. 602-610. Athanasius was comes sacrarum largitionum,

killed by Phocas in 605 (Table V).

Principal References: Dalton, Arch. Oo, p. 3, pi. 1 : I, stamps on p. 14, Rosenberg, pp. 072-673;

Matsulcvich, "Arg. byz.," pp. 295, 299; P. Dikaios, A Guide to the Cyprus Museum (Nicosia,

1947), p. 118; By:. A>t, /95S, no. 38.

Source of Illustration: The Department of Antiquities, Cyprus.
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a. Plate u itli Niello Monogram b. Detail ol Centei Medallion

c. The Stamps



No ;\

mm

t

%
.1 1 he < up hi 1 heophilos

1). Hexagonal d. Long

Square Cruciform

I hi Stai



No. 34: THE CUP OF THEOPHILOS

1 111. WALTERS Art GALLERY, Baltimore; ace. no. 57.04^

description : Chalice with a gilded inscription around rim (fig. a) : + Vn€P

tVXHC KAI COJTHPIAC ICOANNOV KAI 06OMA KAI MANNOV TOON G600IAOV.

Diam. 14 cm.; ht. 15.5 cm. (WAG).

place oe discovery: Found in 1910, in Hama, Syria, with nos. 13, 89. 98,

and possibly nos. 18 and 80 (p. 20).

control stamps: Only four stamps are distinguishable - a hexagonal, a square,

a long, and a cruciform. They were applied inside the base where a stamping

instrument could not easily have reached once the chalice was fashioned (see

no. 8). The readings were taken from the object:

(fig. b) Disfigured monogram of Phocas; inscribed [I(jOA]|NNOV; two crossesabove

the monogram.

(fig. c) Monogram as above ; inscribed [0GOA], 60P[O]V (sec the corresponding stamps

on nos. 32, 33 ; in this case the last two letters have been distorted so as to resemble

an 03).

"

(fig. d) Bust of Phocas, type 4b; the instrument slipped in the striking and then In

so elongated the bust as to make it seem to be in profile. An examination of the in-

scription on the right and of the diadem with circular ornament in the center in-

dicates that this is not, however, a profile bust. Cruciform monogram like that

in the cross stamp, also found in the corresponding stamps of nos. 35, 36. This

monogram contains all the letters of the name KOCMAC, but it is unusual to find

the initial letter K in such an obscure place, that is, within the arms of the C on the

right (cf. nos. 35, 36, where the K is clearer). Inscribed CVM€ {COJNIC.

£j (fig. e) Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in vertical letters [TTA]||TP-

IK!|IOV.

date: Phocas, a.d. 602-610. The relationships between the square stamp and

the corresponding stamp on no. 33, on the one hand, and between the secondary

monogram and the secondary monograms on nos. 35 and 36, on the other,

suggest that this group of stamps follows after ca. a.d. 605 (see no. 33).

Principal References: Diehl, p. 106, no. 1, pi. xix: 2; Rosenberg, pp. 726-727; WAG, no. 396.

Source of Illustration: The Walters Art Gallery.
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No 35. CENSER

iHh Bkiti-h Mubkjm, London

DESCRIPTION: Six-sided vessel (fig. a); on each side a roundel containing a

nimbed bust (Christ, the Virgin, Saints Peter, Paul, John the Evangelist, and

James). The roundels are separated by foliate motifs with central discs con-

taining a cross.

Wt. 255.5 gr.; diam. 10.9 cm. (corner to corner); diam. of footling 6.1 cm.

place of discovery: Found near the monastery of Acheiropoietos, six miles

west of Kyrenia, Cyprus, with nos.28 and 78; from the "First Cyprus Treasure."

Acquired in 1899.

control stamps: Five stamps visible - a round, a square, a long, and two

cruciform (fig. b). They are cut off by the rings inscribed on the base and

were, therefore, applied before the object was finally decorated. The readings

were taken from the object

:

O (Hg. b, upper left) Cut oft by the rings of the base: barely visible, but a bu>t

without nimbus and with pointed beard can be distinguished, type 4b

Double strike; near the round stamp, also cut off by the rings of the base: part of '_'-
l?

the monogram of Phocas can be seen and the inscription [ICOA] NNOV.
D

Q Below the square, also cut by the rings of the base: a bearded bust is discernible,

type 4b, and part of a cruciform monogram like that in the cross stamps and in the „*$

corresponding stamps of nos. 34 and 36; inscribed + lu)A NNIC (identical with the

long stamp on no. 36).

ift Close to the center of the base: flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in a

circular directionCI CI NN IC (see no. 37; identical with the cross stamp on no. 36).

£1 As above: incomplete and cut off bv the rings of the base.

*

date: Phocas, a.d. 002-610. The relationship between the secondary mono-

grams on this object and on no. 34 dates it in the same period, after ca. a.d. 605.

Principal References: Dalton, Catalogue, no. 399; idem. Arch. 57, p. 168 f., pi. xvn; Rosenberg,

pp. 670-671 ; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 297.

Source of Illustration: The British Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Trustees.
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a. Censor

b. The Stamps



a. Plate "A" with Niello Cross hum Klimova

1). The Stamps



No. 36. PLATE "A" WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM KLIMOVA

I'm Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no W. 192

DESCRIPTION: Plain plate with niello cross in center, surrounded by floral

wreath (fig. a).

Wt. 2294 gr. ; diam. 45 cm. (Matsulevich).

PLACE of discovery: Kliniova, district of Solikamsk, Government of Perm

(renamed Molotov in 1942). Found, with nos. and 100, in [907.

control stamps: Five stamps -a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and

a cruciform (fig. b). The decoration of the floral wreath cuts into the stamps,

indicating that they must have been applied before the decoration was finished

(Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 296). The readings were taken from the

photograph and cast

:

O Bearded bust of Phocas without nimbus, type 4b; inscribed 0. . rf£:| . 1TTOC

Monogram KGONCTANTINOV (p. 12, and nos. 28 and 41); nimbed bust above the

monogram; inscribed CVM€| CONIC

Monogram of Phocas; inscribed +A. . .||C0 . TIC

Q Bearded bust, type 4b; cruciform monogram like that in the cross stamp and in the

corresponding stamps of nos. 34, 35; inscribed +I60A NNIC (identical with the %nc$
corresponding stamp on no. 35).

ift Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in a circular direction [Cl]l CI||NN|I|C

(see no. 37; identical with the cross stamps on no. 35).

date: Phocas, a.d. 602-610. The relationship between the long and cross

stamps on this object and the corresponding stamps on no. 35 place it in the

same period, after ca. a.d. 605 (see no. 35).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 674-675; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 293, no. 5, pi. xlv: 4.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM THE

REIGN OF HERACLIUS, A.D. 610-641



No

a. Plate with Niello M

b. The Stamps



\ 37 1M A I I WITH NIELLO MONOGRAM
hn Mi ntopouTAN Museum oi Art, n i- w York, Fletchei Fund; ace. no. 52.25.2

DESCRIPTION: Plain, flat plate with niello monogram in center surrounded by

ivy wreath (fig. a). Identical in design with nos. 38 and 39.

Diam. 13.4 cm.; diam. of footling 5.4 cm.

P] \ei: OF oiscovery: Cyprus? (see nos. 38 and 39).

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig. b). The bottom of the plate is greatly deteriorated; while it is

difficult to determine with certainty whether the stamps were applied before

or after the decoration was finished, the centering point breaks into a cross

stamp, and concentric lines on the bottom of the plate, produced by work in

the lathe, break into the stamps, particularly the square and the round. The

stamps are all identical with the stamps on the other two plates of the set, nos.

38 and 39. The readings were taken from the object

:

O Barely visible near the footring: nimbed bust.

(fig. b, upper left) Monogram of Heraclius partially destroyed, type a; inscribed

[ICOA] NNI[C] or [CICI] NNI[C]. Small crosses between the arms of the monogram.

(fig. b, upper right) Monogram of Heraclius, type b; inscribed M A[r|jNG]C[*].

(fig. b, lower left) Nimbed bust, type 5; cruciform monogram barely visible; 8
inscribed [KOC]||M[AC] (see the corresponding stamps on nos. 39, 41-47, 51).

$ Struck twice; flared arms; cruciform monogram identical with the secondary mono-

grams on nos. 38-40; inscribed [CI||CI]||NN|[[IC] (this name is found in the corre- g&g.
sponding stamps on nos. 28, 33, 35, 36, 38-40, 44-46 ; notice also the variant spelling ^T
in the cross stamps on nos. 50-53).

date: Heraclius, a.d. 610-613. The imperial bust (p. 10), the early form of

Heraclius' monogram in the square, and the inscribed name in the cross stamp,

which is like that in corresponding stamps from the reign of Phocas, suggest

that these stamps, like the stamps on nos. 38 and 39, belong to the early part

of the reign of Heraclius. These stamps begin a long and closely interrelated

series from the reign of Heraclius (for these relationships, all of which cannot

be mentioned in the Catalogue, see Tables I-IV). Although occasionally a group

of related objects might be placed, on the evidence of their stamps, in a slightly

different position in the series, the objects must have been stamped approxi-

mately in the order given. It is not possible to date them more closely at this

juncture, since not a single comes sacrarum largitionum from this period is

known (p. 29).

Unpublished.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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v £ PLATE WITH NIELLO MONOGRAM
I m Walters Aki Gallery Baltimoke; ace. no. 57

pi -< ription: Plain. Hat plate with niellomonogram in center surroundedby ivy

wreath (fig. a). Identical in design with nos. 37 and 39. ThK plate is the largest

of the -it ci three

I )iain 25.5 (in. ( WAG

PI ,\( i. OF discovery: Said to be from Cyprus.

rTROL STAMPS: Five stamps - identical with those on nos. 37 and 39 and

rather better preserved (fig. b). The round stamp was worn when work was

done around the centering point. The readings were taken from the object

:

O Nimbedbust, type 5 ; ins* ribed[ANA] PGIC (se( the corresponding stamp on no. 40).

Monogram of Herachu- partially visible, type a; inscribed [ICOA] NNI[C] or [CICI]

NNI[C].

D Monogram of Heracliu>. type b; inscribed MAr N£C*

Q Nimbed bust, type 5; cruciform monogram like the monogram in the cross stamp ?*

and like the corresponding monograms on nos. 37, 39, 40; inscription not clear. &

# Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed CI CI [NN IC] ; identical with the cor-

responding stamps on nos. 37, 39, 40 (see no. 37).

date: Heraclius, a.d. 610-613 (see no. 37).

Principal Reference: WAG, no. 378.

Source of Illustration: The Walters Art Gallery.
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a. Plato with Niello Monogram

he Stamps
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a. Plate with Niello Monogran

l>. The Stamps



No. 39. PLATE WITH NIELLO MONOGRAM
The Dumbarton' Oaks Collei noN, Washington, I) C; ao ao 60.60

description: Plain, Hat plate with niello monogram in center surrounded by

ivy wreath (fig. a). Identical in design with nos. 36 and 37.

Wt. 313 gr. ; diam. 13.5 cm. ; diam. of footling, 6 cm. ; lit. of footring 1 cm.

place of discovery: "It is practically certain that both f this plate and the

plate in the British Museum with a cross in the center, no. 28] were found in

the same place [i. e., in Cyprus], though not necessarily at the same time (Dal-

ton, BZ, p. 615).

control stamps: Five stamps - identical with those on nos. 37 and 38

(fig. b). They are most damaged around the centering point and near the solder

of the footring, which indicates that they were applied before the object was

finished. The readings were taken from the plate itself:

O Nimbed bust of Heraclius, type 5; inscription illegible.

Monogram of Heraclius, partially destroyed, type a; two crosses within the arms 3L

of the monogram; inscription illegible.

Monogram of Heraclius, type b; inscribed [M]A[r|
(

N]€C[#].

Q Imperial bust, type 5; cruciform monogram as in the cross stamp and in the cor-

responding stamps of nos. 37, 38, 40; inscribed [KOC|jMA]C (see no. 37).

Fa
c{Jj Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in a circular direction [CI||C]I|j[NN| IC]

(see no. 37; also nos. 38, 40).

date: Heraclius, a.d. 610-613
(
see no - 37)-

Principal References: Dalton, BZ, pp. 615-617 (no stamps published); Rosenberg, pp. 678-679 (no

stamps published); DOC, no. 17.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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N0.40.PLATE B WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM MYTH LESBOS

I m A

description: Plate crudely decorated with concentru circles around rim

and around niello cross in center [Prakt. [1954], p. 319, rig. 3, no. 4). Identical

m design and exe< ution with Plate "A" from I 33f)

place 01 discovery: Found in 195 1, on the Island of Mytilene I >out

•
s km. from the town oi Mytilene, with 1. 1 41 ; 50. and with

coins from the reigns <>i Phocas and Heracli

iia.i STAMPS: Five >tamps on bottom of plate - a round, a hexagonal, a

square, .< long, and a cruciform (figs, a and b). Since they are cut ofi by

concentric circles incised on the base, they were applied before the decoration

was finished (see no. 32). The reading taken from the photograph:

O Bust ui Heraclius, type 5 ; inscribed +AN[A P€]IC. This stamp 1-- probably identical

with the corresponding stamps on no
) (see no.

This stamp 1- not clear, but th<- edge can ; ned 1»« tween the square and I

stamps.

D Beneath th< imp and cut ofi by the in< ised < ircles on the base: monogram
lius partially destroyed, typ ribed [ANA] P[€A]C. This^tamp

appears to be identical with the corresponding stamps on nos. 41-43.

Imperial bust, type 5 ; cruciform monogram like that in the cross stamp, also found

in the corresponding stamps of nos. 37-30: inscription not clear.

Q Flared arm.-; cruciform monogram as above; inscribed [CI CI] NN [IC]: appeal

be identical with th< stamps on nos

date: Heraclius, a.D. 610-613. The relationship of the round and cross stamps

responding stamps on nos. 37-39. and of the square stamp to the

square stamps on nos. 41-43 suggest that this object is dated between the two

groups. There are seven stamped silver objects from Lesbos dated in the reign

. Heraclius, nos. 40-43, 48-50, and one dated in the reign of Phocas. no

40 and 32 are identical in workmanship and decoration; it is, th<

interesting that the analysis of the stamps also results in no. 40 heir. ned

a position relatively close to no. 32.

ncipa! References S no. 32.

rce of Illustration: Dumbarl Photographic Collecti
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No, 40

a. Plate "IV with Niello Cross from Mytilene (Lesbos). View of Back

-_lc. •



No. 1

1

72%** '

.1 Plate "C" with Niello Cross from Mytilem Lesbos Detail of Back

b. The Stamps



No. 41. PLATK "( WITH NIELLO CROSS I- ROM MYTILENE (LESBOS)

I'm \\« 11 \i OLOGN \i Ml 5EI M, M \ 1 ri 1 \i

description: Large plate with niello cross in center surrounded by stylized

wreath of leaves (Prakt.
|

i<)54|, p. 319, fig. .J, no. 6).

PLACE OF DISCOVERY: Found in 1951, on the Island of Mvtilenr (Lesbos.), with

nos. 32, 40, 42, 43, 48-50 (see no. 32).

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (figs, a and b) ; they appear to have been damaged by the wreath on

the obverse, which indicates that they were applied before the plate was

decorated. The stamps are identical with those on nos. 42, 43. The readings

were taken from the photograph

:

O Bust of Heraclius, type 6a; inscribed 4T€0| PI~IC.

Just visible between the square and round stamps: monogram K00NCTANTINOV.
see nos. 28, 36 (p. 12).

.Monogram of Heraclius, badly battered, type b; inscribed +ANA [P]€AC ttht- N
is reversed, see also no. 43); this stamp is identical with the corresponding -.tamp

on no. 43, and at least very similar to those on nos. 40. 42.

Q Bust of Heraclius, type 6a; cruciform monogram reads CGPHOV and is found again

in the cross stamp and in the corresponding stamps of nos. 42 so: inscribed 4-KOC
MAC.

dfr Double strike displaces part of the monogram and inscription; flared arms; mono-

gram as above; inscribed [CV|;M€|jON]| HC (see the correspondingstamps on nos. 42,

43)-

pate: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. The relationship between the square stamp
and the corresponding stamp on no. 40, and the relationship of the secondary

monograms to the monograms on nos. 42-50 determine the placing of this

group of objects, nos. 41-43, in the sequence.

Principal References: Same as for no. 32.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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No. 42. I'l.AI I. '!)" WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM MVTILENE (LESBOS)

Till Al« BAEOLOGK AL M MYMI.I.N1

DES4 RIPTION: Plate with niello < ross in the center surrounded by ivy wreath

[Prakt. [1954]. V 319. fig- 3. n< >- 5)-

PLAi 1 oi DIS< OVERY: Found in 1951, on the Island of Mytilene (Lesbos), with

nos. 32, 4". 41. 43, 48~5 (J (see no. 32).

• i'NTROL STAMPS: Four (possibly five) stamps - identical with the corresponding

stamps on nos. 41 and 43 (figs, a and b). The niello wreath cuts into the stamps,

indicating that the plate was decorated after it was stamped. The readings

were taken from the photograph:

O Bust of Heraclius, type 6a; inscribed 4T€0 PI~IC.

Slight remain-, can be discerned just below the cross stamp, near the long arm of

the niello cross.

Greatly damaged; part of the monogram of Heraclius is seen, type b( ?) ; inscribed ^
4-[AN]A [P€/C] (see nos. 40, 41 ,43).

Q Bust of the Emperor, type 6a; monogram C€PriOV, as in the cross stamp, and

found again in the corresponding stamps of no. 41, and nos. 43-50; inscribed

[KOC],MAC.

£i Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed C[V M]€ [ON] HC (see nos. 41. 43).

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 41).

I'rincipal References: Same as for no. 32.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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No 42

a. Plate "D" with Niello Cross from Mytilene (Lesbos)

Detail of Back

llfel

b. The Stamps



43

"ii Lamp from Mytilene (Lesbos



No. 43. LAMP FROM MY I [LENE (LESBOS)

Tin Ari ii.m OLOGK a I. Mi SE1 M, Mviil.l.M

DiiscRirnoN : Plain hanging lamp on low fool [Prakt. 1954!, p. 319, ti^. 3, no. 8).

place of discovery: Found in 1951, on the [sland oi Mytilene (Lesbos), with

110s. 32, 40-42, 48-50 (see no. 32).

control stamps : Four stamps (possibly five) -identical with the corresponding

stamps on nos. 41,42 (see fig.). Since they appear to have been damaged in the

area of the centering point while the bottom of the lamp was being worked, they

must have been applied before the lamp was finished. The readings were taken

lrom the photograph:

O Bust of Heraclius, typo (>a; inscribed [4-]["T€0| PITJC

There may be slight remains between the cross and the long stamp.

Monogram of Heraclius, disfigured: the A has been pushed to the lower right-hand
„,

corner, and the H, only partly visible, is attached to the K (see the corresponding k] t

stamp on no. 58) ; inscribed 4~AN[A] PGAC (see nos. 40-42).

Q Bust of the Emperor, type 6a; monogram C€PriOV.as in the cross stamp and also ^
in the corresponding stamps of nos. 41-42, 44-50; inscribed KOC MA[C].

cjjj Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed C[V| M]€ ON HC (sec nos. 41, 421

hate: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 41).

Principal References: Same as for no. 32.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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MALL, PLAIN PLAT]

i iii Dumbarton Oaks Collection, Washington, D i >• no. 51.24.

1 >i scRin ion : Small, flat plate without design (fig. a).

\\ t. [94.2 gi ., diam. 13.3 cm.

place 01 discovery: said to have been found in or near Smyrna, with no

45 and possibly with no. 40. Acquired in 1951.

I ONTROL STAMPS: Five Stamps clearly visible - a round, a hexagonal, a square,

a Long, and a cruciform (fig. b). An additional stamp, very worn, perhaps hexa-

gonal, can be discerned near one of the arms of the cross. It has been struck

twice, possibly before the others were struck (see nos. 54, 55, 64, 05, p. 8),

Circular marks of the lathe cut into the square and round stamps and the latter

was disfigured when the plate was beaten near the footring. The centering point

breaks into the cross stamp. Four of the stamps are identical with those on nos.

45, 40, but the clearly visible hexagon is different. The readings were taken

from the object:

O Nimbed bust of Heraclius, type 6a; inscribed [+AI0] €PIC (see nos. 33 and 45).

Near the long stamp, greatly damaged: the monogram of the Emperor is distinguish-

able, type b; inscribed [+]A[NA],P€AC.

Monogram of the Emperor, type b; inscribed AAMFTP OTAT[OV]or AAMTTP OTAT-
[OC] (see no. 52).

Q Bust of the Emperor Heraclius, type 6a; monogram CGPHOV, as in the cross stamp

and also in the corresponding stamps on nos. 41-43,45-50; inscribed +KO[C MAC] ff^p'

(see nos. 37-39, 41-43).

$ Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in a circular direction [CI CI] NN IC
uJ^j

(see no. 37). #

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. The nimbed bust of the Emperor places this

scries, nos. 44, 45, 40, in the early part of his reign, with nos. 37-43; the long

stamp is the same as on nos. 37-39, 41-43; the secondary monogram relates

the stamps to nos. 41-43, 47-50; the square stamp is similar to corresponding

stamps on nos. 51-54^ . These factors combine to determine the placing of the

three plates in the sequence.

Principal References DOH. p. 56, n<>. [33; DOC, no. 10:3.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oak-.
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No. 44

a. Small, Plain Plate

A

\
&̂

/

b. The Stamps (actual size)



-45

a. Plate with Niello < ross <><;oy 6XIIIC



No. 45. PLATE WITH NIKI.l.O (ROSS, G60V €AniC

Tin: Dcmhakton: Oaks (olle< riON, Washington, I) C. ; ace ao. 51.23

description: Small plate decorated in niello with cross in center surrounded

by ivy wreath (fig. a). Inscribed between arms of cross: 06OV €Anic.

W't. 320.9 gr.; diam. 15.7 cm.

place OF DISCOVERY: Said to have been found in or near Smyrna, with no.

44 and possibly with no. 46. Acquired in 1951.

control stamps: Five stamps clearly visible (fig. b), tour of which are identical

with those on nos. 44 and 46, while the hexagon is different. Circular marks
made by the lathe when the bottom of the plate was being polished wore down
the stamps, which suggests that the plate was worked on after the stamps had

been applied. The readings were taken from the object

:

O Bust of Heraclius, type 6a; inscribed [+AI0|6]PIC (see no. 44).

Monogram of Heraclius, type b. A small bust of Christ with crossed nimbus is seen

above the monogram (p. n). The inscription is not clear, but it begins with a cross

and probably resembles the inscription in the corresponding stamp of no. 46.

Monogram of the Emperor, type b; inscribed [AA]MrTP|iOTATO[V ?] (see no. 44).

Q Imperial bust, type ba; monogram C€PriOV, as in the cross stamp, and in the cor- JS

responding stamps of nos. 41-44, 46-50; inscribed [+]KOC| [MAC]. ~&

tgi Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in a circular direction [CI||CI]||NN! [IC] J£^
(see no. 37). T^

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 44).

Principal References: DOH, p. 56, no. 133; DOC, no. 16:2.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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v \6 PLATE WITH NIELLO CROSS, eeOVTIMH

Iim Dumbabton Oaks Collection, Washd c. no. 51.31

DE» RIPTION: Small plate decorated in niello with cross in center surrounded

by ivy wreath (fig a). Inscribed between arms of cross: ecovTiMH.

\\t 320 gr. ; diam. 13.7 cm.

i'i..\< i- of discovery: The plate belongs to a set of three, along with nos. 44

and 45, and was probably found with the latter two, possibly in Smyrna, h
was acquired by Dumbarton Oaks in 1951, having previously been in a Swiss

collection.

1 i'NTROL stamps: Five stamps, four of which are identical with those on nos

44, 45, while the hexagon of no. 44 is different (fig.b). As on no. 44, the marks

of the lathe appear to run across the stamps, indicating that work was done on

the plate after it was stamped. The readings were taken from the object

:

O Bust of Heraclius, type 6a; inscription not clear.

Monogram of Heraclius, type b; small bust of Christ with crossed nimbus above ^j^

the monogram; inscribed +TGI

Monogram as above; inscribed AA[M]7TP [OTATOV?] (see no. 44). t£jf

Bust of the Emperor, type 6a; monogram CCPriOV, as in the cross stamp and in the

corresponding stamps of nos. 41-45, 47-50; inscribed [KOC] MAC

c{J) Double strike; flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed in a circular direction

[CI||CI|jNN||l]C (see no. 37).

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 44).

Principal References: DOH, p. 56, no. 133; DOC, no 16:1.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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No. 46

a. Plate with Nicello Cross, OGOy TIMll

b. The Stamps (actual size)



No 47

fftto
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No 47. THE VATICAN RELIQUARY
Mi -1 SA( RO, Vai [l w

description: Gilded silver reliquary with Christ and six saints in roundels on

the sides (fig. a). On the lid arc two angels bet wren arms of a 1 ross and, above,

a hand and a dove. The figures are oimbed.

lit. with lid 10.5 cm. ; lit. of lid 5.5 cm. ; ht . oi box 5.8 cm. ; Length [9.5 cm.

PLACE OF discovery: Found in 1906 when the reliquary chest of Leo III, under

the altar of the chapel of the Sancta Sanctorum in the Lateran, was opened.

control stamps: The remains of five badly deteriorated stamps can be seen.

They appear to be (fig. b, from left to right) : a hexagon ( ? ) , a square, a cross ( ? )

,

a round, and a long ( ? ). The outline of the round stamp sets the scale for the

others. It is impossible to say whether they were applied before or after the

object was decorated. The readings were taken from the object

:

O Not clear.

?

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; there seems to be an additional bar on the K which

is unusual.

jij;

Q Although scarcely distinguishable, the monogram may be the same as in the

corresponding stamps of 41-46, 48-50. The reading [KOC]|!MAC is suggested for

the inscribed name.

Q Indistinguishable. £

date: Heraclius, a.d. 610-641. The object is placed tentatively in this position

in the series on the evidence of the inscription in the long stamp (see nos. 37-39,

41-46), which is not certain.

Principal References: P. Lauer, "Le tresor du Sancta Sanctorum,'' Moti. Plot, XV (1906), p. 7if., pi.

xn:3; O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archaeology (Oxford, 1911), p. 564; Rosenberg, pp.

706-707. Good reproductions of the reliquary may be found in H. Grisar, Die romische Kapellc

Sancta Sanctorum und ihr Schatz (Freiburg, 1908), p. 109 f. ; C. Cecchelli, "II tesoro del Laterano,"

Dedalo, VII (1926), p. 231, fig. on p. 233.

Source of Illustration: The Vatican Library.
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No 48 PLAIN TRULLA FROM MYTILENE LESBOS

I m Ari hai oi OGH M vnu Ml

description Simple, undecorated trulla with rounded handle \Prakt. [1954],

p. 319 H 3. ""

placi of discovery: Found in 195 i, on the Island oi Mytileni Lesbos), with

nos 32, 4" 43. 4 ( »- 50 (<^ no

1 ONTROI STAMPS: Five Stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

1 ruciform (see fig.). Three of the stamps at least—the round, the long, and the

cross—are identical with the stamps on no. 49. It is difficult to determine

whether they were applied before or after the object was decorated. The reading

were taken from the photograph:

O Bust of Heraclius without nimbus, type 6b; inscribed OIAI TTTfOC

Indistinct.

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed NTAC.

Q Bust without nimbus; monogram CGPHOV, but with larger letters than in the

previous examples of this monogram in the long stamps of nos. 41-40 and similar to

the corresponding monograms on nos. 40, 51, 58-70; inscribed ANA [P€]AC

c£j Flared arms; monogram as above, but with smaller letters (cf. 41-40, 40. 50);

inscribed +1 0)A' NN IC
™

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. The bust of the Emperor without nimbus
suggests that the stamps belong to a later period than nos. 37-46. The second-

ary monogram relates the stamps to nos. 41-46, but the larger size of this

monogram in the long stamp relates the stamps to numbers 49, 51, 58-70.

Principal References: Same as for no. 3J.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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Stamps on Plain Trulla from Mytilene (Lesbos)



No. 49

Stamps on Ewer from Mytilene (Lesbos)



No. 49. EWER FROM MYTILENE (LESBOS)

I'm Aki iiai "i <>(.K \i Mi -1 1 M, Mv hum

description: Simple ewer {Prakt.
|

1
«

» 3 t
. p. 319, fig. 3, no. 2).

PLACE OF discovery: Found in 1951, oil the Island of Mytilene (Lesbos), with

nos. 32, 40-43, 48, 50 (see no. 32).

control stamps: Five stamps distinguishable, three of which—the round,

the long, and the cross—are identical with the corresponding stamps on no. 4<s

(see fig.). The hexagon and the square are too worn to be clearly distinguished.

The stamps are most worn near the centering point, which has virtually de-

stroyed the hexagon, indicating that work wasdone in the Lathe after the stamps

were applied. The readings were taken from the photograph:

O Bust without nimbus, type 6b (see no. 48); inscribed 0[IAI]tTTnOC.

?

Monogram of Heraclius, incomplete; inscription not clear. Kr4

The bust has been damaged; the monogram C€PriOV is visible though partially _$a
destroyed; inscription [ANA| P€A]C (see no. 48). 1P^

Q Flared arms; the monogram is partially visible and is the same as in the cross ..

stamp of no. 48: C€PI~IOV; inscribed [+l||C0A]| NN|jlC. &

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 48).

Principal References: Same as for no. 32.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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50 TRULLA WITH DECORATED HANDLE FROM MYTILENE
(LESBOS)

l hi Archaeological Museum My mi

description: Trulla with crude decoration on handle depicting female

figure Oil pedestal and face (of Poseidon) beneath. On either side of the face

are three roundels, each oi the first two containing a bust and the last a

ette. Concentric circles decorate the inside of the bowl and a wave-cresl

pattern ornaments the rim [Prakt. [1954 . p. 328, fig. 15).

Diam. 16.5 cm.; diam. with handle 31.3 cm.; depth 7.3 cm.; diam. of footing

i> '.7 cm. (Vavritsas).

i'i. .\( 1. 01 DISCOVERY: Found in 1951. on the Island ol Mvtilene (Lesbos), with

32. 40-43, 48, 49 (see no. 32).

< ONTROL STAMPS: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, and two

cruciform (see fig.). It is difficult to judge whether they were applied before or

alter the trulla was decorated. The readings were taken from the photograph:

t

O Nimbed bust of Heraclius, type 6a; inscribed CXOAA CTIKIC, this name occurs

frequently in the remaining stamps of the Imperial sei I tbl< IV nos ;
: 74

Not < lear.

D Monogram of Heradius, type a; inscribed K[OC] M[A]C

Q Flared arms; monogram C€PriOV (see nos. 41-49); inscribed CI [CI NN] HC (see

also no. 37, where the name is spelled slightlv differently: the present spelling i-

also found in the cross stamps of nos. 51-53).

£> Struck twice; same a- above: inscribed [CI CI] NN HC. £--

DATE : 1 [eraclius, ad. 613-629 30. The nimbed bust of the Kmperor suggest-

earlier date than that of nos. 48 and 49, but the relationship between these

stamps and stamps later in the series supports the position here assigned to the

object.

Principal References: Same .1- for no. 32.

ce of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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No. 50

Stamps on Trulla with Decorated Handle from Mytilene (Lesbos)



No. 51

a. Front b. Ba< k

Plate "A" with Niello Cross from Kalganovka

mk % ...

.

c. The Stamps



No. 51. PLATE "A" WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM KALGANOVKA
1 hi Hi kmi i ai.i

. Leningrad; ac< no w 18
1

des( ription: Plain plate decorated with niello cross in center surrounded by

ivy wreath (figs, a and b).

Diam. 24.5 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Found in [878, with nos. 55 and 70, at Kalganovka,

district of Solikamsk, Government of Perm (renamed Moloto vin i<)42). For-

merly in the Stroganov Collection.

CONTROL STAMPS: Five stamps -a hexagonal, a square, a long, and two cruci-

form (fig. c). The square, the long, and the cross are found again on nos. 52 and

54.-I. The ivy wreath on the obverse cuts into the stamps, indicating that the

plate was decorated after it was stamped (Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 296).

The readings were taken from the photograph and cast

:

Between the long ;ind the cross: inscribed CXOA[A CTIKIC] (see the round stamp

on no. 50).

Monogram of Heraclius. type a; inscribed A[AM]T1[P] OTA[TOC] (see nos. 44-46, Jf^
52. and 54^)- ""X

Nimbed bust of Heraclius with three-pronged diadem, type 6d; cruciform mono-

gram O60TINOV. The large format of the monogram resembles the later examples

of the CGPriOV series, nos. 48, 49, and this type of lettering occurs again in later

stamps, nos. 58 70; the same monogram, with smaller letters, is found in the cross

stamp, and the same pair occurs in the stamps of no. 52. This stamp is inscribed

KOC MAC.

c# Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed [CI] |CI
{
NN HC (see the corresponding $

stamps on nos. 50, 52, 53).

# Same as above ; inscribedCl!l[CI], N[N]i HC.
8

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. As in the case of no. 50, the nimbed bust

suggests an early date for these stamps. On the other hand, the secondary

monogram does not belong to the C€P[~IOV group (nos. 41-46, 48-50) and

the relationship between these stamps and the stamps on no. 54^ supports

a later date.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 708-709; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 293, no. 3, pi. xlv: 2.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No. 52. BOWL "A" FROM LAMPSAl 1

I hi British Mi si i m. London

description: Simple bowl with gilt cross in centei The arm-, of the cross

extend to the rim, and m it-- (enter i> a niello monogram of the proper name
MHNA, or perhaps AMHN. The bowl is similar to, but slightly smaller than,

no s.; and w.h found in the same treasure (fig. a).

W't . 101 5 gr. ; diam. 16 cm.

PLA< E OF DISCOVERY: Lampsacus, Hellespont. Found with nos. 19, 24, and 53.

Acquired in 184s.

( ONTROL STAMPS: Remains oi five -tamps - a square, a long, and three cruci-

form. Four of these, on the back of the plate, have been damaged by the dec-

oration on the bowl, as is indicated by the concentric lines cutting into the

stamps (fig. c). The fifth stamp, a cross, is found on the inside of the bowl,

between the A and the N of the monogram, which also has damaged the

stamp (fig. b). This bowl, and no. 53, are the only examples in the Imperial

series on which the stamps are applied inside as well as outside the object. The
-tamps are the same as the corresponding ones on no. 51. The readings were

taken from the object:

Monogram of Heraclius. type a, incomplete; inscribed [AAMFTP] OTA[TO]C
no. 51). J*

Q Only the top is visible, beside the circles incised on the bottom of the bowl: a

nimbod bust with trefoil ornament on crown, tvpe 6d; cf. no. 51.

£j Xearest the square: a cruciform monogram like that in the corresponding stamps ,_^

on no. 51 ; inscribed CI [CI NN] HC.

O Nearest the long stamp: monogram as above(?); inscribed CI [CI N]N HC. S?

# On the in-ide ot the bowl; inscribed [CI CI N]N HC

date: Heraclius. ad. 613-629/30 (see no. 51).

ipal References: Dalton, Catalogue, no. 379; Rosenberg, pp. 710-711.

Source of Illustration: The British Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Trustees.
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No. 5 2

«*

a. Inside of Howl b. Detail of Center Monogram

Bowl "A" from Lampsai us

c. The Stamps



53

a [nside <>t B . llion

Bowl "B" from Lam]

'-0



No. 53. BOWL "B" FROM LAMPSACUS

The British Museum, London

description: Howl with gilt cross in center. The arms ol the cross extend to

the rim, and in its center is a monogram in niello. Identical with no. 52, hut

slightly larger (fig. a).

W't . 260 gr. ; diam. iS cm.

PLACE OF discovery: Lampsacus, Hellespont. Found with nos. 19, 24, and 52.

Acquired in 1886.

control stamps: Three cruciform stamps clearly visible, and traces of other

stamps remain, but their shapes are not easily distinguishable (fig. c). The

clearest stamp, a cross, is on the inside of the bowl (fig. b) (see no. 52). The

stamps appear to be identical with the stamps on no. 52, except that the

square on no. 52 is here replaced by a hexagon. Like the stamps on no. 52,

these were damaged by the decoration of the niello monogram. The reading

were taken from the object

:

On the outside of the bowl, outside the incised circles between the N and the A of

the monogram: almost entirely destroyed.

Beside the incised circles, opposite the N of the monogram.

cgi Beside the incised circles, above the M of the monogram: flared arms; inscribed

[C]1||[CI||NN|!HC] ?

cgi Beside the A of the monogram.

# Inside the bowl: inscribed CI|jCI|[[NN]! HC.

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see nos. 51, 52).

Principal References: Dalton, Catalogue, no. 378.

Source of Illustration: The British Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Trustees.
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v >t .1 and B. PLATE WITH NIELLO ( RO
i in Museum oi Antiquities, Nicosia, Cypi do I ^5°

description Large, flat plate with niello cross ni center, surrounded by

floral wreath (figs, a and b).

Diam 36.8 cm . diam. oi 1 entral roundel to cm.; diam. of footling 15.4 cm

placi "i Dia overy: Pound in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos r 6 from the

"Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

1 ONTROL stamps: Like no. 55, this plate has more than the usual number ol

stamps, some oi which are very worn, others fairly clear, suggesting that the

plate was stamped on two occasions (cf. pp. 8, 34). Seven stamps can be identified

with certainty (fig. c) - a round, two square, two lon,L!. and two cruciform

while the remains of others can also be discerned although their outlii

indistinct. The stamps were worn down when work on the niello decoration

was done. They fall readily into two groups, those which are most worn (A) and

those which are clearer (B). Group A is related to the stamps on objects nos.

51-53, while group B is related to the stamps on objects nos. 55-70. On nos. 55,

56, and 57, the stamps are similar to the corresponding stamps on no. 54#.

The readings were taken from the object:

54 4-

O Near the square stamp ol group B and below the cross stamps: mmbed bust. t\p<

6a; inscription illegible.

2 Between the square inscribed AAMTT[POTATOC] and the long stamp of group B.

Damaged monogram of Heraclius; inscribed AAMT1[P OTATOC correspond-

ing stamps on nos. 51, 52).

Beneath the long stamp of group B.

t{ji Below the long stamp; flared arms.

Double >trike; monogram of Heraclius. type a; inscribed OIAI TTOC. identical with

the corresponding stamps on nos. 55-57.

Q Bust of Heraclius,type 6a ; cruciform monogram that reads BACIAIOV, andis the same

as the monogram in the cross stamp; found again in the corresponding stamps ol

nos. 55-57; inscribed CXOAAC CTIKIC (theC in the middle of the name appear^

to be duplicated). This name, with minor variations in the spelling, is found again

in the long stamps of nos. 55-71. A small X and may be seen below the bust : these

letters, also present in the corresponding stamps of nos. 55.4 and 56. remain un-

explained (p. 15). This stamp is the same as the corresponding stamp on no. 55-4.

and similar to the long stamp on no. 56, where the inscribed name is abbreviated.

£1 Nearest the long stamp: flared arms; monogram BACIAIOV as above: inscribed in

a circular direction (see the cross stamps on nos. 55-57) CV M[G] CON IC c£?

eft As above; less clear; inscribed C[V M€] 60N IC. gHg

date: Both sets of stamps belong to the reign of Heraclius. ad. 613-629 30.

One set is related to the stamps earlier in the Heraclian series, the other to

later stamps, thus placing the object near the middle of the series

Principal References: Dalton, Arch. 60, p. }, do. -\ pi. 1 : j ;
Rosenberg, pp. 656-657 Matsuta ich,

byz.," pp. 295, 298; By:. Art, X958, no. 55.

Source of Illustration: The Department of Antiquities, Cyprus.
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No. 54

a. Plate with Niello Cross b. Detail of (enter Medallion



No. 55

Piatt B" with Niello Cross from Kalganovka

b. The Stamps



No $$A axi&B. PLATE "B" WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM KALGANO\ k.\

I'm Hermitage, Leningrad; acc n<> \\

description: Large, fluted plate, decorated with niello cin^ in centei sur-

rounded l>v flora] wreath (fig. a); almosl identical with the design on no. 54.

Diam. 27 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Found in 1878, with nos. 51 and 70, at Kalganovka,

district of Solikamsk, Government of Perm (renamed Molotov in [942). For-

merly in the Stroganov Collection.

control stamps: Like no. 54, this plate appear^ to have been stamped twice

at different times for. in addition to the normal complement of five stamps,

the round, the hexagon, the square, and the cross are repeated (fig. b). The
fact that the duplicate stamps (B) are very worn and that three stand alone

makes it unlikely that they can be the result of the more common "double

strike." Since, however, the repeated stamps seem to be identical with the five

that are clearly discernible (^4), the interval between the times when they were

struck cannot have been long. The incision for the niello design on the obverse

cuts into the long and cross stamps, indicating that this object was decorated

after it was stamped (Matsulevich, "Arg. Byz.," p. 296). The stamps are

similar to the corresponding stamps on nos. 545, 56, and 57. The readings

were taken from the photograph and cast

:

55^4:

O Imperial bust, type 6c; inscribed [A]NA| P[€AC]; identical with the round stamp

on no. 56.

Below the centering point: double strike that has seriously displaced both the

inscription and the monogram of Heraclius, type a.

To the right of the centering point: monogram of Heraclius; inscribed

[OI]A[l|jnO]C; identical with the square stamps on nos. 54 B, 55 B, 56, 57.

Nimbed bust of the Emperor, type 6a; monogram BACIAIOV as in the cross, and in

the corresponding stamps of nos. 54,56, 57; inscribedCXOA[AC]] CTIKIC; a small X J$
and G appear below the bust. This stamp appears to be identical with the corres- j£?

ponding stamp on no. 54 B and similar to the long stamp on no. 56.

cJJj Near the hexagon: monogram as above; inscribed CV||[M€] CON! IC (see nos. 54 B, ^[^
55 B, 56, 57).

"^

55 B:

O Cutting into the round stamp of 55-4.

Near the centering point.

To the left of the hexagon, overlapping the long stamp of 55 A : part of the mono-

gram of Heraclius is visible (type a); inscribed [OI]A[lTTOC].

£j Just above, and partly overlapped bv, the square of 55 A : inscribed [CV M€] -

C0NI|[IC],

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. Both sets of stamps were applied at about

the same time as was the second group of stamps on no. 54. The type of the

imperial bust in the round stamp, however, is that used on nos. 56-70, which

places these stamps after those of no. 54.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 658-659; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 293, no. _, pi. xlv: i-

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No. 56 Bl < Kl-I Willi MYTHOLOGICAL FIGUR]

Ki NSTHIS rORISt III - lil MA

iii -1 ription: Buckel decorated with relief depictii a).

\\ 1 2047 gi
.

; diam. ol top 22.7 1 m. . diam. oi bottom 17.5 cm.; lit. 25.8 cm.

(Matsulevich).

i-i. .-\( 1 oi in>< overy: Found in 1814, in Kuczurmare, Bukovina.

< d.n 1 Koi. stamps: Five stamps a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform, similar to the corresponding stamps on nos. 54 B, 55, 57 (fig. b). It

is difficult to judge whether the stamps were applied before or after the d

oration of the bucket. The readings were taken from the photograph :

O Bust . type 6c; inscribed ANA P6AC (see no. 55 A).

Monogram of Heraclius, type a, partly destroyed; small, nimbed bust above the

monogram; inscription not clear.

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed <t>IAI [Tf]OC (see nos. 54 B, 55, 57).

Q Imperial bu>t, type 6a; monogram BACIAIOV (see nos. 54B, 55-4, 57); a G
appears below the bust (see nos. 54 />, 55 .-1); inscribed CXOAC CTIC; no doubt

this is a corrupt spelling of the name CXOAACTIKIC. found in similar long stamps.

nos. 54 B, 55 A, 58-70; it is also abbreviated on no. 96.

cj> Flaredarms; monogram as above; inscribed CV M€ 60[N IC]. This stamp isidentical

with the corresponding stamps on nos. 54 B-57.

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. These stamps belong to the group 54 #-57,

and the name in the long stamp associates this group with nos. 58-70.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 660-661; R. Jaeger, "Kin Beitrag zur Geschichte der altchnst-

lichen SUberarbeiten," JDAI, XLIII (1928), Arch. An:., col. 559; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. -{..

no. 14, p. 15, pis. 7-1 1.

Source of Illustration: Kunsthistoriscb.es Museum.
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No. 56

.1 I Wicket with Mythological Figures

b. The Stamps



Vl 57

ol Stamps



No. 57. THE MELEAGEF PLATE

The Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. W. 1

description: Plate decorated with figures in relief (fig. a). In center,

Meleager, at the hunt, leans on his spear; at left (from spectator's point of

view) Atalanta leads her horse. On either side stand attendants, the one at

left holds a lamb. Below this scene two dogs play near a hunting net.

Wt. 1523 gr. ; diam. 28 cm.; diam. of footling 12.5 cm.; ht. of footring 1.2 cm.

(Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Unknown. Acquired in 1840.

control stamps: Five stamps - a hexagonal, two square, and two cruciform

(fig. b). The relief has been worked after the stamps were applied (Matsulevich,

pp. 10-12). All the stamps are similar to corresponding stamps on nos. 54^-56.
The readings were taken from the cast and photograph

:

Monogram of Heraclius, type b, barely visible; small, nimbed bust above the

monogram; inscribed [AN]A PGAC.

Nearest the hexagon: monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed OIA[l] FfOC (see

the corresponding stamps on nos. 54 B-^b).

Above the cross stamps: as above: inscribed [OIAI]j|nOC.

c£j Between the square stamps: flared arms; monogram BACIAIOV; inscribed in a

circular direction CVj;M£ CON IC. This stamp is identical with the corresponding

stamps on nos. 54 B-56. *^

# Same as above; inscribed CV|lM€ru3N IC

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. These stamps belong to the same period as

the stamps on nos. 54.6-56.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 662-663; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 2 f., no. 1, pp. q-17, figs. 1,

2, pi. 1.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No. 58 I UK DAVID PLATES: DAVID AND < < l f A III

1 in Metropolitam Museumoi A11 New York Gift of J PierpontMorgan;acc. no 17

des< ription: Large plate with thr< aes in relief (fig. a) : at top, Meeting ol

David and Goliath; in central band, Slaying of Goliath; at bottom, David

Beheading Goliath 1 1 Sam. 17).

1 > 1 . 1 1 r 1 pi 1 cm.; diam. ol footring 20.7 cm.

pla( 1 "i dis< overy: Found in Cyprus, in [902, with nos. 33, 54, 59-66; from

the "Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

1
m.n 1 i«)i. stamps: Five stamps a round, a hexagonal, a square, a Long, and a

< ruciform (fig. b). They appear to have been damaged, especially the Long

-lamp, during the hammering of the relief. The fact that they are almost

identical with the corresponding stamps on nos. 59 66 clarifies the reading ol

.1 number of individual names and monograms. Yet the combination of the

si amps varies among the plates of the set: no. 60, Like no. 5>s and probably no.

59, has one stamp of each shape; on no. 6l only four stamps can be positively

discerned; on nos. 62 and 63 the hexagon has been replaced by an extra cruci-

form stamp ; nos. b.) and 65 have an additional cruciform stamp, as well as the

remains of a hexagonal one, making six in all; on no. 66 are a hexagon, two

Long, and two cruciform stamps. On no. 58 (the largest plate in the set) the

name CXOAACTIKIC in the Long stamp appears in an abbreviated form

no. 56). The readings were taken from the object in each case:

O Busl m Heraclius, type, 6c; inscribed [0]€OXA PlfCTOC].

Overlapped by the square; barely discernible.

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; the instrument slipped and disfigured the mono-

gram (see the corresponding stamp on no. 43) ; inscribed + KOM 1TAC

Q Imperial bust, type 6c; monogram in enlarged characters (see no. 4 s
; . 06OAQ3POV

(see no. 20); inscribed CXOA[A] CT1C

$ Flared arms; monogram as above, in small letters; inscribed in a circular direction

+ K!OC||M||AC.

date: Heraclius, a.d. bi ; b2o, 30. The relationship between the inscription in

the long stamp and the corresponding inscriptions on nos. 54B-56 places this

group of stamps and those on nos. 59-66 close to the previous group. The more

developed form of the imperial bust in the long stamp -on nos. 54B-56 the

bust is nimbed- suggests that this series follows upon the series nos. 54.fi

(see p. 10).

Principal Refert Smith, p. f-i.. pi. 1 \\ 1 Rosenberg, pp. 640-641.

rce of Illustration fh( Metn politan Museum ol Art.
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No. 58

a. David Plate: David and Goliath



No 59

a. David Plate: Marriage of David and Michal

b. I In' Stamps



No. 59. THE DAVID PLATES: MARRIAGE OF DAVID AND MICHAL

Tin Museum of Antiquities, Nicosia, Cyprus; ace. 00. 452

description: Plate with relief depicting Marriage of David and Michal

(I Sain. [8:27) (fig. a).

Diam. 2O.8 cm.; diam. of footring [1.8 cm.

place of discovery: Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos. 33, 54, 58, 60-66;

from the "Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. X]).

control stamps: Four stamps are distinctly visible -a round, a square, a long,

and a cruciform (fig. b). There is, in addition, the suggestion of a hexagonal

outline on the top arm of the cross. The stamps were damaged during the

hammering of the relief, as is apparent from the impressions in the deep hollow

formed by the joined arms on the obverse. They are almost identical with the

corresponding stamps on nos. 58, 60-66 (see no. 58).

O Bust of Heraclius, type 6c; inscribed 0eOX[A] PICTOfC].

?

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed [+]KOM ITAC.

Bust not clear; monogram GGOACOPOV; inscribed CXOA[A; CjTIKIC. [r|h

£1 Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed [+ K]|[OC| [M||AC].

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, Arch. 60, p. 3, no. 3, pi. 11; Rosenberg, pp. 648-649; P. Dikaios, A
Guide to the Cyprus Museum (Nicosia, 1947), P- IX 5. P 1 - xxm, fig. 2; Byz. Art, ig^8, no. 34.

Source of Illustration: Victoria and Albert Museum, reproduction courtesy of The Department of

Antiquities, Cyprus.
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No 60. illl. DAVID PLATES [NTRODUCTION OF DAVID TO SAUL

liii Mi iK'ii'ui 1. rk, Gift of J Pierpont Morgan;

no. 17 190. 397

description Plate with reliel of Meeting ol David and Saul I Sam
(fig. a).

Diam. 26.5 1 m . diam. ol footling 12 cm.

place 01 discovery: Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos. 33, 54,

61-66; from the So '<nd Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

(ONi hoi. STAMPS: Three -tamps are distinctly visible - a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig. b) ; under the centering point and close to the long stamp, part

of a hexagonal outline can be seen; under the long stamp are the remains of the

inscription in a round stamp. It is difficult to determine whether the stamps

were applied before or after the plate was decorated, but, since it belongs to a

set, it was probably decorated at the same time as its companion pieces, that i>.

after the stamps had been applied (see nos. 58, 59, 61, etc.). The stamps are al-

most identical with the corresponding stamps on nos. 58, 59, 61-66 (see no. 58).

O Badly worn ; only a portion of the rim is visible to the right and below the bu-t

in the long stamp: inscribed [0€OXA] PIC[TOC]

Not dear.

Monogram of Heraclius; inscribed -f KO[M IT]AC T- !

8
Bust of Heraclius, type 6c ; monogram 9€OA0)POV ; inscribed [CX]OA[A] CfTIKlC] <v

igi Flared arms; inscribed + K 0[C M AC].

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629 30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, BM, p. 357, fig. 2: idem. Arch. 60, p. 2; Sambon, p. 124, no. 3, pi. ox,
right; Smith, p. 4s, pi. lxiv; Rosenberg, pp. 646-647.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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«

a. David Plate: Introduction of David to Saul

b. The Stamps



6i

a. David Plate: David Trying on Saul's Armor

Stamps



No. 6i. THE DAVID PLATES: DAVID TRYINd ON SAl'L'S ARMOR
I in Mi rROPOU ian MUSI (JMOl ART, NEW YORK, (i it t of J Pirrpont Morgan

;
act . no 17 i<to. 399,

ni:s( ription: Plate with relief oi I >avid Trying on Saul's Armor (1 Sam. 17:38)

(fig. a). This plate shows particularly well the technique of joining together two

sheets of silver after the relief has been moulded. Inside the footling, the relict

is revealed in repousse", but on the outside the plate is perfectly smooth. Breaks

in the silver are visible on the rim and on the footling where the second sheet

has been joined to the first. This technique was used for all the I )avid plates (p. 1).

Diam. 26 cm.; diam. of footring 12 cm.

place of discovery: Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos. 33, 54, 58-60, 62-60;

from the "Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

control stamps: Four stamps are distinctly visible - a round, a square, a

long, and a cruciform (fig. b). These stamps appear to have been applied before

the decoration of the plate, since the cross stamp is clearest where the relief has

been hollowed out to form David's head. They are almost identical with the

corresponding stamps on nos. 58-60, 62-66 (see no. 58).

O Bust of Heraclius, type 6c; inscribed 06OXA PI[C]TCC.

a Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed + KOM [ITA]C. KnrK

Bust of Heraclius, type 6c; monogram 06OA6OPOV, mostly destroyed; inscribed $
CXOAACTIfKIC],

£3 Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed -+- Kl|0[C]||Ml;[A]C

pate: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, BM, p. 361, pi. n, fig. 5; Sambon, p. 1.24, no. 4, pi. XIX, left; Smith,

p. 45 f., pi. lxv: Rosenberg, pp. 644-645; E. Rosenbaum, "The Andrew* Diptych and Some
Related Ivories," Art Bulletin, XXXVI (1954), P- 2 56 ,

nntc 3 1
-
ng- l6 -

ce of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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No 62 rHE DAVID PLATES ANOINTING OF DAVID

I in Metropolitan Museum of A k Gift of J Pierpont Morgan .i>< 0o.x7.x91

i>i 54 ription: E*late with reliel of Anointing ol David (I Sam [6:13) (fi^. a).

I Karri 26 cm ; diam oi footring 12 cm.

it.a< 1 OF DISCOVERY : Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos. 33, 54. 58 6] 6 >-66;

from the "Second Cyprus Treasui ;).

( mntrol stamps: Five stamps a round, a square, a long, and two cruciform

h). The centering point cuts into the cross stamp, and, since this plate

belongs to a set, it was probably decorated at the same time as its companion

pieces, that is, after the stamps were applied (see nos. 58, 59, 61, etc.). The
stamps are almost identical with the corresponding stamps on nos. 58-61,

63-66 (see no. 58).

O Bust of rleraclius, type 6c; inst ribed 06OXA PICTOC

Flattened out ; monogram of HeratQius can be discerned; inscribed [+ K]OM [ITA]C

Q Bust of Heraclius, type 6c; monogram 0€OAG)POV; inscribed [CXOAA] CTI[KI]C 4=3

£j In the center of the plate, broken by the centering point: monogram 06OAGOPOV Ag
above; inscribed + K 0[C] M [AC]. *

# As above; inscribed [+ K] OC M [AC].
:;;

?

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629 30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, BM, p. 361, pi. 11, 6g. .) Samhon, p. 123, do 2, pi. xx, center; Smith,
p. 44, pi. LXIli; Rosenberg, pp. i>}j-'>43.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.



N.i 62

a. David Plate: Anointing of David
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The Stamp-



No

.i David Plate: David Slaying Lion

I he Stamps



No. 63. THE DAVID PLATES: DAVID SLAYING LION

lni Mi i Komi 1 1 w Mi a 1 m 01 Art, Nj w York, <>iit <>i J Pierponl Morgan ; ace. no. 17.190. 194

DESCRIPTION: Plate with relief of David Slaying the Lion (I Sam. 17: 34 |6)

(fig. a).

Diam. 14 cm.; diam. of footling 6.5 cm.

11 ace of discovery: Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos. 33, 54, 58-62, 64-66;

from the "Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

control stamps: Five stamps (fig. b) - a round, a square, a long, and two

cruciform, almost identical with the corresponding stamps on nos. 58-62,

64-66 (see no. 58). The centering point cuts into the cross stamp, and, since

this plate belongs to a set, it was probably decorated at the same time as its

companion pieces, that is, after the stamps were applied (see nos. 58, 59, 61, etc.).

O Nimbed bust, type 6c ; inscribed [9]€0XA, PICfTOC].

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed + KOM|;[ITA]C. SHFp

Bust of Heraclius, type be; monogram 0€OA(jOPOV; inscribed [C]XOAA] [CJTIKIC &
c£ In the center of the plate, broken by the centering point : flared arms; monogram as -JjL

above; inscribed + K||OC||[M]||.C.

£3 Beside the central cross stamp: same as the above; inscribed + [K]||OC| l[M] AC

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, BM, p. 361, pi. 1, fig. 1; Sambon, p. 122 f., no. 1, pi. xx, lower left;

Smith, p. 44; Rosenberg, pp. 636-637.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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No. 64. I UK DAVID PLATES: DAVID AND SOLDIER

In) Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Gift of J Pierpont Morgan ;ao 00.19

description: Plate with relief oi David and Soldier (I Sam 30:111!. ?) (fig. a).

Diam. 1 \ 1 m.; diam oi footling 0.5 cm.

place of discovery: Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with m 65,

from the "Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

< on 1 rol stamps: Five stamps are distinctly visible (fig. b) - a round, a square,

.1 1. mg, and two cruciform, all nearly identical with the corresponding stamps

the other plates in the David set, nos. 58-63, 65, 66 (see no. 58). In addition.

,1 sixth stamp, hexagonal, can be discerned beneath the round stamp in the

center (p. 8). Like the other pieces of the set, this plate was probably deco-

rated after it was stamped (see nos. 58, 59, 61, etc.).

O Imperial bust, type 6c; inscribed [0]€OXA [PICTJOC.

Illegible.

Monogram of Heracliu^. type a; inscribed + KOM [IT]AC

Bust oi rieraclius, type 6c; monogram 06OAO3POV; inscribed [CXOAA] CTIKIC

£j On a line with the round and the square : monogram as above ; inscribed + K [OC M .. /
AC].

t£i On a line with the round and the long: monogram as above; inscription not clear.

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, BM, p. 361, pi. 1, fig. 3; Sambon, p. 124, no. 5, pi. XX, lower right;

Smith, p. 47; Rosenberg, pp. 638-639.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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No <M

a. David Plate: David and Soldier

b. The Stamps



No 65

a. David Plate: David Summoned to Samuel (?)

b. The Stamps



No. 65. THE DAVID PLATES: DAVID SUMMONED TO SAMUEL(?)

I'liK Mi ;ski'.m oi- Antiquitiks. Nicosia, Cypki s; ace, no. 454

description: Plate with relief of David as Shepherd, and Messengei

Approaching Him (

?
I Sam. i6:uf.) (fig. a).

Diam. 14 cm.; diam. of footring 6.5 cm.

place of discovery: Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos. 33, 54, 58-64, 66;

from the "Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

control stamps: Five stamps are distinctly visible (fig. b) - a round, a square,

a long, and two cruciform, all nearly identical with the stamps on the rest of

the David set, nos. 58-64, 66 (see no. 58). The remains of a sixth stamp, a

hexagon, can be seen near the center cross stamp (see p. 8 ; no. 64) . Like the other

plates in the David set, this piece was probably decorated after it was stamped

(see nos. 58, 59, 61, etc.).

O Only part of the outline is distinct.

Illegible.

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed +KOM||[ITAC].

Q Barely visible, near the central cross stamp : part of the monogram ©€OAtOPOV ~J£
and the inscription CXOA[A||CTIKIC] can be determined.

t{Ji Next to the central cross stamp: illegible. nr

# Near the center: part of the monogram GeOACOPOV ; inscribed [+ K|jOC] I'M: [AC].

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, Arch. 60, p. 8, no. 5, fig. 4a; Rosenberg, pp. 650-651 ; Dikaios, A Guide
to the Cyprus Museum, p. n6f. ; Byz. Art, 1958, no. 36.

Source of Illustration: Victoria and Albert Museum, reproduction courtesy of Mr. John Beckwith and
the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus.
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No 66 rHE DAVID PLATES DAVID SLAYING BEAR
Iiii Museum o] ANngurrxEf Nio I no. 45J

des< ription: Plate with relief of David Slaying the Bear (1 Sam. 17:34,35)

a).

Diam. 14 cm.; diam. oi footling 0.5 cm.

1-1 ,.\( i oi discovery: Found in Cyprus, in 1902, with nos. 33, 54. 58-65; from

the "Second Cyprus Treasure" (see no. 33).

(ONi K01. stamps: Five stamps (fig. b) - a hexagonal, two long, and two cruci-

form, almost identical with the corresponding stamps on the other plates in tin-

David set, nos. 58-65 (see no. 58). Like other plates in the set, this piece was

probably decorated after it was stamped (see nos. 58, 59, 61, etc.).

Part of the monogram of Heraclius can be discerned; inscription not entirely

legible, OV.
*

Q Near the top of the hexagon: part of a bust can be seen; monogram 06OACOPOV;
inscribed CX[OAA CTIKJIC.

Near the visible part of the inscription in the hexagon: part of a bust; monogram ^J*^
0€OA6OPOV as above; inscribed CX[OAA CTIKIC].

cjji Nearest the first long stamp : monogram 06OACOPOV a - above ; inscribed [+]K [0]Q gj
M|;[AC].

£j Nearest the second long stamp: double strike; monogram as above; inscribed

[+K||OC]||M||[AC].

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Dalton, Arch. 60, p. 71., no. 4, fig. 4b; Rosenberg, pp. 652-653; Dikaios, A Guide
to the Cyprus Museum, p. 116, pi. xxm, fig. 1 ; By*. Art, 1958, no. 35.

Source of Illustration: Victoria and Albert Museum, reproduction courtesy of Mr. John Beckwith and
the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus.
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No. (>(>

David Plate: D.ivid Slaving Be;

1). Tlie Stamp-



No 67

a. Plate with Niello Cross from Piatig

1). The Stamps



n

\<> 67. PLATE WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM PIATIGOR'E

The Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. W. 217

description: Small, fluted plate, decorated in center with niello cross sur-

rounded by ivy wreath (fig. a).

Wt. 295 gr. ; diam. 14.2 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Piatigor'e, district of C^erdyn, Government of Term

(renamed Molotov in 1942).

control stamps: Remains of five stamps - two square, one long, and two

cruciform (fig. b). Since the circle inscribed within the footling cuts off part ol

the stamps, they must have been applied before the decoration had been

completed (Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 297). They are identical with the

corresponding stamps on plates in the David set, nos. 58-66. The readings were

taken from the photograph and cast:

Overlapping a cross stamp: inscribed [+]KOM| [1TAC].

On the opposite side of the circle from the cross stamps: monogram of Heraclius,

type a; inscribed [+KOM]||ITAC.

Only the outline is dimly seen between the two cross stamps. It would appear to

have been struck twice.

cgi On a line with the first square stamp and the long stamp: monogram 0€OA(jOPOV,

partly destroyed; inscribed [+K||OC||M||A]C

eg] Near the first square: monogram as above; inscribed + K| |[OC||M|A]C.

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see no. 58).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 654-655; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 204, no. 7.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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v 68 5TR0GANCN PLATE WITH NIELLO CROSS

hii Hermitage, Leningrad; ace no \v. 281

• ription: Plate with cross m center surrounded by ivy wreath. Curved

lines oi fluting radiate from center (fig. a).

W't. 939 gr.; (liam. 26 cm. (Matsulevich).

i'i..\< E OB DIS< 1 >\ ERY : Found in iyttof ? ), near the village ol Sludka on the Kama
River, Government of Perm (renamed Molotov in 1942). Formerly in the

Stroganov Collection in Rome.

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps - a hexagonal, a square, two long, and a cruci-

lnim (fig. b). They were damaged during the working of the niello design on the

obverse. The readings were taken from the cast and photograph:

Outline barely visible between the cross and the clearest long stamp.

Monogram oi Heraclius, type a; inscription not clear.

Q Farthest from the square stamp, on a line with the square and tin- centering point

:

bust of Heraclius, type 6c; cruciform monogram AAM IANOV ' (Jaeger, as published

l>v Rosenberg); inscribed CXOAA CTIKIC 'sec the corresponding stamps on

tlOS. 54B 70)

Between the tirst long stamp and the square: same as above, less clear. -'-'•-"

# Flared arms; monogram as above ; inscribed in a circular direction [A]N AP [€ AC].

See no. 69.

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-62930. The position of the stamps in the sequence

is determined by their relationship to those of the David set, on the one hand,

;iiul to those of the following numbers, on the other. They come before the

stamps of Constans II, nos. 75-78.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 668-66q: Matsulevich, By*. Ant., p. 8i,fig. 12 : idem. "Arg. by/.,

"

p. 293, no. 1. p. 2<)4, pi. xi.iv: 1.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No. 68

a. Stroganov Plate with Niello Cross

b. The Stamps



V

a Plate with Center Niello Pattern from Yiatka

b, ["he Stamps



No. 6g. PLATE WITH CENTER NIELLO PATTERN FROM VIATKA

I'm Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. W. no

description: Simple plate with geometric niello design in center (fig. a).

Diam. ca. 28 cm. (Rosenberg).

place of discovery: Found in the River Tomyz, district of Glazov, Govern-

ment of Viatka (renamed Kirov in 1934).

control stamps: Four indistinct stamps within footring - a round, a square,

and two cruciform (fig. b). It is difficult to say whether they were applied

before or after the decoration was finished. The readings were taken from the

photograph:

O Imperial bust, type (>c(?); inscribed . . . .IKIC.

Monogram of Heraclius, indistinct. Krnr

Q On a line- with the square and the centering point : monogram AAMIANOV( ?) ; in-

scribed AN|j[A]P||€||[AC]. See no. 68.
W

<£] On a line with the round and the centering point: same as the above; inscribed W
ANjl[AP]!:€|'[AC]. *&

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30. The relationship between these stamps and

those of no. 68 places them in the same period.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 666-667.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No 70. THE MAENAD PLATE

I HI Hi K.MII.V,! I.I MN(,KAI>

description: Plate with relief of dancing Maenad and Silenus with wine-skin

on his shoulder (fig. a).

\\ 1 1 1 s 1 gr. ; diam. 258 cm.; (ham. of footling 11.7 cm. (Matsulevich).

pla< 1 "i discovery: Found in 1878, with nos.51 and 55, at Kalganovka, district

of Solikamsk, Government of Perm (renamed Molotov in 1942). Formerly in

the Stroganov Collection.

control stamps: Five stamps within footring - two round, a square, along,

and a cruciform (fig. b). They were applied before the decoration of the plate

was finished since they are clearest (especially the square, the long, and the cross)

where there are hollows on the bottom of the plate (Matsulevich, pp. 20-21).

Beside the stamps the name ANAP60V has been scratched in. The readings

were taken from the object:

O Bust of Heraclius, type 6c; inscribed MAPT VP[€?].

O The same, but worn.

Monogram of Heraclius, "type c" (i.e., partially destroyed or incomplete sincv it

lacks the P); inscribed TTATP IK[IC].

Bust of Heraclius, type 6c; cruciform monogram; inscribed CXOAA CTIKIC (see ry^flvj

the corresponding inscriptions on nos. 54 #-69). «»

cj> Flared arms; the cruciform monogram appears to repeat the monogram in the

square (p. 15, Table III, and no. 71); inscribed ANj'AP € [AC] (see nos. 68. 69). Ha

date: Heraclius, ad. 013-629/30. The relationship between these stamps and

the stamps on nos. 54B-69 dates them in the same period.

I'nncipal References: Rosenberg, pp. 664-665; Matsulevich. By*. Avt., p. 3, no. z. pp. i
v

fig. 3, pi. 2; By Art, 1958, no. 47.

Source 0/ Illustration: Victoria and Albert .Museum, reproduction courtesy of the Hermitage and
Mr. John Beckwitli.
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a. The Maenad Plate
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No. 71. BOWL WITH ANGELS

The Hermitage . Leningrad

description: Deep bowl with relief, on outside, oi angels standing under arches

(fig. a). The arches rest on palm leaves springing from a central roundel

containing a cross, a motif also found in the relief of the British Museum
Censer, no. 35.

P] ace of discovery: Unknown.

control stamps: One stamp - cruciform, on base of bowl (fig. 1)). It is difficult

to judge whether it was applied before or after the bowl was decorated. The
reading was taken from cast and photograph

:

«ga Flared arms; cruciform monogram resembling the monogram in the cross stamp of

no. 70; it may belong to Heraclius, type c (see no. 70); inscribed in a circular

direction [+C]||€lJPr||[IC]; this inscription is similar to the corresponding inscription

on no. 75, but the letters have different positions in the arms of the cross.

date: Heraclius, a.d. 613-629/30 (see nos. 70 and 75).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 724-725.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No 7- l'l \ I l. WITH CEN I EK ROSE1 I E FROM TURUSHEVA
I mi Hikmii.v.i , Leningrad; bo do. W 389

DESCRIPTION: Plate with formal rosette design in centci and radiating line-

to rim (fig

Diam. 27.5 cm.; diam. of footling n.8cm.; ht. ol footring 1.6 cm. (Matsule-

vich).

PLACE of DISCOVERY: Found in 1927, with no. 76, in Turusheva, district ol

Omutninsk, (government of Viatka (renamed Kirov in 1934).

control STAMPS: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig. b). Since they are badly worn around the centering point and

since the hexagon is broken by the incised rings on the base, the plate must

have been decorated after the stamps were applied. They are identical with the

stamps on no. 73. The readings were taken from the photograph and cast

O Bust ol Heraclius, type 7; inscribed [XJPICTO [OOPOV] (see the long stamp on

no. 75).

This stamp has been struck twice; the position of the inscription in relation to the

sides of the hexagon is unusual in the Imperial series (see also nos. 2, 5, 9, 73, and the

description for no. 2); monogram of Heraclius, type a; the small bust above the

monogram is not only nimbed but appears to be winged (see no. 73) ; inscribed

[TlATPJMKrjC].

%

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscription illegible.

Q Only the bottom half i^ visible; monogram MHNA(?); inscribed C€P TIC

£1 Monogram as above; inscribed [CXO] AA [CTI] KIC (see no>. 73. 74). EHh

date: Heraclius, a.d. 629/30-641. The bust of the Emperor in the round stamp
dates these stamps and those on no. y^ in the last years of the Emperor's

reign. The inscription in the round stamp relates them to later Imperial stamps

(no. 75).

I'nncipal References: Matsulevich, "Pnkam'e," p. 140 ri., fig. 3, pi. 1.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No. 7-'

a. Plate with Center Rosette from Turusheva

b. The Stamps



No 73

a. Plate with Niello Cross from Afalaia Pereshchepina

1 1 i Stamps



No. 7.;. PLATE WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM MALAIA
PERESHCHEPINA

i in Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. 824

DESCRIPTION: Plate with niello cross in center surrounded by wreath

(fig. a). Fluting radiates from center to rim.

Wt. 1472 gr.; diam. 30.9 cm. (Matsulevich).

PLACE OF discovery: Found in 1912, in Malaia Pereshchepina, Government of

Poltava, South Russia, with nos. 2, 30, 31, 79.

control stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig. b). The niello pattern on the obverse cuts into the round stamp,

indicating that the plate was stamped before it was decorated (Matsulevich,

"Arg. byz.," p. 296). All the stamps are identical with those on no. 72. The
readings were taken from the photograph and cast

:

O Bust of Heraclius, type 7; inscribed XPICTO|jO[OPOV].

Monogram of Heraclius; inscribed [TTA]TP||IK[IC]; above the monogram a small,

nimbed bust which appears to be winged (p. n). The letters are inscribed dif-

ferently than those of the usual hexagonal Imperial stamp (see nos. 2, 5, 9, 72).

?

Monogram of Heraclius, type a; inscribed [C€P]||r[l]C ? 4J=K

Q Bust of Heraclius, type 7; monogram MHNA; inscribed [C6JPITIC. ^Ra

£] Monogram as above; inscribed C[XO||A]A||[CTI|jKIC] (see nos. 72 and 74). ^
date: Heraclius, a.d. 629/30-641 (see no. 72).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 696-697; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 294, no. 6, pi. xlv:3.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No. 74. PLAIN -MALL DISH

1m Statj Historical Museum, Moscow; ao no B4846

Di 5< ription: Small dish without ornament, on high footring (fig. a).

place of discove] v

. Found neai the Alkino station oi the Ufa railway in 1953.

• ONI ri ii. stamps: < )ne cruciform stamp, struck twice, on inside of footring (fig. b).

It appears to have been struck before the plate was finished, since it is dama
by the centering point. The reading was taken from the photograph:

q The double strike has displaced part of a monogram which has not been deriphei

flared arms; inscribed in a circular direction CXO [AA CT]| [KI]C (see the cor-

responding stamps on nos. 72-73).

date: Heraclius, a.d. 629/30-641. The relationship between the inscription on

this stamp and the corresponding inscriptions on nos. 72 and 73 dates it in the

-.nne period.

Principal References: Unpublished.

Source of Illustration: The State Historical Museum.
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a. Plain, Small Dish

No. 74

b. The Stamp





OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL STAMPS FROM

THE REIGN OF CONSTANS II, A.D. 641-668



No 75

a. The Nereid Jug

b Hie Stamps



No. 75. THE NEREID JUG

The Hermitaci., Leningrad; ace. no. W. 256

description: Jug with flat sides (fig. a). On either side a Nereid riding a sea

monster, surrounded by sea-gulls, fish, and shells. Handle missing.

W't. 1132 gr. ; lit. 25.2 cm.; diam. of roundels of flat sides 13.5 cm.; width oi

narrow sides 4.8 cm.; base 9.2 cm. x 6.8 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Uncertain; probably in the Government oi Perm

(renamed Molotov in 1942) (Matsulevich).

control stamps: Four stamps on base of jug - a round, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig. b). They appear to have been applied before the vessel was

finished, since they are worn near the raised rim of the base and around the

centering point (Matsulevich, p. 89); yet they must have been applied when

the jug was at least partly fashioned for they were applied very close together

within the rim (p. 2). The readings were taken from photograph and cast:

O Imperial bust of Constansll with globus crucifer, type 8; inscribed [I00A]N N[H]C
(see the corresponding stamp on no. 76 and the related ones on nos. 77, 78).

Close to the round stamp: cruciform monogram that does not spell the name of an ™JL

emperor (Table II and p. 12) ; inscribed [MA]K€|iAC0NNO[V]. ^.L

Imperial bust as above, type 8; cruciform monogram like that in the cross stamp,

reads K0)NCTANTINOV (ser p. 14); inscribed [X]PICTO CDOPO[V] (see round

stamps on nos. 72, 73).

c# Flared arms; monogram as above; inscribed +j!CE|![Pr~] IC (see the corresponding

stamp, no. 71).

date: Constans II, a.d. 641-51 (bust in round stamp; cf. p. iof.). The position

of this group of stamps in the series is determined, on the one hand, by the

relationships to nos. 76 and 77 (round stamp, secondary monogram, name in

cruciform stamp) and, on the other, by the relationship to no. 71 (name in

cruciform stamp) and nos. 72 and 73 (which have in the round stamp the name
inscribed in the long stamp of no. 75). Though nos. 71, 75, 76, and jj all have

the name CGPriC in the cruciform stamp, the placing of the letters differs in

each instance.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 722-723; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 5 f., no. 8, pp. 89-91,
fig. 19, pis. 19-21

.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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\ 76. PLATE \\ I 111 NIELLO ( ROSS FROM TURUSHEVA
Tin Hermitage, I.im to do. W 390

di.x ription : Flat plan- with cross in center surrounded by ivy wreath (fig. a).

Wt. 241.5 gr.; (liam. [4.2 cm.; diam. of footring 6.6 cm. ; ht. of footling 1 cm.

1 Matsulevich).

i'i.A» 1 01 dim overy: Found in 1927, with do. 72, near Turusheva, district of

Omutninsk, Governmenl ol Viatka (renamed Kirov in 1934).

control stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, and two

cruciform (fig. b). They were damaged while the niello pattern was being

worked, since the wreath cuts into the stamps (into one of the cross stamps and

the square especially). The plate was thus >tamped before it was decorated.

Numerous graffiti may be seen on the back of the plate; on the outside of the

footring is scratched the name 06OAOPOV. The readings were taken from

the photograph and east

:

O Imperial bust with globus crucifer, type 8; inscribed I6Q[AN NHC] (identical with

the corresponding stamp on no. 75).

Monogram of Heradius, type a; inscription not clear. a
Cruciform monogram T1AVA0V( ?), found also in the square stamps of nos. 77 and _-

inscribed Q60O ANIC (identical with the corresponding stamp on no. 77); for the

irregularity in the monogram, see Table II and p. 12.

c$ Near the square stamp: monogram KOONCTANTINOVas in the corresponding stamps

of nos. 75 and 77; inscribed [+] C €Pr IC' This stamp is similar to the stamps on

nos. 75 and 77. but the letters in the arms are differently placed.

tJJ] As above, less cl< $£

pate: Constans II. A..D. 641-651. The relationships between these stamps and

those on nos. 75 and 77 place this object between these two objects in the se-

1'iincipal Referen, llcvich, "Prikam'e," p. 143 f., pi. n: 1, 3; idem. R-A, p. 124 f., tig. 1.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No 76

a. Plate with Niello Cross from Turusheva

M

i

\

\^ _tJJ.',.3« . V «* -£»_: L. ^J±£±—~:~

b. The Stamps



No. 77

a. The Obolenskii Trulla

l> I he Stamps



No. 77. THE OBOLENSKIl TRULLA

The Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. W. 292

description: Trulla with design of fishermen and sea creatures in relief

mi outside of bowl. On handle, Poseidon holding trident and standing on back

of dolphin (fig. a).

\\t. 875 gr.; diam. 13.5 cm.; ht. 6.8 cm.; Length, with handle, 26.7 cm.

(Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Uncertain. Matsulevich (Byz. Ant., p. 6) suggests that

this trulla may have been part of a treasure found in 1853 in the village of

Peshnigort, Solikamsk District, Government of Perm (renamed Molotov in

1942). Formerly in the Obolenskii Collection.

control stamps: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, and two cruci-

form (fig. b). It is difficult to determine whether they were applied before or

.liter the decoration had been completed. The readings were taken from the

photograph and cast :

O Imperial bust, type 8; inscribed [IC0]ANi NOV. This stamp is the same as the cor-

responding stamp on no. 78, and similar to the round stamps on nos. 75 and 76.

Unique in the Imperial series; the hexagon contains the nimbed bust of a military

saint (pp. 11. 12) ; inscribed lu)A| NNOV.

Monogram nAVAOV; inscribed ©€0<t> AN[IC] (see the corresponding stamps on

nos. 76 and 78).
<h

qj) Nearest the square: monogram KGONCTANTINOV as on nos. 75 and 76; inscribed

+C|[6]P|
i

ri;
i

[C]. This stamp is similar to the stamps on nos. 75 and 76, but the letters
''•

inscribed in the arms of the cross are arranged differently in each case. <&

# *Same as the above; inscribed [+C]|!€P TV [C].

date: Constans II, a.d. 641-651. The relationship between these stamps and

those on nos. 75, 76, and 78 places them after no. 76 and before no. 78.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 720-721 (drawings of stamps only); Matsulevich, Byz. Ant.,

p. 6, no. 10, pp. 65-71, 75, pis. 12-15; idem, "Arg. byz.," p. 300, pi. xliv: 2.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No 78 PLATE WITH BUS! 0] -AIN'T

Tm British Musi m London

DESCRIPTION: Plate with central medallion, surrounded by band of niello

ornament, containing relict of nimbed saint, 1 nil face (fi^. a). No traces ol

gilding.

\\ 1 926 gr.; diam. 24.5 cm.; depth 6-7.8 cm.; diam. of footring 9.9 cm.

i'i.ace of discovery: Found near the monastery oi Acheiropoietos, six miles

we-t of Kyrenia, Cyprus, withnos. 28 and 35; from the "First Cyprus Treasu:

Acquired in 1S99.

CONTROL stamps: Five stamps - two round, a hexagonal (?), a square, and a

long (fig. b). The outline of the hexagon is not clear; it might easily be

a round stamp. The bottom of the plate has greatly deteriorated which

makes it difficult to read the stamps and even more difficult to judge whether

they were applied before or after the decoration of the plate was finished. The
leadings were taken from the object:

O Imperial bust, type 8; inscribed IC0[A] NNOV hee the corresponding stamp on no. 77).

t>O Between the hexagon and the square: a single cruciform monogram IGOANNOV'

(pp. 8, note 32; 12, 21).

Misshapen, on the left of the round -tamp above: monogram like that of Heraclius.

type a; inscribed ITA AOVr

Opposite the round stamp and aligned with it and the centering point: monogram
T7AVAOV, as in the square stamps of nos. 76 and 77; inscription illegible.

Q Between the square and the first round stamp: imperial bust, type 8; monogram
not visible; inscribed TAPO. TAP. .

DATE: Constans II, a.d. 641-651. The relationships between the regular round

stamp and the corresponding stamp on no. 77, and between the monogram in

the square and the corresponding monograms on nos. 76 and 77 place this

object at the end of the series of Imperial stamps (see p. 21).

Principal References: Dalton. Arch. 57, pp. 150-165: idem. Catalogue, no. 398, pl.xxiv; E Kitzinger,

Early Medieval Art in (he British Museum (London, 1040), p. 25, pi. 11

s of Illustration: Victoria and Albert Mtasenm, reproduction courtesy of Mr. John Beckwith and
the Trustees of the British Museum.



No. 78

.1. Plate with Bust of Saint

b. The Stamps





UNDATED OBJECTS WITH IMPERIAL (?) STAMPS



No 79

a. Amphora from Malaia Pereshchepina

l> The Stamps



No. 79. AMPHORA FROM MALAIA PERESHCHEPINA

Tin- Hi kmii M.i , 1.1 ningrad; .Hi ao W.828

description: Silver gilded amphora with narrow bands <>i ornament around

the neck, the body, and the foot (fig. a). Handles in shape of two fish.

Wt. 7800 gr.; lit. 4N cm.; diam. of base 12.5 cm.; thickness of neck 2.2 cm.;

width of central band of ornament 4.8 can. (Matsulevich).

pi ace OF discovery: Found in 1912, in Malaia Pereshchepina, Government oi

Poltava, with nos. 2, 30, ji
, 73.

control stamps: "Unter der Vergoldung auf dem Boden ein byzantinisclier

Kreuzstempel" (Matsulevich, p. 7) (fig. b, center). The object was evidently

stamped before it was gilded, and it is perhaps this gilding that has erased the

stamps. Only the cross stamp is clear, but there may be the blurred remains of

a hexagon above and to the left of the cross and the faint suggestion of a box-

monogram of the Justinianic type. The shape of the cross stamp with arms

slightly flared indicates a relatively early position in the Imperial series oi

stamps (p. 15). The object was examined from the photograph.

date: Sixth century.

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 694-695 (no stamps given); Matsulevich, Byz. AnL, p. 7, no. 13,

pp. 107-109, figs. 23, 24, pi. 28.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No 80 < HAI.K 1. FROM AVJ KK H

tin Metropolitan lit bum 01 Art, New York, Fletcha Fund; ao no 47. 100.34

description: Chalice in several fragments, recently lined with another metal

i Gilded inscription around rim: +vnep ANAnAVcecoc xapovoa K(ai)

COiTHPIAC 06KAHC; around foot : [K(ai) TO)N] T6KN03N AV[T6uN].

I Ham. .it top 17.5 cm. ; lit. 17. 1 cm.

n \( 1: OB discovery: Antioch, 1910? or with the "Hama treasure," DOS. 1.;

34, 89, <)<s . and possibly no. 18 (see p. 20).

CONTROL stamps: Before this chalice was lined, stamps were reported V) have

been visible inside the base (Downey, p. 349 f.). These can perhaps be seen

faintly, in reverse, on the outside of the base, but they are illegible. The object

was examined in the original.

date: On the basis of the inscription, Downey dates the chalice in the sixth

century (p. 349).

Principal References: Diehl, p. 105, note 2; WAG, no. 392; G.Downey, A]A, LV (1951), p. 3498.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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OBJECTS STAMPED IN THE FOURTH AND FIFTH

CENTURIES



. 8]

a. Deep bowl with Beaded Brim

h. The Stamp



No. 81. DEEP BOWL WITH BEADED BRIM

Ehem. Staatlich] Museen, Berun-Charlottenburg (formerly in the Antiquarium)

description: Dee]) bowl on low foot with flat, broad brim edged with beads

(fig. a). Concentric circles engraved on rim. Very similar to nos. 82 and 85.

Wt. 489 gr.; diam. at rim 16.5 cm.; ht. 7-7. 3 cm. (Zahn).

place of discovery: "Aus Syrien" (Schlunk).

control stamps: One square stamp containing a Tyche seated en face, wearing

a helmet and a long tunic, and holding a sphere in one hand and a scepter in

the other (fig. b) ; underneath the figure the inscription : ABAAATOC CQPAriCGN.

The photograph does not indicate whether the stamp was applied before or

after the plate was finished.

date: Comparing the stamp with contemporary coins, Zahn (col. 273) dates the

bowl in the last third or last quarter of the fourth century (p. 41.).

Principal References: R. Zahn, "Spatantike Silbergefasse," Amtl.Ber., XXXVIII (1917), col. 270 ff.

Rosenberg, pp. 618-619; R- Jaeger, "Ein Beitragzur Geschichtederaltchristlichen Silberarbeiten,"

JDAI, XLIII (1928), Arch. Am., col. 559; Peirce and Tyler, L'art byz., I, pi. 59 a, c; H. Schlunk,

Kunst der Spatantike im Mittelmeerraum (Berlin, 1939), no. 105.

Source of Illustration: Staatliche Museen, Berlin.
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No 82 DEEP BOWL W'l I II BEADED BRIM

l in State Histork al Mi si i m. Moa ow 0. S4791

D] s< ription: Deep bowl on Low fool with flat, broad bum edged with beads

.1). This bowl 1- very similar to nos. 8] and 85.

placi "i discovery: Found at Sulin, Don River district. Formerly in the

I'. S. [vanova Collection.

< on 1 Km. stamps: A single square, stamp containing a Tyche seated enface and

holding a scepter and a sphere (fig. b). Above the sphere is a small cr

Beneath the figure the letters TIM; to the right of the figure another letter

(O or© ?). It is difficult to say whether the stamp was applied before or after

the decoration of the bowl. The stamp was examined from the photograph.

date: The stamp is similar to that on no. 81 , and may provisionally be dated

in the same period, that is, in the last third or last quarter of the fourth century.

Principal References: Protasov, p. 68 f. and pi. i.\: 2; Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 70, note 3.

Source of Illustration: The State Historical Museum.
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%**
— ^*- ^BWi

a. Deep Bowl with Beaded Brim

1). The Stamp



No

.1 Small Fluted Bowl



No. 83. SMALL, FLUTED HOWL
I hi: State Historical Musei'M, Moscow; ace. no. 42421

description: Deep, round, fluted bowl (fig. a).

I Mam. ca. 11 cm. (Rosenberg).

place of discovery: District of Botosani, Rumania.

control stamps: One square stamp containing a Tyche seated in profile to

left (fig. b). She wears a helmet and holds an unidentified object in her right

hand and a scepter (?) in her left. Her foot rests upon a ship's prowr
. In the

left-hand corner a cross is engraved and, along the left side, the letters AIO.

Beneath the figure: CONS. The stamp was damaged when work was done

around the centering point and the bowl must, therefore, have been stamped

before it was finished. The stamp was examined from the photograph.

date: Zahn (col. 293) dates this stamp in the fourth or fifth century. The bowl

was found with some coins of Emperor Theodosius II (d. 450) and Valen-

tinian III (d. 455). Cf. p. 5.

Principal References: Zahn, "Spatantike Silbergefasse," Amtl.Ber., XXXVIII (1917), cols. 292-293,

fig. 99; Protasov, pp. 64-68 and pi. ix: 1; Rosenberg, pp. 620-621.

Source of Illustration: The State Historical Museum.
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No. 84. VASE WITH NINE Ml 51

Oruzheimaia Falata Museum Most <»\\

DESCRIPTION: Tall vase with nine muses depicted in central band, and orna-

mental hands above and below (figs, a and b).

\\i. 2250 gr. ; diain 1 >\ base 1 1 ..; cm. ; ht. 39 cm. ; width of central frieze 15 1

(Matsulevich).

pla< e of dis< overy: Found in 191H-1919, in a barbarian grave at the vili

oi Bol'shoi KamenetS on the Sudzha River, a tributai v of the Psel River in the

I miepr River basin.

1 ( in 1 1<< >l stamps: Single, rectangular stamp cut off by the ring of the base and

applied, therefore, before the vessel was finished (fig. c). The stamp shov.

seated figure, holding a sphere. Little more is distinguishable from the photo-

graph. The stamp has been struck twice.

date: The stamp is similar to those on nos. 81-83 and may be dated in the late

fourth or fifth century.

Principal Inferences : L. A. Matzoulevitch (Matsulevich), I'ne sepulture dun rot barbare en Europe

Orientate, trouvailles nouvelles aux sources de la Soud a Moscow- Leningrad, 1934) fin Russian, with

French summary on pp. 119-125).

Sonne of Illustration: The Hermitage (tigs, a, b), and Prof. Leonid Matsulevich, cour '.I me.

Jeannette Matsulevich (fig. c).
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No

Vase with Nine Muses

c. The Stamp



•s 5

.1 Deep Bowl with Beaded Brim

1> 1 hi- St.imp



No. 85. DEEP BOWL WITH BEADED BRIM

Tiii' Metropolitan Museum 01 Art, New York, Fletcher Fund; ace. no. 47. 100.^7

descrif] ion : Deep bow! on low loot , w 1th broad brim edged with beads (lig. a).

Concent 1 ic circles engraved on inside of bowl. This bowl is almost identical

with no. Si, and very similar to no. 82.

Diam. 14.5 cm.; diam. of bowl without brim 9 cm.; ht. 6 cm. ; diam. oi footling

5-3 cm.

P] w ;e OF DISCOVERY: "From Constantinople" (WAG).

control STAMPS: Single, oblong stamp, struck twice, on the base (fig. b). It is

broken by the centering point in a way that suggests the plate was worked on

after it had been stamped. The details of the stamp are too damaged to be

distinguishable. The object was examined in the original.

date: The stamp resembles those of nos. 81-84, and should belong to the

fourth or fifth century a.d.

Principal References: WAG, no. 379, pi. lh.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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OBJECTS WITH IRREGULAR STAMPS



v, 86

a. Plate from Cesena

b. The Stamps



No. 86. PLATE FROM CESENA

BlBLIOTECA MALATESTIANA, CeS] n.\

description: Large platter with raised brim (fig. a) and central tondo con-

taining two scenes, one above the other: top - banquet scene; bottom - horse

and hunter in front of palace
( ?). Pastoral subjects, interspersed with medallions,

incised on brim. Silver gilded against niello background

Wt. boo gr. ; diam. 63 cm. ; diam. of tondo 25 cm. (Arias).

place of discovery: Found in Cesena, with another plate "che verra illustrato

altrove" (Arias, p. 309) and a Gothic coin minted probably in Rome in the time

of Theodoric or Athalaric (cf. \V. Wroth, Catalogue of the Coins of the Vandals,

Ostrogoths, and Lombards .. .in the British Museum [London, 1911], p. 105,

no. 31, pi. xiv, 5).

control stamps: There are two stamps for which no analogies have yet been

found (fig. b). One seems to contain the letter A; the other the letter P and an

ivy leaf. The shapes of the stamps are not clear. It is impossible to determine

whether they were applied before or after the plate was decorated. The stamps

were examined frcm the photographs.

date: Arias dates the plate, on stylistic grounds, in the late fourth century.

Principal References: P. E. Arias, "II piatto argenteo di Cesena," Annuario delta Scuola Archeologica di

Atene, XXIV-XXVI (N.S. VIII-X, 1946-1948), pp. 309-344.

Source of Illustration: Soprintendenza alle Antichita, Bologna.
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No 87 DEEP, FLUTED DISH

pres] m p.. axiom i nknowm (formerly Spink and Son, Ltd . London [195O])

dks( kii'iion : Deep dish with fluted edges, made oi single, thin sheet <>f sih

,1). Two concentric circles around centering point on inside of dish.

Wt. approx. 19 oz.; diam. of dish 31.3 cm.; depth approx. 4.3 cm.; diam

base 20.] i m. ; length of sides approx. 8.5 1 m.

place of discovery: Unknown.

. trol STAMPS: Single stamp in center oi bottom of dish, on

centering point, which, in this instance, is on inside of dish (fig. b). The stamp
must have been applied before the plate was finished since it has been worn

evenly at the edges, in a circular fashion, by the lathe. In the center of the

plate, on the bottom, there is a slight bump, which was formed when the centering

point was used, possibly at the time the stamp was applied. The stamp is

roughly square, and contains the monogram of Christ , The object was examined

in the original.

date: ?

Unpublished.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks Photographic Collection.
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No 87

a. Deep Fluted I)i>h

b. The Stamp



No

a. Albanian Howl



No. 8.x VLHANIAN HOWI.

I'm METROPOl iiw Mi SJ 0HO1 Aki. Ni.u YORK, (iift of J. Pierpont Morgan;

acr. no. 17. iqo. 1707

description: Deep bowl (censer?) with geometric diamond pattern around

the exterior (fig. a) ; set within the diamonds are birds, flowers, and various

other objects.

W't. 481.5 gr.; diam. of top 13.2-13. 7 cm.; diam. of footring 7.3 cm.; lit. of

bowl 10.4 cm. (Strzygowski).

place of discovery: Found, with no. 103, in 1902-1907, in the vicinity of

the village of Vrap, Albania.

control stamps: One stamp visible - hexagonal (?), possibly containing a

monogram similar to, but not identical with, the Anastasius-Justinian type

(fig. b) (see p. 22). No inscription can be traced. It is difficult to say whether

the stamp was applied before or after the vessel was decorated. The object

was examined in the original

:

1
date: Strzygowski dates the bowl, on stylistic grounds, in the fifth or sixth

century (p. 16).

Principal References: J. Strzygowski, Altai-Iran und Volkerwanderung (Leipzig, 1917), pp. 14-17, pi. iv.

figs. 13-15; Rosenberg, pp. 628-629.

Sourer of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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No 8g HANGING KAMI' FROM HA.MA

l in \\ \i reus Am Gallery Baltimori
; ace. no. 57.640

DESCRIPTION: Lain]) oi double-curved shape and without ornament (fig. a);

chain missing.

lit. 14.3 cm. ; diam. 16.6 cm. (WAG).

vi.m 1 01 discovery: Found in Hama. Syria, in 1910, with nos. 1.;. .-,.;

and possibly nos. 18 and 80 (p. 20, note 75).

CONTROL STAMPS: Five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a long, and a

cruciform (fig. b). There is no sign that any work was done on the object after

it was stamped, and the stamps make their deepest impression around the

centering point, where the silver is slightly raised, indicating that most of the

work was done before they were applied. Although they are similar in

shape and general design to stamps from the Imperial series, there are certain

differences in all the stamps that set them apart from Imperial stamps. The

readings were taken from the object:

O A group of figures in a composition resembling the- lower part ol ;m Ascension; no

inscription. 9*«Avi •*>«L ^•Ji^s^

The worn outline can be traced between the cross and the long stamp: a cruciform

monogram is visible, with letters that do not spell the name of an emperor; the

inscription is not entirely legible: TVP: the letters of the inscription are

placed all around the monogram, as in some exceptional cases in the Imperial

series (nos. 2, 5. 9, 72, 73). By contrast to these other exceptions, the monogram

itself is here in its normal position within the hexagon.

v

Monogram of the Emperor Phocas: the K and the A have been interchanged (see

nos. 32-36). The inscription is not entirely legible: . . .A .TOV. The genitive ending „J
thus appears in the upper left-hand corner, which suggests that this inscription

has been reversed.

Nimbed, imperial bus! with crown having trefoil ornament (?) and pendants

(cf. Table I:i?); illegible cruciform monogram: inscribed 0€OV [T7]OAeO[C] E

''

(see the corresponding stamp on no. qo).

£3 Struck twice; flared arms; no sign of a monogram. The letters inscribed in the arms

of the cross read neither in a vertical nor a circular direction, but toward the center

of the cross: Nl K AC OV.

date: Phocas, a.d. 602 610. The name in the long stamp refers to the city of

Antioch (p. 20).

pal Refer* Diehl, p. 109, no. 11. pi. x.wn: 2 Rosenberg, pp. 730-731 WAG, do. 403.

1 of Illustration: The Walters Art Gallery.
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a. Hanging Lamp from 1

1

b. The Stamps



No. 00

a. Candlestick

d. Cruciform and Loi -

rhe Stamps



No. go. CANDLESTICK

Till' Di MBARTON Oaks COLLEl I [ON, W ISHINGTON, I). C, ; aCC. QO. 38.85

inscription: Slender candlestick or lampstand, without ornament (fig. a).

It has been broken into several fragments.

Wt. 333.2 gr.; tit. 21.3 cm.

PLACE of discovery: Antioch. Found by Lassus in 1938, in excavations

below the level of a pavement "of a late period" (Ross).

1 ONTROL stamps: Remains of five stamps - a round, a hexagonal, a square, a

long, and a cruciform. Since they are applied inside the base, on the lobes

between the legs, and since one of the lobes cuts off the long stamp, it is likely

that they were struck before the object was given its definitive shape (see

no. 19). The readings were taken from the object:

O (fig- b) Only part of the outline is clear; inside there is some indication of a design

that does not appear to belong to an imperial bust (see no. 89). There is no sign of

an inscription.

(fig- c) Cruciform monogram that does not spell the name of an emperor; inscription

around the monogram with letters placed all around the edge of the hexagon; this

rarely occurs in stamps of the Imperial series, where the letters are normally placed

on either side of the monogram on two of the sides of the hexagon. The inscription

is illegible. The stamp is similar to, but not identical with, the hexagon on no. 89.

(fig. b) Adjacent to the round stamp: part of monogram of Phocas, like that in the

corresponding stamp of no. 89. The inscription is placed backwards and reads -^ j

. . .OTOV. The stamp, in so far as it is preserved, is identical with the corresponding

stamp on no. 89, even to the irregularity in the arms of the V.

(fig. d) On the other side of the round stamp: only the upper part of a nimbed bust

is clearly visible; inscribed [0GOV]||rT[OA€OC] (see the corresponding inscription

on no. 89; this inscription supplies the missing letter in the inscription of no. 89).

egi (fig. d) Only a corner is visible in the lobe of the base, adjacent to the long stamp.

date: Phocas, a.d. 602-610. The relationship between these stamps and the

stamps on no. 89 dates them in the same period and assigns these stamps also

to Antioch (p. 20).

Principal References: M. C. Ross, "A Small Byzantine Treasure Found at Antioch-on-the-Orontes,"

Archaeology, V (1952), pp. 30-32; DOC, no. 15.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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No. 91. VALDONNE PLATE A"

Ihi Louvre, Paris

DESCRIP1 i«»n Simple, decorated plate with concentric circles, and with crossed

lines in center (fig. a). This plate is thinner than the Yaldonne Plate "B," no. 92,

.md \\a> probably made to fit inside it (Villefosse).

Wt. 2<>< liam. 17 cm. (Prou).

PLACE OF discovery: Found, with no. 92, in [900, m Yaldonne, Commune of

IN \ pin, Bouches-du-Rhone.

CONTROL STAMPS: Five stamps - a square, two long, and two cruciform. They
must have been applied before the plate was finished as they were damaged by

subsequent hammering (fig. b). The stamps are crude and similar in workman-
ship to the stamps on no. 92. The readings were taken from the object

:

Inscribed in Latin characters, backwards: +AR BAL DO+.

Q Profile bust, with palm branch in front.

Same as above.

eft Simple cross design.

eft Same as above.

date: ca. 650 a.d. (p. 2of.).

Principal References: A. Heron de Villefosse, discussion in Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de France

(25mai, 1910), pp. 246-256; M. Prou, "Les contre-marques merovingiennes de la coupe de Val-

donne (Bouches-du-Rhone)," Revue Charlemagne, I (191 1), pp. 1S2-185; Rosenberg, pp. 738-739-

Source of Illustration: Archives Photographiques, Pans.
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No < 1

1

a. Valdonnc Plate "A'

b. The Stamps



<<J

a. Yaldonno 1

b. The Stamps



No. 92. VALDONNE PLATE "B"

lin Louvre, Paris

description: Plate decorated with concentric circles, and with lobed cross in

center (fig. a). This plate is thicker than the Valdonne Plate "A," no. 91, and was

probably made to contain it (Yillefosse).

W't. 409 gr.; diam. 17.5 cm. (Prou).

PLACE of discovery: Found, with no. 91, in 1900, in Valdonne, Commune of

I Vvpin, Bouches-du-Rhone.

control stamps : Five stamps- three round and two cruciform. They must have

been applied before the plate was finished, for they appear to have been damaged

when the base was subsequently beaten (fig. b). They are similar in workman-

ship to the stamps on no. 91 and belong to the same stamping system. The

readings were taken from the object

:

O Cruciform monogram : 06OA6OPOV ?

O Same as above.

O Cruciform monogram tentatively read as KVPIE BOH0GI, though not all of the 4^
letters are present.

':

ng

tjji Cruciform monogram not deciphered. ®"X^

<%> Cruciform monogram, not clear.

date: This plate is a companion piece to the Valdonne Plate "A," no. 91, and

can also be dated about the middle of the seventh century.

Principal References: Same as for no. 91 ; Rosenberg, pp. 736-737.

Source of Illustration: Archives Photographiques, Paris.
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V I HI- NEREID PLATE IN TURIN
i

. mm kia Sabai da 1 1 1 in formerly in the Gualino Collet tion

ins RIPTION I platter with central roundel depicting small putto, !.

dolphin-, .nid Nereid riding sea lion (fig. a). Inscribed around roundel: + SPES

MEA DEVS MEVS EXAVDI ORATIONEM MEAM ET ADIMPLE DESIDERIVM MEVM.

Diam. 48.5 cm.; diam. of roundel 18.7 cm. (Monneret de Villard).

l'l.Ai 1 OI DISCOVERY: Ugo Monneret de Villard saw this plate in the hands oi an

antique dealer in Cairo before it became a part of the (iualino Collection.

< ONTROL STAMPS: Two stamps a rectangular stamp containing five lines of

Latin inscription (figs.c,d) and a square (fig. b). his difficult to judge from the

reproduction whether the stamps were applied before or after the plate

decorated. The readings were taken from cast and photographs:

An A and 00 in ligature.

XVDN

Mn|rTin.. The inscription refers to the fifteenth year ol the reign of Justinian,

to the fifth indiction, to December, and to Carthage.

..KART

DATE: December, 541 (p. 19).

Principal References: V. Monneret de Villard, La scultioa ad Ahnas (Milan, IQ23), p. 38!., fi^

Rosenberg, p. 740 (with commentary by I.. Wnturi) ; Peirce and Tyler, L'art bx:., II, pi. 154a.

Snv.ice of Illustration: Soprintendenza alle Gallerie del Piemontt

.
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No

a. The Nereid Plate in Turin

d. Cast of Second Stamp

b. First Stamp Second Stamp



"I

.1. l'Liill Plate

b. The Stamps

Stamps



No. 04. PLAIN I'l.AI I

i"ii i- Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. W. 90

DESCRIPTION: Plain flat plate with footling (fig. a).

Diam. ca. 24.5 cm. (Rosenberg).

11 ace of discovery: Uncertain.

control stamps: Two stamps - one in the shape of a rosette with eight lea\ 1

the other rectangular with three lines of inscription (figs, b and c). They are

similar to the stamps on nos. 95-97. The rosette seems to have been damaged

in the course of subsequent work on the base. The readings were taken from

the photographs and cast

:

Rosette: Inscribed with one Greek character in each leaf: [+0]€OA[(a)]POV ?

Rectangle: Inscribed in Latin characters:

[ddN]Nh€RAC

[LIHS] eTh€R

ACON [STPPAV]*

date : The form of inscription in the rectangle appears frequently on the coinage

of Heraclius from a.d. 613-641 (Wroth, I, pp. 186-254, Passim, and Grierson,

Num. Chron. X, pp. 59, 69).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 626-627; Matsulevich, Viz.vrem., p. 189, fig. 4.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.

* I am grateful to Prof. Andrew Alfoldi, who supplied this reading.
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v 95 EAGLE SIGNUM

I ill Ai<< HAEOLOGII .u. Mi -it II, Khakku\

DESCRIPTION: Lai 1< with snake entwined around legs; from head of

standard (fig. a).

W't. 1035 gr.; Length 21 cm.; lit. 13.2 cm (Grinchenko).

place 01 discovery: Found in [930 in Voznesenka (Neskrebovka), on the

I miepr River.

1 ontrol harks: Two stamps one a rosette witli eight leaves, on the wing

the bird (fig. c), the other a rectangle, on the tail (fig. b). They are similar to

the stamps on nos. 94, 96, 97. They seem to have been applied before the bird

was decorated, since the decoration cuts into the rectangular stamp on the tail.

Engraved on the breast of the bird is the monogram : TT6TPOV. The stamps w

examined from the photographs:

Rosette: According to Matsulevich, the Greek characters inscribed in tin-

leaves of the rosette can be read as the name Theodore, but he also points

out that the stamp is not identical with the rosette of no. 94.

Rectangular : Three lines of inscription which have not been read.

date: The find is dated on the basis of other associated objects in the seventh

century. This date corresponds to the dates of similar stamps on nos. 94, 96,

and 97.

Principal References: V. A. Grinchenko, "Pam'iatka VIII st. kolo s. Voznesenki na Zaponzhzhi,"

Arkheologiia, III (1950), pp. 37-63, fig. 5; Matsulevich, Viz.vrem.

Source of Illustration: Courtesy of Prof. Matsulevich.



No

a. Eagle Signum b. Back View

c. Side View



\.

.

a. Spoon "A" from Novobaiazet

b. Rectangle c. Rost-tt-

The Stamp-



No. 96. SPOON "A" FROM NOVOBAIAZET

1 hi Statj Historical Musei u, Bfost ow ; ace. 00. 477+s

des< ription: Spoon with plain handle (fig. a).

11 ace of discovery: District of Novobaiazet, former Government of Erivan,

Russian Armenia (see nos. 6, 97).

control stamps: Two stamps - a rosette with eight leaves (fig. c) and a

rectangle (fig. b). They were applied before the spoon was finished since they

have been damaged in the shaping of the handle. They resemble in shape the

stamps on nos. 94, 95, 97. The stamps were examined from the photographs:

Rosette: Greek characters not deciphered.

Rectangle: +dNCONST
ANTINfHS]

. . PPAVG

date : These stamps are similar to the stamps on nos. 94 and 95 and probably

also belong to the seventh century. The inscription may then refer either to

Constans II, 641-668, or to Constantine IV, 668-685. The former seems the

more probable since these stamps closely resemble those on no. 94 from the

reign of Heraclius.

Principal References: (la. I. Smirnov), Vostochnoe Serebro, Atlas drevnei serebrianoi i zololoi posudy
vostochnago proiskhozhdeniia (St. Petersburg, 1909), pi. exxm, figs. 51, 52, 53; Rosenberg,

pp. 624-625.

Source of Illustration: The State Historical Museum.
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No. .,; SPOON B" FROM NOVOBAIAZE1

I Ml Mail HlSTOSIl ai. V no -4774't

di a ription Spoon with twisted handle (fig. a).

i-i \( i oi disi overy: District oi Novobaiazet, former Government oi Erivan,

Russian Armenia (see n< I (6).

i rol stamps: Two stamps - a rosettt fig. c) and a rectangle (rig. b), similar

to the stamps on nos. 94-96. They appear to have been damaged during the

shaping oi the handle. The stamps were examined from the photographs:

Rosette: (ireek characters in the leaves not deciphered.

Rectangle: Three lines of Latin inscription:

[dN]C0N[ST]

[AN]TINH[S]

. . . PPAV[G]

date: The stamps resemble those on no. 96 and can be dated in the same

period, most probably in the reign of Constans II, a.d. 641-668.

Principal References: (la. I. Smimov), Vostochnoe Serebro, Atlas drevnei serebrianoi i zolotoi posudy
vostochnago proiskhozhdenua (St. Petersburg, 1909), pi. exxm, figs. 48, 49, 50; Rosenberg,

pp. 622—623.

Source of Illustration: The State Historical Museum.
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a. Spoon "B" from N^ovobaiazet

No. 97

*«iUia.

b. Rectangle c. Rosette

The Stamps



No. 98

:ribed Plate with Cros b. Rectangular Stai

i Back o\ Plate showing Stamps



No. 98. INSCRIBED PLATE WITH CROSS

Tm Walters Am Gai u ry, Baltimore; ace. no. 57.637

im^cription: Simple plate with cross inscribed in center and inscription

around cross (fig. a) : + VFIGP 6VXHC neAAHOV KAI COJCANNAC KAI TOON T€KNG)N

AVT60N AMHN.

Diam. 37.8 cm. {WAG).

place of discovery: Found in Hama, Syria, in 1910, with nos. 13, 34, 89, and

possibly with nos. 18 and 80 (p. 20, note 75).

control stamps: Two stamps (fig. c) - one is circular, without inscription, but ~~t+.

with an eight-pointed star; the other is rectangular and contains three

lines of inscription which have not been read (fig. b). It is not clear whether the

stamps were applied before or after the plate was decorated. The object was

examined in the original.

date : The closest analogies for these stamps are those found on nos. 94-96,

from the seventh century.

Principal References: Diehl, p. 107, no. 4, pi. xxvn: 1; WAG, no. 401.

Source of Illustration: The Walters Art Gallery.
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\ gg SASSANIAN PHALERA

I hi Dl IfBARTOM Oak- COLLECTION, WASHINGTON, D I ace. no. 52.q

des( ription: Phalera in the shape oi a human face with strongly Sassanian

features (fig a).

Wt. 17 ; gr. ; lit. [3.2 cm. ; width 12 cm.

i'i..\( 1 oi discovery: Said to have been found in Constantinople. Acquired

m [952.

. 1 rol STAMPS: Three stamps - two round and one hexagonal - on the front

oi the mask, on the chin. They were certainly applied after the relief had
1 fashioned for they are placed carefully on the blank areasof the face itself,

.md indentations on the reverse show where they were struck on the rounded

surface. The stamps were not applied on the back of the object as was custom-

ary. The readings were taken from the object :

O (ng. t>) On the left of the chin : standing orans figure of a female saint : inscribed

H Ari[A] A.0....

O (hg- c) On the center of the chin: same as above, but Inscription less clear.

(fig. d) On the right side of the chin: bust of Christ with crossed nimbus; inscribed

AfTJOC]. AriO[C], AriO[C] ?

r ao ts

K.AOCJ

date: On the basis of comparisons with other stamps (see p. 21), as well a> on

the evidence of the style of the object itself, the phalera has been assigned to the

seventh or early eighth century by A. Alfoldi and E. Cruikshank.

Principal References: A. Alfoldi and E. Cruikshank, A Sassanian Silver Phalera at Dumbarton Oak-,'

Dumbarton Oaks Papers, n (1957), PP- 237_245: DOC, no. 18.

Source of Illustration: Dumbarton Oaks.
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No. 99

a. Sassanian Phalera

/:.

b. First Round Stamp c. Second Round Stamp d. Hexagonal Stamp



[00

a. l'l.itc "B" with Niello Cross from Klimova

U

%&

' I

!

.

m
vtnvV^i 1

I hi Stamp



No. ioo. PLATE "B" WITH NIELLO CROSS FROM KLIMOVA

The Hermitage, Leningrad; ace. no. W. 193

description: Large plate with crudely worked cross in center surrounded by
wreath (fig. a).

Wt. 4817 gr.; diam. 53 cm. (Matsulevich).

place of discovery: Klimova, district of Solikamsk, Government of Perm
(renamed Molotov in 1942). Found, with nos. 9 and 36, in 1907.

control stamps: Five round stamps applied at regular intervals on the bottom

of the dish, one in the exact center and four near the footring equidistant from

each other and from the center (fig. b). The centering point has damaged the

central stamp, suggesting that the plate was worked on after it was stamped

(Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 296). Two round stamps contain the figure of

Christ with crossed nimbus; the other three contain identical cruciform mono-
grams which have not been deciphered. If it were not for the absence of a P they

would read CEPriOV. The stamps were examined from the photograph:

•f* *l* «f*

date: Seventh century (p. 21).

Principal References: Rosenberg, pp. 734-735; Matsulevich, "Arg. byz.," p. 293, no. 4.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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\ : i THE ZALESIE BOWL
KUNSTHISTORISI BES M >A

1-1x ription: Round, shallow bowl without footling, decorated with barbaric

pattern ol leaves and punched dots around central roundel, which is framed

with large brad- and contains a bird (figs, a and b). The bird and the roundel

ol brad- may be by diiferent hands than the rest of the design (Fettich).

Diam [6.6cm.; ht. 3.5-3.8001. (Fettich).

PLA( i OF DISCOVERY: Found in Zalesie, in the Ukraine (former Galicia) in 18

in the Kunsthistorische Museum since 1846.

ion 1 K01. stamps: Five illegible, round (

;
)
-tamps (figs, c, d, e). All appear to be

identical. Since they are placed in the blank areas of the design on the back of

the plate, they must have been applied after the design had been executed. The
-tamps were examined from the photograph-

ic n-: : The relationship between these stamps and those on no. 100 places them
in the seventh or early eighth century (p. 21).

\pal References: X. Fettich, Archaologische Sludien zur Geschichte der spathunnischen Metallkunst

Archaeologia Hungarica, XXXI (1951), pp. 109-110, pis. 1, n: 4-6.

Source of Illustration: Kunsthistorisches Mn-eum.
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No. ioi

I). Side View ' \ Stamp

e. Two Stamps



No 102

ps on E\v« i from Pokro>



No. 102. EWER FROM POKROVSKOIE

UtCHABOLOGK U MUSEUM, ALMA ATA

description: Not available.

place of discovery: Found in a mound near the village of Pokrovskoie,

Central Asia.

control stamps: F"ive cross-shaped stamps (see fig.), showing designs which

resemble cruciform monograms but do not include actual letters. Like the

stamps of the Valdonne plates (nos. 91, 92), they are of crude design, but in this

instance it is uncertain whether they were applied before or after the plate

was finished. The stamps were examined from the photograph.

date : Like those of the Valdonne plates, these stamps probably represent late

provincial copies of Imperial stamps. The five-fold repetition of a single shape

recalls irregular stamps late in the sequence (nos. 100, 101 ; see p. 2if.). These

stamps can reasonably be dated in the late seventh or in the eighth century.

Principal References : Matsulevich, Byz. Ant., p. 62, where he refers to a publication by W. Gorodeckii

{Izvestija sredne-aziatskogo komiteta po delam muzeev, I [Tashkent, 1926], p. 791., figs. 4-7), which
was not available to this author.

Source of Illustration: The Hermitage.
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No 103 ALBANIAN EWER
I in Mi ntOPOUTAN M '

• J 1 M "I Aid Nr.\ YORK, Gift Oi I EHerponf Mm
DO. i7.X9O.X704

description: Ewa with narrow band ol incised ornamenl around the body
and gilded inscription around the neck (fig. a): + oonh KVP€iOV en€l TON
vaaton (Psalm 29:3).

\\ 1 654.5 gr.; lit. with handle 23.5 cm.; diam. of top 6.7 cm.; diam. oi

footring 8.2 cm. (Strzygowski).

PLACE OF discovery: Found, with no. 88, in 1902-1907, in the vicinity oi

the village of Vrap, Albania.

control STAMPS: Five monograms within circles incised on the bottom oi the

ewer (fig. b). Each one is different and together they form an inscription which

Strzygowski reads KVPI6 B03H9H TOV AOVAOV COV ZHNOBIOV AMHN. They
were incised after the vessel was finished, since there is little sign of wear and

they cut into the solder of the footring. The object was examined in the ori-

ginal.

* *& i 4« +
date : Strzygowski dates this ewer, on stylistic grounds, between the sixth and

the ninth century (p. 21). The cross monograms set within circles may be

associated with the stamps on nos. 78, 100, 101, and dated accordingly in the

seventh century—or, at least, at the end of the Imperial series (p. 22).

Principal References: J. Strzygowski, Altai-Iran und Vblhervoanderune, (Leipzig, mi;!, pp. 19-22,

figs. 19, 20; WAG, no. 415.

Source of Illustration: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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No [03

a. Albanian Ewer

b. Incised Monograms





REFERENCES CITED IN ABBREVIATION

PRIMARY SOUR< l-s:

Anun. Marc: Ammianus fifarcellinus, Renttn gestarum libri qui supersunl (Loeb ed., 1950-1952).
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[ndex I

LIST OF STAMPED OBJE< I S ACCORDING TO PRESEN1 LOCA1 [ON

Mm i At i. 1 1. Museum
r from Pokrovskoie . . . No

limore, The Walters Art Gallery

The Cup of Symeonios .... No. r
;

The Cup of TheopbJlos ... 34
•»• with Niello Monogram .

Hanging Lamp from Ham;i

Inscribed Plate with Cross . .

Berlin. Ehem. Staathche llnseen

Plate with Niello Monogram . No [2

Deep Bowl with Beaded Brim. 81

Budapest, The Hungarian National Museum
Ornamented Salver No. n

Cesena, Biblioteca Malatestiana

Plate from Cesena No 86

Istanbul, The Archaeological Museum
The Stuma Flabellum .... No. 22

The Stuma Paten 27

Inscribed Plate with Cross . . 20

Jerusalem, The Convent of St. Anne

The Chalice of St. Anne . . . No. 18

Kharkov, The Archaeological Museum
Eagle Signum No 0,5

Kiev, The Archaeological Museum
Plain Bowl No. 23

Leningrad, The Hermitage

Trulla with Nilotic Relief . . No. 1

The Plate of Paternus .... 2

Plate with Relief of Grazing Horse 7

Plate with Relief of a Shepherd 9
Plate from Ust'-Kishert' ... 15

Plate with Relief of Venus in

the Tent of Anchises .... 16

The Hermitage Reliquary . . 17

Trulla from Malaia Peresh-

chepina 30
Ewer from Malaia Peresh-

chepina 31

Plate "A" with Niello Cr

from Klimova 36

Plate "A" with Niello Cr

from Kalganovka 51

Plate ' B" with Niello Cr

from Kalganovka 55
The Meleager Plate . . 57

P • m'Ii Niello ' am
Piatigoi No

Stroganxn P I nth Niello

Cross

I' ite with r.enter NieDo P
tern from Viatka

Thi ''.
Plaf 70

Bowl with A 71

Plate with Center Rosette from

Turusheva 72

Plate with Niello Cross from

Malaia Pereshchepina ... 73
The Nereid Jug 75

Plate with Niello I om
Turusheva

The Obolenskii Trulla .... 77

Amphora from Malaia Peresh-

chepina

Plain Plate

Plate "B" with Niello Cr

from Klimova 100

Lesbos, see Mytilene

London, The British Museum
Plate from Sutton Hoo. . . . No. 4

Candlestick

Pendant Lamp Dish 24

Plate with Niello Cross ... 28

Censer 35

Bowl "A" from Lampsacus 52

Bowl "B" from Lampsacus 53

Plate with Bust of Saint . . .

Oruzheinaia Palata Museum
M with Nine M ... No. 84

The State Historical Museum
Dish with Ornamental Rosette

Plain, Small Dish 74

Deep Bowl with Beaded Brim

.

Small, Fluted Bowl 83

Spoon "A" from Novobaiazet

.

Spoon ' B" from Novobaiazet

.

.ene. The Archaeological Museum
Plate "A" with Niello Cr

from Mytilene (Lesbos . . N

Plate "B" with Niello Cr

from Mytilene fLesbo- . .
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OBJEl rSAO ORDING lo PRESEN1 tX> ATION

Plate ( with Niello Cn
from M\ nl< di I ' No. 41

Plate "D" with Niello < n

from M\ tilene | Lesbos) . . 42

Lamp from Mytilene (Lesbo 1

;

Plain Trulla from Mytilene

Lesbos)

• 1 from M\nl> 1 1 49
Trulla with Decorated Handle

From Mytili 1
i'os) . . 50

Ncu. \ r Mallon Collection

Inscribed Plate with Cross . . No. 25

1 1 j * - Metropolitan Museum ol Art

Plate with Niello Monogram . . No. 37

David Plate: Davidand Goliath 58

David Plate: Introduction of

David to Saul 60

David Plate: David Trying on

Saul's Armor 61

David Plate: Anointing of

David 62

David Plate : David Slaying Lion 63

David Plate: David and Soldier 64
Chalice from Antioch .... 80

Deep Bowl with Beaded Brim. 85

Albanian Bowl 88

Albanian Ewer 103

Nicosia, The Museum of Antiquities

Plate with Niello Monogram . No. 33

Plate with Niello Cross .... 54

David Plate: Marriage of David

and Michal 59
David Plate: David Summoned

to Samuel (?) 65

David Plate: David Slaying

Bear 66

I'ii. I be Lou

India from Cherchel .... No 14

Valdon 91

Plati "B"
Distrii t Museum

l igmenf ol Plate with Niello

Cross N<

Riga, I he Museum ol the 11

the Latvian SSR
Ornamented Bowl No. 3

Turin, Galleria Sabauda

The Nereid Plate N

I 'atican, Museo Sacro

The \'atican Relicmary . . . . No. 47

Vienna, Kunstbistorisches Museum
BiK ket with Mythological I

ures No. 50

The Zalesie Bowl 101

II ashington, D. C, The Dumbarton
Oaks Collection

The Tyler Chalice N

Fragment of Dish with Relief

of Silenus 10

The Riha Paten

The Riha Flabellum 11

Plate with Niello Monogram . . 3<<

Small, Plain Plate 44

Plate with Niello Cross,660V
€AT7IC 45

Plate with Niello Cro- 0€OV
TIMH 46

Candlestick 90

Sassanian Phalera 99
Present Location Unknou n

Dish with Relief of "Euthenia" No
Deep, Fluted Dish 87
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Index 11

LIST OF STAMPED OBJECTS ACCORDING TO PLACE OF DISCOVERY

Alkino, on the Ufa Railway 74

Aniioch, Syria 90, see also llama

Binbir Kilisse, Asia Minor 12

Bol'shoi Kamenets, near Sudzha 84

Botosani, Rumania 83

Cairo, Egypt 93
Cesena, Italy 86

Cherchel, Algeria 14

Chersonesus, Crimea 17

Cy/>r/<.s

"First Treasure" 28, 35, 78

"Second Treasure" 33, 54, 58, 59,60,61, 62,

63, 64, 65, 66

(?) 37. 38, 39
Glazov, Gov. of Viatka [Kirov) (>q

Hama, Syria 13, 18, 34, 80, 89, 98
Iz»ur, see Smyrna

Kalganovka, Gov. of 7Vn>/ (Molotov) 51, 55,

70

Kama River region 26, see also Glazov, Perm,

Turusheva

Kara, Syria, see Hama
Klimova, Gov. of Pmn (Molotov) g, 36, 100

Kopchiki, Gov. of Perm (Molotov) 16

Kitczurmare, Bukovina 56

Kungur, Gov. of Perm (Molotov), see

Kopchiki, Ust'-Kishert'

Lampsacus, Hellespont 19, 24, 52, 53
I.atakia, Syria 25

Lesbos, see Mytilene

Malaia Pereshchepina , Gov. of Poltava 2, 30,

3i. 73- 79

Martynovtsy, Kiev region 23

Mytilene 32. 40. 41, 42, 43, 48, 49, 50

Neskrebovka, see Voznesenka

Novobaiazct, Armenia 6, 96, 97
/Vrw (renamed Molotov in 1942) 1,75 (?), see

also Kungur. Piatigor'e, Sludka, Soli-

kamsk

Tcshnigort, Gov. of Perm (Molotov) 77
Piatigor'e, Gov. of Perm (Molotov) 67

Pokrovskoie, Central Asia 102

AV/jtf, Syn'a 8, 20, 21, 22, 27, 29

Pome, 47
Sludka, Gov. of Perm (Molotov) 7, 68

Smyrna 44, 45, 46 (?)

Solikamsk, Gov. of Perm (Molotov) see A7*-

mova, Kalganovka, Peshnigort

Stuma, Syria, see Pi'Aa

Sulin, Don River region 82

Sutton Hoo, Suffolk 4
Svietlen, Bulgaria 5

Syn'a 81 (?), see also Antioch, Hama, Kara,

Latakia, Riha, Stuma.

Tepe, Hungary 11

Turusheva, Gov. of Viatka (Kirov) 72, 76

Ust'-Kishert', Gov. of Perm (Molotov) 15

Valdonne, Commune of Peypin 91, 92

Voronia 3

Fozwesen&a (Neskrebovka) 95
Fra/), Albania 88, 103

Zalesie, Ukraine 101

Unknown 10, 57, 71, 85, 87, 94, 99
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Table I

IMPERIAL BUST TYPES*

BUST TYPE

4a

DESCRIPTION

Beardless, nimbed bust, wearing chlamys,

diadem with pendants and trefoil ornament.

In the later examples, the face tends to

be more rounded and the strokes of the

trefoil farther apart.

Beardless, nimbed bust, wearing chlamys,

crown with pendants and raised, circular

ornament.

Beardless bust as above, without nimbus,

wearing crown with pendants and circular

ornament surmounted by a cross.

Nimbed bust with pointed beard and short

hair, wearing chlamys, crown without

pendants but with raised, circularornament.

6b

(,,

6d

Bust as above, without nimbus.

Nimbed bust with short beard, wearing

chlamys, crown with pendants and raised,

circular ornament.

Nimbed bust with cropped beard and short

hair, wearing chlamys, crown without
pendants but with raised circular ornament.

EMPEROR

Anastasius I

491-518

MONOGRAMS

Justinian I

527-565

Justin II

565-578

Tiberius II

Const. 578-582

Mauricius
582-602

Tiberius II

Const. 578-582

Phocas
602-610

Heraclius

610-613

Bust as above without nimbus.

Bust as above, without nimbus, wearing
crown with raised circular ornament sur-

mounted by a cross.

Bust as above, with nimbus, wearing crown
with trefoil ornament.

Bust without nimbus, with long, bushy
beard and short hair; crown with raised

circular ornament surmounted by a cross.

Bust without nimbus, with long face and
beard ; hair waves asymmetrically on either

side of the face; wearing chlamys and
crown with circular ornament and cross;

holding globus crucifer.

Heraclius

613-629/30

Heraclius

629/30-641

Constans II

641-651/2

U < U (b)

U (0

OBJECT NOS,

I, 2, 4, 5

6-9, II-16

20-22, 24-26

M (*) n (b)

U {h)

tf.

4* (
a

)

»£* (b)

4* (c

27

28

30-3I

29

32

33-36

W I"

41-46,

50, 54,

55-4, 56

48, 49

55-4 , 56,

58-64,

68-70

5i, 52

72, 73

75-78

* The imperial bust is not - or just barely - visible in the stamps of nos. 3, 10, 17, 18, 19, 23, 47, 53,
55B, 57, 65, 66,67, 71, 74-



Table II

IMPERIAL MONOGRAMS

Imperial Groups

i- 5, Anastasius I 28, 29, Tiberius Constantine 37-74. Heraclius

6-19, Justinian I 30, 31, Maurice Tiberius 75-78. Constans II

20-27, Justin II 32-36, Phocas

N.B. Heavy solid lines indicate exceptions (see p. 11 f.). Blank spaces indicate stamp is illegible or

non-existent

No. No. a No. No. O D No. D

1 Y 174 Ik 32 b^ 48 * 63 I I P if

2 Kf 175 M 33 W h 49
tfc

64 1 i p y

3 18 34 bA 50' a 4 65 1 1 p y

4 U 19 K 35 * 51 ^ 66
-K

5 Uu 20 Kf 36
\tt /oJk 52 * 67 4«

6 u 21 ft 37 4-K LftJ—

W

53
68 •*-

544 *<
7 u vt 22 ^E

38 h 1 pY 1/ 69 4
54R

8 u 23 Nf 39 h ipY 1/ 70 nil/
554 1 1 p y

"3* ^
9 uu 24 40 * 55B H* 71

10 T 25 UM 41 & IP 1 1/ 56 ¥
11 pi/ 72 \ l 1 r v

11 u hi 26 H 42 1 57 H^T LL-B-k' 73 > ±K

12 u y 27 U N 43 * 58 * 74

13 u u 28 yl! 44 i_nY v 1 p| v 59 * 75 4
14 u 29 M 16* 45 I p| Y 4k 60 ^ 76 .* ft

15 u HU ha ttf
46 HH- «4 61 1 1 p y 77 @ ^

16 hi I31 h u 47
"i*

62 V 78 II DU 4*

' « vv^c C /vv-^v-o'n-.v . VR i ' -
*0v«*a-i J2_ i'„ &b^



Table III

SECONDARY MONOGRAMS

Imperial Groups

i- 5, Anastasius I 28, 29, Tiberius Constantine 37~74> Heraclius

6-19, Justinian I 30, 31, Maurice Tiberius 75-7$, Constans II

20-27, Justin II 32-36, Phocas

N.B. /\=ia triangle; = 'nround- Heavy solid lines indicate exceptions (see p. 15). Blank

spaces indicate stamp is illegible or non-existent.

No. Q <3 No. O 8 No. Q e No. Q O No. &

1

A

LJ 17.4 AfC 4 32 48 * * 63 4c p|«

2 Kf 17B <0$€ 4c 33.
A0ANACIOV

49 * 1
64 of* *£*

3
IUANNOV

18 ^ 4 34 M?e * 50
cepnov

65 4 «
4 K 19 35 M? ^ 51 "b i 66 pg* p^*

5 I 20 4s 4s 36 4
koch
4

1ACf

52
(DUTINOV J

67 4-
06OAUPOV

6 w 21 4* ^ 37 5 fy
53

68 &I *&
544

7 ~T I
5 22 & 4 s 38 * ¥ 69 4

AAMIANOV54R * *
8 n n 23 A0£ 39 sgfc •* 70 nJm *55,4 * *
9 n ft 24 4 40 k4 4* 55B 71 #
10 rt 25 4* 4 41 * * 56 * * 72 •41 41

11 "if 26
eeoAt

4.
ilPOV

42 * 4 57
BACIA1 ov

73 n-Ph

MHNA

12 n 27 n£ 3 43 1* * 58 ^ ^ 74

13
n€TPOV

28
neT

rv-e

POV
44 4 4 59 P-§€ # 75 K-£tC "#

14 f * 29 t4 i 45 * * 60 -1- 76 ^
15 4? 41 30 tt ^ 46 ^ * 61

a & 77
KUNCT/i NTINOV

16 4?
IOVAI

4<
*NOV

31
OANNOV

47 + .+ 62 * * 78

_in0ANNOV

' fevO «A^ WW w-« "/

TVx WCOnrOtt^ T»"'"' VU.CC"' uwwv fkAJ^iOT ix^aw



INSCRIBED NAMES

Imperial Croups 6-19: Justinian I

1-5: Anastasius I 20-27: Justin II

28, 29: Tiberius Constantine

30, 31 : Mauricius Tiberius

No. O n &

1 ON A[NJASTIAJ|SIVS PPAVG [9]6C0AOPO[V] ? KON[CT|AN]TIOC ?A

2 ON ANASTA||SIV[S1 PPAVG E6NOOIAOV KOMI||T[AC]A MH||NNA»

3 |( AK IOV KO[C||M]A? 9C0]|MAA 9C0||MA»

4 9C0||MA DN ANASTA[S]||IVS PP AV[G]

5 eeoAWPOv Aeov. . .

.

[DN A]NASTASJIVS [PP] AVG

6 ANA||P60V [9]C0||MA K||V||P||V

7 A|..NH||..VC ITA||AO[V] [6VH|[eNIOV KO||NC0||..]|OC

8 DAX XOV ni€N [TIJOV [ni£N]||TIOV? ceP|[[nov]? ei|[C0||MA]||C

9 [AGH]NOr CNOV cepunov [eC0]||MA|]C

10

11 iova;[ianov] XPIC[TO]|j<DOPO[V] OV [9]C0]|M[A] ?

12

13

14

AAN [NO]V [Nl] AOV AOV||KA evfryeNiov]? A||[NA||P6||0]V

AAN NOV Nl||AOV AOV||KA [A||NA]||P6||OV

KOC'MA 10V||[AI]0[V] A||NA||P6||OV

15 ANT[0 NIOV] AO[V]||KA ....||AKTOV? IC0||[AN]||N[|OV

16 ICOAN [N]OV 1TA||[A]0V ICOANIINOV [cqiiPiimiov

17.

17/

18

IWA[N NOV] ITA]][AOV] nAV||[AOV] c||[6P]|innov

[lTA]||AOV [ITJAV||AO[V] cii[6P]||nnov

A£ON||TIOV €V||<DPO||N[l||OV?]

19 C€||[BA]||CT||OC

20 ICOANIINOV Atoponteeov] [IC0AN||N]OV Al||OM||I[A]||OV

21 IC0AN||N< >V Acopoieqov 1COAN||[N]OV AI||OM||IA||OV

::' iwan;in[Ovj [Atopojiieeov [IC0AN||N]OV Al||[OM]||IA||OV

23 tCVM]6[]WN[HC]? [CVM€||C0]NIC 1CO||]AN]||N||OV

24 AOV CV[M€]||C0NHC

25 eeei|Pi[ov] IC0AN||NOV ITA||AOV [C€]B[A]||CTOV? KV||PI||AK||[OV]

26
ev|i[r€]||Ninov

27 CTut' ANOV M>XA AOV ico[a]:;nn[ic] Ce||[BA]||CT||[OV]

28 9[C0] M[A] [l]C0A[N] NOV TPV[O]iiC0N? IC0A||NNIC [CI]||CI||NN||IC

29 .IUN||... MerA:iA[ov]
9||C0||M||A

(0 nAT[P]||IKIC
|
HAITI KI]C MAEI MOC nAT||PIK[lC] eiI0O||M||A

31 [11A1I'I]MC tn]ATPI KIC n[A]T||PI[KIC] e||C0||M||A

32 [GtOA] C0POC

53 Al[9] 6PIC KOC [MAC] eeoAncopoc IC0[A||NNIC] CI||[CI]||NN||IC

34 [ICOA] NNOV [eeoA]||top[0]v CVM6||[C0]N1C

1C0A||NNIC

ITTA]||TP||IK||IOV

is [1COA]||NNOV
CI||CI||NN||IC

3o e..iK,;.iTTOc CVM« ICONIC A...||co.nc IC0A]|NNIC [CI]||CI||NN||IC

37 [iua],;nni[C]? MA[r N6]C [KOC]||M[AC] [C1||CI]||NN||[IC]

38 [ANA] IYIC [ICOA] NNI[C]? MAHINeC CI||CI||[NN||1C]
<o [M]A[r N]CC [KOC||MA]C [C1||C]1||[NN||IC]

40 AN[A||P€]IC [ANA];;P[€A]C
[CI||CI]||NN||[iq

32-3^

37-7-1

75-7^

: Phocas

: Heraclius

: Constans II

N.B.

A « in triangle

• = in round

Table IV

Blank spaces indicate stamp
is illegible or non-existant.

No. O D *

41 reoiipnc ANA|1[P]£AC kociimac [CV||Me||ON]||HC

42 reoiipnc [AN]Aj[[P€AC] [KOC]||MAC C[V||M]€||[ON]||HC

43 r[60||Pri]c AN[A]||P€AC KOC||MA[C] C[V||M]€||0N|1HC

44 [A19][|6PIC A[NA]||P£AC AAMnP||OTAT[OV?] KO[C||MAC] [CI||CI]||NN||IC

45 [Aienqpic [AA]MnP||OTATO[V?] KOC||[MAC] [CI||CI]||NN||[IC]

46 TGI AA[M]nP||[OTATOV?] [KOC]||MAC [CI||CI||NN||I]C

47 [KOC]||MAC

48 oiAiiirmoc NTAC ANA||[P£]AC l||C0A||NN||IC

49 (D[iAi]nrrnoc [ANA||P€A]C [l||C0A]||NN||IC

50 CXOAAIICTIKIC k[OC]i;m[A]c CI||[CI]||NN||HC

51 CXOA[A||CTIK!C] A[AM]n[P]||OTA[TOC] KOC||MAC CI||CI||NN||HC

52 [AAMnP]||OTA[TO]C CI||[CI||N]N||HC

53 CI||CI||[NN]||HC

54.4 AAMn[P||OTATOC]

54B oiAinnoc CXOAAC||CTIKIC CV||M[6]||C0N||IC

55/1 [A]NA||P[£AC] [<DI]A[l||nO]C CXOA[AC]||CTIKlC CV||[M6]||C0N||IC

55B [d>i]A[innoc] [CV||M6]||C0N||[IC]

56 ANA||PeAC OIAI||[TT]OC CXOAC CTIC cv ;mq|co[N||IC]

57 [AN]A||P6AC <DlA[l]||nOC CV||Me||CON||IC

58 [9]e0XA||PI[CT0C] KOM||lTAC CXOA[A]||CTIC K||OC||M||AC

59 9e0X[A]||PlCT0[C] KOM||lTAC CXOA[A||C]TIKIC [K]||OC||[M||AC]

60 [9e0XA]||PlC[T0C] KO[M||IT]AC [CX]OA[A]||C[TIKIC] K||0[C||M||AC]

6i eeoxA||Pi[C]TOc KOM||[lTA]C CXOAA||CTI[KIC] K||0[C]||M||[A]C

62 eeOXA||PICTOC [K]OM||[lTA]C [CXOAA]|[CTI[KI]C K||OC||M||[AC]

63 [e]£OXA||PIC[TOC] KOM||[lTA]C [C]XOAA]|[C]TIKIC K||OC||[M]||AC

64 [9]e0XA||[PICT|0C KOM|[[IT]AC [CXOAA]||CTIKIC K||[OC||M||AC]

65 KOM||[ITAC] CXOA[A||CTIKIC] [K||OC]||M||[AC]

66 OV CX[OAA||CTIK]IC K||[0]C||M||[AC]

67 KOM||ITAC K||[OC||M||A]C

68 CX0AA||CTIK1C [A]N||AP||[€||AC]

69 IKIC AN||[A]P||e||[AC]

70 MAPT||VP[€?] nATP||IK[IC] CXOAA||CTIKIC AN||AP||€||[AC]

71 [C]||€||Pr||[IC]

72 [X]PICTO|i[cPOPOV] |TIATP]|]1K[IC] cepiinc [CXO]||AA||[CTI]||KIC

73 XPICTO||4>[OPOV] [TTA]TP||IK[IC] [C6P]||rp]C? [cejpunc C[XO||A]A||[CTI||KIC]

74 CXO||[AA||CT]l||[KI]C

75 [IC0A]N||N[H]C [MA]Ke||AC0NNO[V] [X]PICTO||OOPO[V] C€||[Pni|IC

76 1C0[AN||NHC] eeoouANic q|€Pniic

77 [IC0]AN||NOV IC0A|]NNOV eeooi|AN[ic] c||6P||ri||[c]

78 1CO[A][|NNOV 1TAHAOV? TAPO.||TAP.



Table V

COMITES SACRARUM LARGITIONUM IN THE SIXTH AND SEVENTH
CENTURIES*

EMPEROR
date or

DATE LIMITS
C S L REFERENCES

Anastasius 1

491-518

498 Iohannes
(the

Paphlagonian)

Mai., XVI, p. 400, 17.

513 Clementinus Dessau, no. 1304; Delbrueck, no. 16.

Justin I

518-527

Justinian I

527-565

528/9 Elias Theoph., p. 186, 10, names him as a con-
temporary of the Praetorian Prefect

Menas. Cf. supra, p. 28, note 89.

533-8 Strategius P. Oxy., 1928; Nov.Just., CXXXVI;
XXII:xlviii; CV; Mansi, VIII, 818; Ed.
Just., XIII:xv, xvi; Proa, BP, II :i:g.

539-542 ? Petrus

( ? Barsymes)
Ed. Just., VII: vi.

546 Iohannes
(of Palestine)

Proa, Anec, xxii:33.

547-55°+ Petrus

Barsymes
Proa, Anec, xxii:33, xxv:2o; Ed.

Just., XI. Cf. supra, p. 28, note 88.

? Julianus Pink, 58, 73.

Justin II

565-578

566 Magnus Corippus, 1:22; Evagrius, V:x; Ioannes

Epiphaniensis, fr. 1:5 (FHG, p. 275).

Cf. supra, p. 28, note 89.

577 Theodorus Menander Protector, Historia, fr. 46
(FHG, p. 248).

Tiberius II

Constantine

578-582

Mauricius

Tiberius

582-602

Phocas
602-610

605 Athanasius CP, sub anno 605; Theoph., p. 297, 20

and 27. Cf. supra, p. 28, note 89.

* In this list several factors are uncertain; see supra, p. 28, note
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